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Abstract
This thesis is a COIlIeXtual analysis of my mother's brownte recipe. Following the
rccipe through the mictocosmic to the macrocosmic. I illuminate its biography in each
context. To this end. I have stJuctured my thesis under the overan:hing umbttlla of
Marxist culrural theory. on the relationship between basic global modes of production
and superstructural social institutionJ. Within the rn.icrocosm. I employ perfonnance
analysis, comparative histOrical and feminist critiques. To understand how the brownie

and its recipe communicate within the macroc:osm, I deconstruct the recipe, analyzing the

historic nature of the ingredients and how those nawres become symbols of oppcession
and cxploiwion. Mter examining the utilization of the brownie recipe within the
supentructure and exploring the repemtSSioos of the inpedierus' production modes
within the base. I appraise the normalizing. hegemonic forces lbllll interplay between the

base and the superstrocture-the forces that make the brownie so seemingly benign and

mundane.
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Chapter One· Introduction:

Food! Glorious Food!
One of the beginning images of the 1968 film production of the musW:aJ Oliver! is
aClinic. skeletal boys dressed in tattered prison-like garb parading into the orphanage's
mess hall with military-like precision, singing a song about, "Food! Glorious food"
(Romulus 1968)! Even as tbeyqueue up for the infamous sloppy mush. the boys
continue to sing of imagined feasts, ogling hungrily the sumptuous abundance of food
being supplied to their oveneers. [n an indelible scene, young Oliver. upon pulling the

long SlJ'llW, audaciously steps forward toward Mr. Bumble to make his query.
"Please sir, I want some more," he meekly inquires.

w\VhaJ.?!" Mr. Bumble yells incredulously.
"Please sir, I want some moreT' Oliver tentatively repealS. losing some of his

preVK>uS audacity.
"More?!" Mr. Bumble bellows from deep within his substantial form. grabbing
Oliver's ear in the process, ultimately, dragging him all the way to lawn to be sold

because of his apparently dangerous impertinence.
Although the remaining film fades from recollection. snippets of those opening

scenes have been embroiled upon my memory since I fil'Sl saw this movie years ago. I
often hum the opening song whik COCJking, only singing aloud, "Food! Glorious food!"

since I cannot remember any of the other lyrics. [have been known 011 occasion to
mimic, mustering up my best British accent, Mr. Bumble's bellowing "Moren" when
someone has asked f« seconds at the dinner table. And. as I came to reflect on how one

is to begin a thesis 011 food. the image ofpathetic:.linle. malnourished Oliver standing
before the mammoth, well·fed bulk of Mr. Bumble inevitably sprang to mind. The
binaryoppositionisan::hetypal. HighvemaslDw. Old versus Young. MasteTversus
Slave. Fat versus Thin. Have versus Have·nol. Rich versus Poor. G1unony versus
Hunger. Bourgeois versus Proletariat. And a1llhese antithetical juxtapositions and
power stJUggIes are played out in one quinleSSmtial scene or a little boy asking for moR:
food--a scene which centres around food and its inextricable entanglings in the web of
powerfully complex polarities which comprise human existence. Life is played out in
food as food is played out in life. Oliver asking for more gruel is a testament to this
thcam of life in which food is a primal player.

Digesting Impor1anc:<
Ranging from the biological to the spiritual. the symbolic to the political. food's
versatility as a pRvailing player in life remains constant. Anthropologist Sidney Mintz
contends thar: '"nothing defines our nature as living creatures more dramatically than our
ingestion" <IM!in& 4). And yet, he goes on to comment Ihat this "basic biological need
becomes something else because we humans IraRsfonn it symbolically inlo a s~tem of
meaning for much more than ilSClr' (6). Anthropologist, Matgaret Visser asserts that:
'1f]ood shapes us and expresses us even more definitively than our furniture or houses or
utensils do" (12). Foodways scholar Judith Goode remarks that food "is both physically
manipulated to feed us and intellectually manipulated to refer metapftorically to
important aspects of existence" (233). ElaboolLing on this symbolically-endowed l1()(ion
regarding food. noted folklorist Michael Owen Jones queries. "Whar: else in our daily
lives speaks so eloquently of symbolism, aesthetic sensibilities, communication. social
propriety. community, performance, and celebration as do our foodways" (244)1 In
writing on the recipe book compiled by starving women in the Nazi ghetto of

Theresienstadt. Carade Silva comments on ..the power of food to sustain us, not just

physically but spiritually" (xxvi). She writes:
Food is who we are in the deepest sense, and not because it is transformed
into blood and bone. Our personal gastronomic traditions-what we eat.
the foods and foodways we associate wilh the rituals of childhood,
marriage. and parenthood, moments around the table. cclcbrat.ions-are
critical components or our identities. To recall them in despeme
circumstances is to rrinfon:e a sense of self and 10 assist 11$ in our struggle
to preserve it. (xxvi)

Ultimately. food is a profoundly poignant"medium of communication" (M.D. Jones 244)
speaking volumes regarding the physical, the psychological. the emotional, the
metaphorical, the phanwmagoricaI and the spirilUal nourishment of humankind.
Yet, while food "speaks" 10 us on various levels, there is underlying any

foodways eventlhe concept upon which it is predicaled-the recipe. Cara de Silva
continues 10 comment on the power of food as evidenced wilhin the ~ipe. on the
strength and courage of culinary weaponry:
While written recipes might not feed lhe hungers of the body, they might
temporarily quell the hungers of the soul.... 'My mother (Mina Pachter]
was already in her seventies at this time,' said Anny {Steml, 'yct this book
shows that even in adversity her spirit foughl on.' And so, too. did the
spirits of her friends. Among their weap:>ns were H~1I.1Dfd Stroh. fried
noodles topped with raisins, cinnamon, and vanilla cream: ubertnOdd,
liver dumplings with a louch of ginger. Kl~tunbrot, a rich fruit bread; and
an;chovy Don, or Groom's Cake. There were Erdiipfd Valun, or potato
doughnuls; and &uJ~n~r Caram~ll Bonbons, caramels from Baden
Baden-aboot eighty recipes in all. (xxxi.ii &: xxvi)
Indc:ed, jr]ecipes are the establi.sbcd currency of cooking" (Camp American Foodwavs

98) and the syntax of food. They"are important. To families, they represent shared

memories and repeated pleuures. To society, they're historical documenls of fashion,
taste. and nuance" (Younghusband 1998). My thesis is an examination of one recipe

within the repenoire of my mother, Roberta Grant---her brownies.

A Brief HIstory of Food aDd FoIldo..
In the introduction (0 her compilation of familial recipes entitled, My
Grandmother's KikMn. Jehane Benoit writeS: "My grandmother taught me.

II.

long time

ago, that our cooking is pan of our folklore. and it must therefore be varied. Ie bears
testimony to our past. to our mothcts' ingenuity, and 10 the spirit of our own flesh and
blood'"' (I). To explore the connections between food and folklore. one quickly becomes
immersed in "foodways" sdIoJarship. A term coined by anlhropologist John J.
Honigman and subsequently borrowed by folldorist Don Yoder. foodways, in Yoder's
terms, is concerned willi '"the total cookery complex. including attitudes, taboos, and
meal systems---me whole range of cookery and food habits in a society" (325), A scholar

in the field of foodways. Charles Camp. defines foodways as being ..nothing less than the
full consideration of how food and culture imcrscct-whal food says about the people
who ptepare and consume it and how culture shapes the dielat)' choices people make"

("Foodways" 1997: 367). He funher comments that "(f}oodways provides II. vocabuluy
of experience that demonstrates the presence and power of tradition in everyday life"
("Foodways" 1997: 370-1). Folklorist. Lucy Long observes lIlat "(tlhe (enn 'foodways'

suggests that food is a netWOl'k of activities and s)'SW11S-1lhysical, social
(communicative). cultural, economic. spiritual, and aesthetic" (182). Suffice it to say that
anything having to do with food. be it performing religious rites or growing backyard
gardens. operating giant agribusinesses or flipping burgers at McDonald's, sharing
recipes Of watching Jamie OliVeT on TV (a hip young chef in Britain with a hit BBC
series), is open to foodways research.
This link between food and the academic study of folkJore has taken some time to
develop. A seminal relationship began in the late nineteenth century, and its aetiology is
practically legendary. According to Camp, Lafcadio Heam-a hard-up. iUneRnt

journalist with a string of misfortunes, including bankJup. business ventures-had the
brainstorm of writing two books on Creole culture to be sold at the Cotton Centennial
Exposition, a major tourist event which was to be: held in New Orleans in 1884. Hearn
wrote two books, one on Creole

proverbs. Gombo 2Mbn, and the other on Creole

cooking, La CuisiJu! Cr~oJ~. Unfortunately. due to printing delays. the books made it into
publication in 1885. long after the thousands of tourists had visited the city for the
uhibition. Needless to say. tbeydid not sell well. Yet, forfolkJoriscs in retrospect, YlA

Cuisi_ Creon came to represem the tangible, visible pan of an otherwise invisible
world... (using) food as the expressive 'medium' through which to communicate the
cultural 'message' of Creole tradition" (Camp "Foodways" 1996: 3(0). This said, not
only were the public not buying UJ CuisiIIL CrwI~, but the discipline of folkJore at large.
and even Heam himself, seemed also to DOl buy into its concepts, largely overlooking the
ethnognlphic: potentials of food studies. Half a century would pass before a budding
relationship between food and folkJore would spring fonh.
According to Camp, "'roadways' owes its intellectual identity to 'rolltlife,''' with
its emphasis upon "'lhe ordiftar)' struelUres of everyday life" ("Foodways" 1996: 3(0).
includiag many material culture genres such as folk architecture, folk an and folk
costume. Camp lauds "[tlhe quiet integrity" ("Foodways" 1991: 368) of the scholarship
of such folkJoriscs as Don Yoder and Warren Roberts as being instrumental in importing
European ethnological models. and therd>y. broadening the concept of whaJ. constitutes
"folkJore." He also espouses the wort of Margaret Mead at the National Research
Council's Committee on Food Habits during the late 1930s through early 19405 as
"cstablish[ing] scholarly precedent for ethnological interest in the social meanings.
functions, and values of food, particularly as an accessible marlcer of cultural
community" ('"Foodways" 1997: 368). By the late 1970s and early 1980s, folkJore

scholarship in general began shifting lowards perfonnance Iheory, wilh its expansive
notion of Hcontext" and its attention to Msymbol making." The foodways journal. Digesr.
staned al the University of Pennsylvania around Ihis time. represents Ihis intc:rsedion of
folkJife studteSi and performance theory. k has been Ihis intersecting shift which has truly
allowed foodways scholaBhip to blossom. In fact. Camp contends Ihal foodways has
become "the most inclusive and Ieast-disciplined genre" ("Foodways" 1996: 300). a
veritable overgrown gatden in wbkh everything goes and grows. And yet. he also
conlends that "foodways is perhaps the most common and least comprehended of
traditional expressions" ("Foodways" 1991: 311). and that '1I]ocating signiftcanee in this
muddy mix of subject. appetite. science. symbol. cum:ncy and taste [in this overgrown
garden) is a daunting but engaging task" (MFoodways" 1997: 371). And so. (lake heart al
knowing Ihal there is still much to explore and examine and 'earn and illuminate. lbere
is still much to say about brownies.

Brownie Boundaries
To begin with. I suppose that one must at least attempt to "vocalize a brownie"
(Smilh 31) by defining iL In North America, "brownies are small. rich chewy squares of
chocolate cake. containing nuts" (Ayto 39). Bycontnst. in Australia and New Zea.land. a
brownie is ". sweet btead made wilh brown sugar and currants" (Qm 594). The Oxford

English Dicrionary notes thal in 1891 the Sears, Roebuck Cl1lll1og~ was selling brownies
by !he pound. Yet, a year pri« 10 theeatalogue appearance of brownies. "the first teeipe
for broW!lies appeared in the 1896 edition oflbe FtuUlie Fanrrer Cookbook" (Fuller 106).
Despile the fact Ihal thete is an 1896 boot coolaining a recipe for brownies. "nobody
seems to know the origin of Ihis American confeclion" (E. Jones 340). However
unsubstantiated. "folklore has it Ihal brownies evolved around the 1920s as a mistake"
(Fuller26). Yet another theory staleS that "'brownies began around 1914" (Fuller 36) and

mat "they owe their origin to 'Brownie' Schrumpf. an octogenarian food authority from
Bangor, Maine" (Fuller 36). Whatever the case, it is relatively safe to conclude that
brownies are a ralhcr recent recipe, having been around. at the very most. for about a

century. II: is also very safe to conclude that since the brownie Mis very American in
character" (E. Jones 340) in its use of choco'ate, it is a "delectable yet uniquely American
baked chocolate item" (Albright 138).
Although one can lrace the history of the brownie, however convo'uted, thai: still

does not really define what a brownie is. The definitions may stale"a small rich square.
usually chocolate. cakc containing nuts" (Q§2594), but a brownic is different from a
cakc. Initially, I thought that the main diffcrencc between a cake and a brownic was the
leavening agcnL I had always understood thai cakes have baking soda or baking powder
to make them rise. while brownies do not use any such leavening ingredients. I was
wrong. It seems that in the cighteenth century when "cggs finally took over from yeast as
the main raising agent, (it] defin[cd] thc nature of the modem cakc" (Ayto 45). Besides

Icarning that cakes are detcnnincd by cggs and do not have to contain some kind of
leavcning agent other than cggs. I also found brownic recipes containing baking powder.
It seems mal '"the critical evaluation in brownie-making is tcxture-which is affected by
ratios of ingredients" (Fuller 26). As such, onc can havc blonde brownies and
buttcrscotch brownies. Kahlua brownics and cheesecake brownics, because it is not thc
chocolatc or the leavcning agents that makc the brownie: it is the tcxture (Fot- these
brownic recipes among others, see AppendiX I). Although brownies may -Vary from one
region to another, sometimes characterized by an almost fudge like consistency" (E. Jones
340), the imponant factor is that they "should be slightly moist and chcwy and ncver dry"
(E. Jones 340). And mar. is what makes a brownie a brownic.

Recipe Cor a Thesis
In terms ofwhac mates my l1lOthcr's moist and chewy (but not too chocolaaey)
brownies, her recipe, as has been scribbled on various pieces of scrap paper throughout
the years, is as follows:

I 112 cups butter, melted
1/4 cup cocoa
6 eggs
3 cups sugar
Mix together. Pour into greased and
Bake al 350°F for 25 minutes.

I 1/2 cups + 61bsp flour
Il2lSP salt
I cupnulS
3 lSp vanilla
floured roaster pan (1IxI8·inch).

Recognizing that "as consumen, we are entangled in all sorts of commodity geographies,
and we need to think through and beyond those, emphasising each commodjty's

biography as it moves through these geographies" (Bell and Valentine 199.2(0), my
study of my modter's brownie recipe is essentially aconteJl.wal one. Folklorist Richard
Bauman contends thai: "{w)hat remains essemial {to] a basic conception of folklore" is
thal it is "siflMlll!d in a wa, ofinll!m!l41ionships, [in] a ftame of reference which may
allow for the pursuit of specific connections and patterns" ("Field" 362, emphasis in
original), As I examine this brownie recipe, I place it in these different "commodity
geographies" and "frame(s) of reference," ultimately enmeshing it in this complex ""web
of interrelationships," I follow it through the microcosmic to the macrocosrnic,
illuminating its biography at each stage as I make connections between the recipe and its
sunounding environment, be it familial or global, To this end, I have sttuctured my

thesis under the overarching umbrella of Marxist cultural theory, on the relationship
between basic global modes of production and superstructural social institutions
(Williams 75·82). Within the familial setting, (employ perfonnance analysis, as well as,
comparative historical and feminist critiques. In an attempt to understand how the
brownie and its recipe communica1e within a larger, socida.l context, I then deconstruct

the recipe, analyzing the historic nature of the ingredtenls and how those rwures become

symbols of oppes.sion and exploitation. Finally, after examining the utilization of the
brownie recipe within the superstructure and exploring (he repercussions of the modes of
productions of ingredients in the base. I begin 10 appr.1ise the normalizing. hegemonic
forces Ihal interplay between the base and the superswcturc-the forces thai: make the
brownie so seemingly benign and mundane.
Thus SUUCluring my analysis in this tripanite way. O\apterTwo. entitled "Nasal
Memories," explores the importance of a good brownie recipe 10 its maker. Because
~[f}ood ~nts

a particularly strong form of anchorage in the past, its strength

deriving in part from the familial relationships in which the serving and preparing of
foods are Iocated.... (f}ood.,!hen, serves as one of the links between historical time.
indivKIuaJ time and household time" (Morgan 166). This section explores how
"[p)assing on recipes and particular cooking techniques from one generation 10 another
(usually from mother to daughter) is one way in which some househokis have
traditionally reproduced their 'identities' over time" (Bell and Valentine (6). As well as
linking this recipe 10 familial feminine idemities, this section examines how "cooking for
others offers women a. self·esteem thai is elsewhere largely denied [them)" (Cline 101)

and iIIuminale5 the powerful gencnLionailink found within recipes--the heirloom
qualily of food. II draws mainly upon my own observations as a brownie maker and as a
daughter of a renowned brownie maker, elucidating the nature of a recipe to be used, as
Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimbktt suggests. "as a medium for recalling a life" (333), as a

familial heritage and a. legacy of womanhood.
Jumping from this microcosmic base, Chapter Three:, entitled "Deconstruction of
the Basic Brownie," consists of a decomtructive look

aI

the brownie recipe, analyzing the

modes of production and consumption which have aUowed the masses to partake of such

a confection. Modelled upon the work of anthropologist Margaret Visser entitled, Much
DefHnds on DifIMr, it draws connections betw~n the mK:ro and the macro. because. as
Wendell BerTy attests. "How we cal detamines. to a cett.ain extent. how the world is
used. This is a simpk way of describing a ~Iationship that is inexpressibly complex. To

eat responsibly is 10 undersWld and enacl, so far as one can, this complex ~Iationship"
(317).

n.e~

are very real connections between superstructure and base. between familial

memories and exploitative c:oosumption. As Atnhams notes. "dle process of
consumption :and exploitation are too deeply inlenwined" (35), so much so thai: this
brownie rec::ipe comes to stand as a testament of "a capitalisl<olonist approach to life in
which exploilation of subordinated peoples is not only expressed in

terms

of labor bul

also in appropriating their cullUrai styles. including !heir ways of cooking and ear.ing"
(Abrahams 23). Yet. while the exploitative nature of the base is all 100 apparent. as Usa

Heldke keenly observes, the connections linking a mother's brownie rec::ipe to ozone
depletion and slavery are not so readily apparenl: "Despile Ihe real interdependence Ihat
exislS between U.S. consumers and farm wcxtcers-in the United Slates. Mexico, Costa

Rica. and Kenya. for example----these connections are often conveniently obscure or
invisible to middle-class American consumers, and thus do not inform our decision·
making in the grocery store" ("Food Politics" 30 I). lhe brownie has become mundane
and quotidian and benign Ihrough a sleight of hand. a magician's trick. And it is these
obfuscating processes. these illusionary projections of reaJity, that the final section
attempts 10 examine.
In the 19S7 preface to his Mythologies. Roland Banhes describes the impetus for

his semiological work as essentially being a deconslruction of Ihe mundane, the
quotidian, the seemingly benign. He writes:
'The starting point of these reflect:ions was usually a feeling of irnpalience
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at the sight of 'naturalness' with which newspapers, art and common sense
constantly dress up a reality which, even though il is the one we live in, is
undouI:udJy determined by hislory. In short, in the account given afour
conternponry circumstMces.. I resented seeing NatuR: and History
confused at every tum, and I wanted 10 track. down, in the decoralive
display of what-goes-wit1w4lt-saying, the ideological abuse which, in my
view, is hidden there. (II, emphasis in original)

Chapccr Four. entitled "Reconsttueting Brownies in 1M Kitchen of MeQlling," loob at
how "'we are prevented from seeinS these connections (between ourdaily lives and the
larger instiMionsj by those very institutions" (Heldke"Food Politics" 302). It is an
analysis of how a ruling class is "compelled... 10 represent its interest as the common
interest of all the members of society... 10 give its ideas the form of universality. and
represent them as the only r.ltional. universally valid ones" (Marx and Engels Qmnin 65-

6), and an examination of how "it is in [the larger institution's] interest for us to be iJIinformed about their activity, and about the way individuals suppon that activity"
(Heldke "food Politics" 302). In order to track down this "ideological abuse" and this
"ill-information" and these universaJ preventions, I examine the creation of culnual
myths, tbe conSl:roction of meanings, and how these are influenced by the processes of
domination. Finally. Chapter Five, enlilled "To Bake or Not to Bake," concludes with an

anemp: 10 mediate between the polarities of microcosmic and macrocosrnic brownies in
order 10 sketch out some course of action.

In Derence or a Brownie-Munching Marxist
Since the 1848 publication of The CommlUlut MfJ1Ii{esto, Marxism as an
alternative ideology, methodology, lifestyle, and theomKal perspective has garnered
quite a following of nations. scholars. dictators, activists, religious leaders. ecoterrorists,
students, politicians, revolutionaries, and this list could go on and on. Yet, as Jennifer
Post. observes. "even during periods when political radicalism strongly affect:ed the
cuiture and academic disciplines. when c1assica.l Marxism was being applied to researcb.
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folklorists tended to remain less committed to those intelleccual currents than to other
inlcfpre(.ative approaches" (461). For the most: part. folklorists have tended to sceerclear

or Marxism, being far- ""more concemed with humanistic: than social or political
imerpreillion of dala" (Posl46I). General reluctance and downrighl avoidance of
Marxist theories within folkloristics can be traced 10 a number of issues. First and
probably fon:mosl. is the b!awll ideological nalUre of Marxism. Marxism has never
pretended 10 be anything btU ideologkally, and bence. politically motivated. This
ideological nalurc can be very unsenling,

as Archie Green observes:

Aversion to "ideology" flows from the unmanageable breadth built into
the word: often it connoces malicious propaganda. distorted analysis. and
cruel subversion.... FolkJorisu eschew "ideology" as commonly used for
two reasons: they do not wish to see themselves as dealing with
insubstantial fonns; they do nol wish 10 appear as commilled to insidious
guides. (3.51)

'The negative connotations of ideology, as il has merged with folklore, are no! completely
unfounded. For example, the rise of romantic nalionalism. of peoples and nations
"seeking historical juslifiCalion of their 5Cpatalist policics" (Wilson 35), is, as folklorist
William A. Wilson states. ''by definition. a. folklore movement" (34). Indeed, as Richard

Dorson points out., "[l]be ideological manipulation of folklore ... [by countries} qucst[ing]
foc a heritage had its virtues, but in extreme form it became enlwined with political
ideology and virulent nationalism" (1.5-6). The infamy of Nazi Gennany and Soviet
Russia have IrUly sullied any union of idcclogy with folklore in many folklorists' minds.
While notions of ideology bringing out the ~dart side" of folklore continue 10
beleaguer folkloristic Marxist applications. there arc general lrends in Marxist theories
and eXlensions which undcnnine any burgeoning relations with folklore. Jose Lim6n
ciles two problems in his article. "Western Marxism and Folklore: A Critical

Introduction," as being, the "decline" thesis of folklore among many Marxists and the
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characterization of folklore as inherently oppositional. According to Lim6n. the

perpetual lauding of "'the folk"-'"folk" being associated with the rural peasants. the
prolewial-bas led 10 lamenwions thai folklore is dying. As the worid becomes more

and more mechanized and ralionalized and urbanized. Marxist folklorisls have tended 10

assen !hat "the folk" an: assimilaled and their folklore disappean. as does the discipline
thas: studies it. Following Ibis. fotkJore has been formulated as some sort of pre-industrial
and pre-capitalisl martyr. the assumption being "that all of that whtch is not produced by

or associated with capital is

inhe~ntly

(Lim6n "Weslem" 48). Still more

good. a species of Marxist neo-Romanticism"

prob~ms

arise. especially as the folkJorist moves into

the realm of cullum studies. a movement highly influenced by the political ~ft. by
Marxism and ilS eXlensions (Narvaez 15). In his article entitled "Folkloristics, Cultum
Studies and Popular Culture," Peter Narvaez highlighlS the problems hindering the
interface of folklore and cullWal studies. and by extension. Marxism. Within cultural
studies, he argues. many "works ullimately rest on certain assumptions of passive:
consumer socielY" (27). tend to neglect the imponance "of cultural continui!)' and
tradition" (28). and often lack concrele elbnogr.Lphic data (28-9). Within folkloristics,
Narvic2. contends that the widespread acceptance of a pluralism of folk groups, while

validating folklore in a diverse spectrum, fails '10 encourage an analysis of a dynamic
folklore in the midst of imergroup social relations" (24). Also within folkloristics, he
further asserts that the prevailing methodology of functionalism "assumes that the most
expressive: elements of culture contribute loward an integration of society" (24), hence
negating issues of conniet.
Despite the problems, shoncomings, and biases on both sides of the fence, the
value of meshing Marxism. cultur.al stUdies. and rolklore is not to be overioolced. limOn
contends that folklorists need 10 "carefully understand rolkJore as a conditional
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expressive repertoire of residual and emergent Jlf3Ctices implicated in a not instrinsically
benign social matrix" ("Western" 48). In other words. we need to see folkkR as a
dynamic fOfCe in adynamic world. He further contends that folklore's inherent

oppositional character lies not in its pre-capitaJiSi asceticism. shunning all that is capital.
but in its "aesthetic act of performance" (50), in its ability to cling ontO Ute use and value
of things when all of life is being bottled into consumptive acts. Narvaez concludes:
For ultimately in their appreciation of people and their expressions. mosc
students of folkJoR: and cultunl studies who are concemed with popular
culture stand on the same: ground. i.e.• they reject ideological pretensions
of false "'neutrality" and are actively commined to a rational critique of
culture that recognizes not only anistic expression but social oppression as
well. (29-30)
Wilson concludes his stUdy on "fkrder. Folklore and ROfTW\tic Nationalism" urging
"[tJhose who see folkJore notjusC as a body of uadition 10 be classified and catalogued,
but also as a dynamic force in the lives of men [and women and children) would do well
10 study and learn from the nationalistic (and ideological] movements of the past century"
(35). In the conclusion 10 his Marxist study of Mexican-American foadways in South
Texas. Mario Montano writes. "(T)he study of folk food preparntion and consumption
can enable us to go beyond men: description to address issues of cultunJ outlook and
symbolic ethnicity... reveal[ingJ counlerhegemonic discourses surrounding foods that
contest the values and beliefs of the dominant culture" (63). A Marxist study of brownies
can enable me 10 move beyond description and classifICation. a1lowinl. as Bruce Mason

and Eileen Condon suggest. "the depiction 0( places of consumption as culwral spaces"
(83). allowing an analysis of now cultural spaces inleract with personal ones---bow
brownies are both personnl and global. familial and societal.

And finally. a blatant dcclar.uion of an Kieology allows me to shed "ideological
pretensions of false 'neutrality'" (Narvaez 30). thereby subverting notions of the
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"objective" ideal. With undeniable passion, Archie Green urges "cloistered folklorists"
(358) to re-examine their ideological bases, m=ognizing thal they do indeed "bold
ideological positioos" despite self-assurances "that they are immune from the viNS of

ideology" (35 I). He writes:
We nold philosophic positions whether stated clearly, carelessly, or else
unswed. Further, we live in societies---ours and thei~nominated
"open" or "closed," "libertarian" or "authoritarian," "democratic" or
'''totalitarian''---umbrellas for the complex structures oftbought and deed
whM=h shelter everyday life. Few (North] American folklorists interpret
their data by conscious metaphysical design. They do noI sit in an archive
straining songs or stories through an ideological sieve. Rather, theyacc..-pt
mainstream nonns as nanuaJ or orderly. In this sense, scholars absorb
values as they breathe ever-present air.... [M]ost [Nol1n) American
folklorists Ntve accepted dominant ideology... (noc realizing thal) our
cenlla.l ideology, best labeled "secular liberalism," is as cemented together
by deep assumptions as is Soviet: (Russian) life by Marxism. (351)
In the pursuit of the appmndy "objective" ideal, open declaration of an KIeoIogical
position is often considered highly "subjective" and therefore uncritical and UIIacademic.
But, as Paulo Freire reminds us, "one cannot conceive of objectivity without subjectivity"
(35). The twO are in a "constant dialectical relationship. To deny the impon.ance of
subjectivity in the process of transforming the world and hisuxy is naive and simplistic.
tt is

[0

admit the impossible: a work! without men [and women and children]. This

objectivist position is as ingenuous as tNtt of subjectivism, which postulates men (and
women and children) without a world" (Freire 35-6). 1believe Marxism allows me an
avenue for addressing the dialectiul

n~ of the

relationship between subjectivity and

objectivity. It allows me to be both subjective and objective in my analysis of brownies.

In Defence of Self~RenexiveBrownies
In a letter to Joseph Bloch dated September 21st, 1890, Frederick Engels
expounds upon the intricacies of Marxist theory in an attempt to waylay the succinct
vulgarity of economic det:enninism-a notion which reduces culture to be purely

reflective of basic economics. He writes:

The economic situation is the basis. but the various components of the
superstructure ...also exercise their influence upon the course of historical
.stn1gg1es and in many cases detmnine their fo"", ... We make our histOl)'
ourselves. but.. first of all. under very definite assumptions and conditions.
Among these the economic ones are ultimately decisive. But the political
ones. etc.• and indeed even the traditions which haunt human minds also
playa part. although noc. the decisive one. (498. emphasis in original)
The relationship between the modes of produetion--ba.sic economks-and the
supersuuctura.l institlJtions.----be they legal. educalional, political. (If" religious----seems to

be almost cyclical in nature. Each reflects. affects and reinfon:es the other. Karl Marx
assens. in the preface to A Contribution ro tM Critique ofPoliticol Economy. '"The mode
of production in maaeriallife determines the general character of the social, political and
spiritual processes of life. k is not the consciousness of men (and womea) thai:
determines their existence, but. on the contrary. their social existence determines their
consciousness" (11-12). In essence, Marx maintains that basic economics condition our
social institutions, which in tum. condition how we come to view life. which in tum.
perpetuate the primary precept of production modes. John Storey. as a scholar of cullum
studies, describes this relationship in tenns of landscape. contending that "the economic

base produces the

superstroCluraitemin~

(194). He further contends "that the fann of

activity that takes place there is determined...by the interaction of the institutions and the
participants as they occupy the terrain" (194).
To follow a brownie recipe thtoUgh this cycle and over this tenain becomes rather
interesting. While perhaps never overtly listed as an institution in the supersttuetute, I
would suggest that the institution of the family must surely fall into the "et cetera"
category. seeing as it is pemaps one of the strongest shapers of our social being, and
therefore, of our consdousnc:ss. What we leam (If" do not learn from our grandparents
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and our ~nts, our aunts and our uncles, our siblings and our cousins affects us for good

and for bad. As sociologists. Beardsworth and Keil, keenly observe:
The domestic world of the family is inexlricably linked to the structwcs of
the wider social syslem, and Ibis is no less true of eating Iban of any olhcr

life. In a sense, lhc sociological analysis of the family is
pervaded by two apparently opposing themes. On the one hand. the
family is seen in essentially positive ICma. as an intimate. suppoltive
institution. h is seen. at one level. as contributing to the continuity and
stability of society as a whole. and at another level as providing the
individual with a secure R:fuge from a demanding world. On the other
hand, the family has bcc:n viewed in more sinister tenns, as a locus of
conflict. oppression and even oven violence, wim the power diffcn:nces
between men and women, and parents and chiklren. seen as particularly
impDfUnt.... Whatever the viewpoint adopIcd. however. thcte can be no
doubting the family's continuing importance as a unit of consumption and
the powerful formative influences it continues to assen over its members.
aspect of family

(73)

Truly. the family is "a social base of rollclorc" (Bauman "Field" 36S), and as such,
demands alfention.

Richard Bauman confends Ibal "[ilf we are to understand what follclorc is. we
must go beyond a conceplion of it as disembodied superorganic sluff and view it
contexlually, in lerms ofthc individual, social, and cultural factors mat give it shape.
meaning, exislcnCC~ (MFteld" 362). Highlighting the importance of the individual
conICxt. he further comments that "the life history of an individual and the stNCture and
evolution of an individual's repenoire represent imponant contexlual frameworks for
undcl'Slanding the place of follclore in human life" (36S). I know ofna better way to lnJly
to understand "the place of follc.lcn in human life" than 10diSSCCl and digest one's own

folklore and speak from one's own experience. Sociologists. Mihalyi Csikszcntmihalyi
and Eugene Rochbcrg-Hallon, express: "To undersland what people an: and whaf they
might become, one musl undcrsland what goes on belween people and things. What
things arc cherished, and why, should become pan of our knowledge of human beings"
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(I). Ronnie Lundy suggests, "We remember those who loved us and showed it by
nourishment. With every bite we come closer to telling you----(o knowing ourselveswho we are, who and where it is we've come: from, and. sometimes. sometimes. wheTe it
is we must go" (ilt). It seems tlIat this knowledge can be most readily gained through
iUtoethnograpby-through an analysis of one's own brownie connections, as situated
within larger brownie connections. AI with Caroline Brettell, in approaching such
connections,
[m)y considerations can be situated within the broader context of
reflexivity thai has characterized bodt posunodem and feminist
anthropoklgy and thai has resulted in what Barbara Tedlock has labekd a
'growing meta-andlropologjcalliterature.' Among other things, feminism
and p:mmodc:mism have directed our attention 10 the autobiographical
dimension of the anthropological [and folkloristic] encounter, to a
reconsideration of the contributions of life history to anthropological [and
folkloristic) researdl, to the rising interest in the role of biography in
women's history, and to an cxploration of autoethnography. (224)
lbc mantr.l of second-wave feminism seems to havc continually been '1TJhe

personal is the political" (Massey xi). In relation to my lapic, I intcrpret this to mean a
number of things: what occurs within the personal realm often reflects and perpetuates
greatcr social struetures---be they patriarch.a.l ot capitalist or both; what occurs within the
microcosm has repen:ussions and ramifications within the macrocosm, acknowledging
the imponant position thc familial sphcre occupies as a shaperof our livcs; and finally, if
a grea1cr understanding is to be gained and change is to come about, then what occurs
within the privatc sphere needs to be given public cxpression. Carolyn Ellis describes
[a]utoethnography [as) fluenlly mov(ing) back and forth, first looking
inward, thcn outward, thcn backward. and forward, until the distinctions
betwcen the individual and social arc blurred beyond recognition and the
past. present., and future become continuous. 1lle inner workings of the
self must be investigated in rcciprocaJ relationship with the other: concrete
action, dialogue, emotion, and thinking arc: featured. but they arc
represented within relationships and institutions, very much impacted by
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history. social stru<:ture. and culture. which themselves are dialectically
revealed lhrough action. thought. and language. (132·3).

I need to make the link between the microcosm and the macrocosm. conrextualizing each
realm wilhin the other, if anything proactive is to result I need to understand. IS fully as

I can. how deeply entwined my own brown)e consumpbon is. if any global understanding
is to be reached. I need to follow Ariadne's lhread lhrough myself.
Qwies Camp contends

[n

recent writings.

lhat the "key quesUOflS (North) American foodways research

must taeldc" are twofold: ..What does the lenn 'food habit' mean in a consumerist
society? Where is signiflCatlCe located in lhe twisted. trail from field to table"
("Foodways" 1996: 302)? Seeing as (am most acquainted wilh what goes on and has
gone on around my family's kitchen table, the swting point of my journey begins at
home in my mother's kitchen.
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ChaplerTwo

Nasal Memories
rn the Taiwanese film, Ear DrjnJc Man Woman, the middle daughter of a master
chef finds herself one night cooking up a (east to ce~ a job promotion (Central

1994). Sharing herfood and her memories with her lover, she ret1ec:tively remarks. -All
my childhood memories are of cooking. My memory's in my nose," In the lencr
previously quoted from Frederick Engels 10 Joseph Bloch. Engels lists some of the
superstructural faet0r5 which influence the basic fornu. uttering the ominous words,
"indeed even the traditions which haunt human minds also playa pan" (498). No matter
how many times I read this letter, my eyes inevitably fall upon thai phrase. and that

phrase alone. while my mind ruminates ceaselessly upon its implications. I feel as if
Engels has somehow touched upon an integml concept governing supel'5ltUCtUral
inslitution~

concept the imphcaltons of which have perhaps been sorely

underestimated and unconsidered. Indeed, the traditions which haunt human minds and
human noses and all of the human senses are vitally importlUlt in securing intimate
superstructural bonds-bonds from which it is extremely difficult to extricate oneself, if

one even wants 10. TIley ate bonds of memories from idyllic. culinary moments in
childhood., as my cousin so sharat with me: "From the time I was a wee child, I can
remember standing on the smail wooden chair to help my mom bake. or at least mix the
bowl. or lick the beaters" (Frazer 2000). They are haunting ties of kinship and love and

food and security, as a friend so

R:lat~:

"My grandmother di~ when I was seven years

old and all my memories of her an: intimately ti~ to food-like the fR:Shly baked
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cookies to dip in our lea, the Saturday morning waffles wilh whipping ettam, her easy
cheesecake" (lJ 2000). They are deeply personal brownie bonds which penneale my
very being.
The haunting qualily of these lraditiOfls becomes increasingly apparent as one
considers the nature of such culinary bonds when placed in the conlext of legacy and
heritage. In the preface to her cookbook entitled, Family Heirlooms: A Coluetioft of

Treasured R«ipa, Trina VineberJ wrileS:
Considering the adventurous excilement in our kitchen, il is no! surprising
thai my happiest limes in childhood were spent there, uailing after
Mother, flour-smeared and sttcky-fingered. Mother had a knack for
leaching, and (loved listening 10 slories about how Grandmother and
Great-grandmother had presided over their kitchens. Over !he years it
became clear 10 me that they had passed down a tradition-but the
tradition was mostly unwrinen. And 50 (began to plan this collection 10
preserve the spiril of our family cuisine. (n.pg.)
Culinary traditions are imbued with an ephemer.a of scents, saturated with ethereal
memories, enveloped in oral transmissions, and laden with kinetic knowledge. They are
indeed precious maternal heirlooms, as Vineberg so illuminates wilh the tille of her
collection. And yel, they are tradilions. by their very haunling and apparently intangible
nature, that have been 100 often neglected and overlooked. As such, they are largely
unwritten feminine traditions which continue to haunt a pauiaR:haJ world.
Commenling 0fI such hauntingly feminine traditiOfls. the French feminist, l.ucc:
lrigaray,conlends:
It is necessary... for us 10 assert that there is a genealogy of women. 1bere
is a genealogy of women within our family: on our mothers' side we have
mothers, grandmothers and greal-grandmothers. and daughlers.... Let us
try to situate ourselves within Ihis female genealogy 50 as [0 conquer and
keep our identity. Nor let us forget that we already have a history, that
cenain women have. even if il was cullurally difficult, left their mark on
history and that aJ I too oflen we do not know !hem. (44)
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Because it has 100 often been cullUrally difftcUlt, women have kJt their mart on history
in mundane, and lherefore, seemingly insignificant ways. They have concocted recipes
and lold stories and hung clothes on the line and made quilts and ananged nowen, and in

so doing, have made quiet, yet indelible impacts on human history. In an article

exploring her own female genealogy, entitled "In Search of Our Mother's Gardens,"
Alice Walker writes:
And so our mothers and grandmothers have, fl'lOfe often than not
anonymously, handed on the crutive spark. the seed of the flower they
lhemsclves never hoped to see... And so it is, certainly, with my own
molher...•{S)o many of the storicsd\alI write. that we all write, are my
mother's slories. Only recently did I fully realize this: that Ihrough years
of listening 10 my mother's stories oCher life, I have absorbed noc. only the
stories themselves, bul something of the manner in which she spoke,
something of the urgency !hat involves the knowledge thai her stories---like her life-must be recorded. (240)

While Alice Walker finds her mother in a garden of nowers,l find my mother. and
subsequently, my mother's mother in a recipe for brownies. And as I follow these
brownie connections through the generations, I become enmeshed in the lives and in the
slories of my female progenitors. Marion Bishop assel1S "that in making the journey to
their own bodies (women] conl1CCt themselves with the bodies of other women. I am
referring here 10 the idea of a feminine culinary genealogy-a matri·lincage based nol
just on a woman's name bul also on her kitchen, her act of cooking, and her body" (102).

I am a part of a feminine culinary genealogy. And so "for me 10 remember a recipe is 10
remember the woman it came from, how it was passed on 10 her. and where J can situate
myself within my culinary female family" (Bishop 103). II is to gain access to my
mother's life Ihrough her brownies.

The Brownie Branch or the Maternal Family Tn!e
"Hey, Jess, did your mom bake bread today'!" my cousin. Dallas, would sniff the
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air and eamesdy inquire.
"I don't know. ('ve been at school all day."

t would often quizzically and

impatjently~.

"I think she made: bread today," Dallas would reitel1lle.lesting the air again. I
would simply shrog in ignorance.
This dialogue occurred often enough throughout my childhood years that Dallas
became known as the gjrl who could literally smell homemade lxead from a mile away.
We never did test her olfactory senses from a further distance or with different foods. It
always started in the schoolyard. after the final bell, as we were preparing to walk or ride
our bikes home. She wouldn't bring the copie up again until we paned ways at the
driveway to ber house. I would then promise to phone her regarding the bread. And
never fail, upon opening the door to my own home just one bouse down, I would be

caressed with the securing smell of homemade bread. Naturally, Dallas would then hurry
over, usually with her brother. Dustin, in tow. And they. along with me and thReofmy
siblings, would devour loaves of warm, homemade bread sopping with real buner. My
mother typically limited our insatiable appetites to two loaves before admonishing us that
we were going to spoil our dinners. Dallas would head home---smug in the validation of

!leT nose's knowledge and temporarily sated in her appetite for homemade bread.
Having been an observer. taste-tester, and sous-ehef in my mother's kitchen for
many ye3lS, I can still picture snippets of the bte:ld-making process as it happened in our
home in the small, rural community of Kersley, which is localCd in the cenual interior
region of British Columbia known as the Cariboo. It would require a trip to the storage
room in the basement, where she would retrieve a bucketful of wheat kernels. Back in
the sanctity of her kitchen, she would pourthc kernels into the funnel feeding the big
electric wheat grinder. As the wheat made its way through the millstones, the fine
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powdered flour would fall into a bread tin. The cascading flour would form powdery
peaks which would rise out of the tin. My mother would then shake the tin. causing an

emhquake that flattened those I10wy mountains. I think dw perhaps that was one of my

tim jobs in the kitchen-to be the cause of the earthquake. the shifting, settling Adas, the
tin·shaker. I would watch the josding kernels

as they were slowly sucked into the milling

stones. (would watch and shake. shake and watch. And when it came time to

knead. (

can still see my mother dumping out a mound of dough bigger than our little Scottish

Border terrier onto the counter. She would roll up her sleeves and begin punching and
pulling and pushing and ripping and re-fonning that heavy, doughy mass. Every now and
then, she'd pinch off a piece and pass it 10 me. And rd pop it in my mouth, and savour
the bready sweetness of it Years later. I would inform a Girt Guide leader thai: I had

been eating dough foryears and never had my stomach expand. so she needn't worry
aboul my voracious eating of the pizza dough.
As I matured. so 100 did my culinary responsibilities. Although I still enjoyed

pouring the wheat kernels into the grinder and shaking the Ixead lin, I was allowed. 10
pinch dough into buns. perhaps even filling those buns with fried hamburger, onions and
cabbage to form Kraul burgers. I was allowed to butler. cinnamon and sugar the rolledout dough for cinnamon buns, and even slice the rolls off using my molher's trick of
looping thread or fishing line around the roll and pulling through. I was shown how to
remove the kernels of com off the cob foc com relish and how to pick over and soaJc dried
beans. (learned how to make salad dressing cake and apple crisp and eggplant parmesan.
My great-gnmdmother's plain cake lopped with a mix of butter. brown sugar, cinnamon,
chocolate chips and nuts became my speciallY (See Appendix 2 for recipes). I learned
that "cooking is a form of love. one of the most powerful of all forms" (Heldke "Food
Politics" 223). And one day. after logging countless culinary hours in my mother's
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shadow, I was given the opportunity 10 make her brownies.

'The

pressu~

was incredibly inten5C. I was probably around twelve yean old

when my mother left me one evening wilh the charge 10 make brownies for a function on
the following day. Seeing as she was going out for the evening, she did not have the time

to make them heBelf. She was leaving it up to me. This was my first time to ever even
attempt making my mother's brownies. I had watched ber make them many times. I had
observed and stirred and licked the wooden spoon. but had

never actually been left 10

make them by myself. It was a show offailh on my mother's pan. She was ttusting me
and my blossoming culinary abilities with her coveled brownies. She was counting on
me. In my anxiety, the recipe left me completely. My mother knew it by hean-lhe
brownie KCipe having long ago become pan of her bodily knowledge. I panicked.

Running to catch my mother befm: she left. (timidly asked. for the ttcipe. Doubt flashed
across her eyes with my request, but I allayed her fears with a show of confidence. I
simply needed the recipe "just in case." She distractedly told it to me. and I huniedly
jotted it down on a scrap piece of paper. She left. And I was on my own.
3 cubes of margarine. 114cupofcocoapowder. 3 cups of sugar. 3tea5p:10115of
vanilla. 6 eggs. Pinch of salt. About a cup of walnuts. Somcthingwasn·tquiteright. (
read the recipe on that scrap piece: of paper again. I had done as it said, but still it didn't
look right. Despite my misgivings, I put il into the oven, hoping for the best. As the
baking time came to a close. those brownies really didn'tloolc right. I pulled them out,
and knew I had failed. But there was still time 10 prove myself. There was still a half

dozen eggs in the fridge and my mother wouldn'l be home for awhile. 'There was still
time. I tried again. 3 cubes of margarine. [14 cup of cocoa 3 cups of sugar. 3
teaspoons of vanilla. 6 eggs. Pinch of salt. Cup of nuts. It still didn't look right, but by
this time, I was panic-stricken. Mom would be horne soon and there WCR no brownies

made and she wasc~lnlingon me and lhere were no eggs left for a third uy. lhopcdand
prayed and crossed my fingers and prayed some more thai brownicsjust like my mothcr"s
would magically appear in that oven. They did not. And my second allempt failed as
dismally as my first.
Shamefacedly, I met my mother aI!he door". attempling to explain the silUation. I
had followed the recipe she had said. but il hadn't worked.

"What do you mean. it didn't wort?"
"(t didn't work."

"What did you use?""
"Margarine. cocoa. sugar, vanilla. eggs. salt., nuts."
"Aour!"

"No:'
"No flour'!!"
"It didn'l say."
"Well. of course, there's nour! I thought you'd know that. You've seen me make
them."
"llmow, Mom. but.....
My mother wasn't really angJy,just exasper2lcd and disappointed. And this only
imensified when she learned that I had done this not once, bUI

rwic~,

and that now Ihere

were no more eggs left. Consequcnlly. there would be no brownies at all. It would be
many years. and many more hours in the lcitehen, before I was allowed 10 uy my hand at
my mother's brownies yet again.

My mother's brownie recipe, complelc with nour measurements and as lisled in
Chapter One, is as follows:
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I 1/2 cups buner, melted
I 1/2 cups + 61bsp flour
1/4 cup cocoa
1/2 lSp salt
6 eggs
I cup nuts
3 cups sugar
3 tsp vanilla
Mix togelhc:r. Pour into greased and floured roaster pan (1Ixl8-inch).
Bake at 35O'"F for 2S minutes.
As far as [can

trace:

it, the histOfY of this panicular recipe within my family goes back

only a couple of generations. In a convel'5ation with my maternal grandmother, Carolyn
Grimm. (leamed that back in the 1950s she acquired this recipe from a cookbook. given
10

her by her mother·in-Iaw, entilled &kct~d High AllituJe Ihdpu: T~stul ill tM

Solitaire KitcMfI (See fig.2.1). At the time, they were living in Fort Collins, Colorado-

a city just north of''the mile-high city" of Dcnver-hence, the '1ligh altitude." A perusal
of this now taltered and splattered cookbook indicates that it is a company cookboolc..
produced by the Solitaire company to advertise and utilize many of their trademuked

culinary items, including vanilla, baking choroIate, and pecans. The brownie recipe, as it
is printed on page 84 of the cookbook (See fig.2.2), is as follows:
I cube (112 cup) buner or margarine
2 squares Solitaire Baking Chocolate
2 large eggs
I cup sugar
1/2 cup pIus 2 Thsp sifted enriched flour
118 tsp salt
1/2 cup 10 I cup chopped Solitaire Pecan Meats
[ teaspoon Solilaire Pure Vanilla
Melt butter and chocolate over hot water. Beat egg; add sugar aradually;
add buuer.chocolate mixtute and vanilla. Milt flour, salt and nuts; add to
fiTSI miltNTe_ Blend well. Tum into 9x9·incb oiled and floured pan. Bake
at 35O"F (or 2.5 minutes. When cold CUi in S strips each way. Remove
from pan. Makes 2S squares.

The apparent discrepancies between the IWo ~ipes can be explained somewhallhrough
my grandmother's narrative.
As the story goes. she had pun:hased a 14x18-inch "brownie" pan for thirty-five
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cents at a Salvation Amy thrift stan: in Fort Collins for no particular reason except that it
was a good deal. lbe pan was noc necessarily a ~brownie" pan at the time. bul my
grandmother's subsequent usage of it strictly forthal: purpose bas solidified this epithet in
ner mind. After yeaR of consiSlent brownie-making, it is simply the '1xownie" pan {Sec
fig.2.3}. Raised during the 19305 and 40s as the seventh child of len 10 itinenmt
labourers, my grandmother never ate brownies in her youth. If they were so blessed with
extra treats, which was none too often, it was sugar cookies or popcom balls. taffy or
pineapple upside-down cake. Bread puddings were a fairly consistent dessert. as was
homemade icecream in the summe11ime. No brownies. Raising her own family during
the 19505 and 60s, my grandmolher met with a middle-class affluence that was
stereotypical of the post-war boom. She was a suy-at-home roomer and housewifecooking, cleaning, gardening, shopping, sewing, making lunches. My grandmother does
not

recall the first time that she ever tasted brownies, but knows that she must have at

some point prior 10 acquiring the pan, and must have enjoyed them. Since she now had a
lovely, large pan. it seemed she had 10 try her hand at making brownies. She flipped
through some ofner cookbooks. found a recipe. decided to try it.lripled it 10 fill her
rather large pan. and family history was in the making. Everyone liked her brownies, so
she just kept on making them. She made them for lunches and took ''them here and
there:' And she always freely gave out the recipe upon request. She lells one story about
having given the recipe to her siSler-in-law who, while making the brownies, added
baking soda, thinking that my grandmother had forgotten to wrile that ingredient down.
Naturally. the brownies overflowed their pan. cre3led a huge mess. and were essentially
inedible. My grandmother just laughs at this story. having admonished her sister·in-Iaw
at the time to "just follow the recipe!"

While my grandmother "made 'em for years," I do no( remember ever having
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tasted her brownies. And this is not because r was not around her much. She lives in the

same small community of Kersley, British Columbia as my youthful home, and has lived
then: since I was born. I simply never tasted hers, hence, never made the brownie

associalton. I had always linked the browntes to my mother. It was IK)( until

~tly

mat I learned that my mother's famous brownie recipe was really her mother's. which
was really out ofa cookbook. A few years ago, I went over to my grandparents' house.
inquiring about my mochc:r's brownie recipe:, and my grandmother infonned thai: it was
hu brownie recipe:. Her adamant declaration regarding ownership of this recipe reveals

her need for praise and recognition. Although my family has no "secret" recipes and my
grandmother shared her brownie recipe liberally, she still desires recognition for having
been the original maker of the brownies. k is a source of pride for her. although she will
not say as much,just as it was for my mother. She may have given up making brownies

after her children 'eft home and there were no more lunches to be made and after her
hean attack forced her to change her eating habits. but the recipe is still hers.
Although my gnmdmother may claim the recipe, as has already become apparent

with the listing of the two recipes. there are discrepancies. My mother's brownie recipe:.
while similar to the one from the cooIcbook. is not an aact triplication of the recipe. The
I 112 cups plus 6 tablespoons of flour is the directly tripled amount of the original recipe.

This strongly links my mother's recipe to the one from the cookbook, as 6 tablespoons
roughly eqUaies somewhere between 113 and 112 of a cup (318 to be exact). and I often
think that someone would probably have written cup measurements f2lher than
tablespoons if this were an original recipe and not hearkening back [0 a forebearer. Yet,
while this calculation is a strong bond to the tripling of the original, many other
calculations are not. The tripled amount of 1/8 teaspoon of salt is naturally 318, not the
112 teaspoon that my mother's recipe calls for. The eJtplicit naming of pecans in the
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cookbook version is changed to simply nuts in my mother's. and to simply I cup at that.

which is what the original calls for-no tripling there. In fact. aU Solitaire trademarks arc:
dropped completely, likely due to the fact that my grandmother and mother nevcr used
such products and thai such

name dropping was constdcrcd irrelcvant lbc pure vanilla

of the cookbook brownics is listed 15 simply vanilla in my mother's. The directions arc:
gJUtiy simplif1Cd wilhin my mother's recipe, a probable acknowledgement of ltitebcn
cxpericncc:. hcncc the loss of the pedantic directions found within the cookbook. venion.
Margarine is dropped 15 an cxplicitoption in my mother's recipe, with the simple
adjective of "melted" being added to summarize the aforementioned pedantic inslnlc:tions
of the original recipe.. And finally. in wtlaI is perhaps the strongest matkcrof a new

recipe. my mother's recipe calls forc:ocoa rather than baking chocolatc. According to
directions on the side of a Fry's Coc:oac:onlainer, cocoa powder can indeed be substituted
for baking chocolate, lteeping in mind that a I ounce square of baking chocolare is
cquivalent to 3 tablcspoons of cocoa powder mixed with I tablcspoon of melted butter or
shortening. It <:enainly does not takc iI mathematician to figure out that an original recipe
calling for 2 5qlWeS of chocolate, hence 2 ounces, docs not triplc to 1/4 of a cup of cocoa
powder. It should be mor-e like 18 tablespoons or I 118 cups of cocoa, aod I suppose thc
margarinelbuttcr component should also be duly adjusted. My mother's version makes

no such butter adjustment and is considerably less with the cocoa.. In fact, her cocoa
amount is smaller than the cookbook version requires in the first place. tlefon: any
tripling takes place..

Not wanting to cast doubt on my grandmother and mother's mathematical
abilities-seeing as both women arc and were known for their thrift and their ability to
manage household finances on a strict budgct-I would suggest that such discrepancies

are there for the very reason listed carlier. being lhrifty on a strict budgct. That, and the
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fact thai: these lhrihy brown'es are still very tasty. My grandmother's perfonnance of the
cookbook venion of brown'es is DOl an exact replkalion, or should I say, biplication.
She opl5 to use margarine, goes with only 3 heaping labiespoons of cocoa powder, uses
artificial vanilla, and keeps eVerylhing else pretty much !he same. I can well imagine her

deciding that over I cup of cocoa was 100 much, and frugally deciding thai: 3 tablespoons
would suffJCC. I know she would not want 10 use 3 cups of pecans in one recipe, so
would simply add them to the batter until she felt it was a suffkient amounL So, whik
my grandmother claims a performance of me cookbook: brownie, my mother claims a
performance of her own recipe which recipe seems ultimately 10 be a version of her
mother's perfonnance of the cookbook version. My grandmother constructed her
brownie performance upon a cookbook and my mother construeted her brownie recipe
upon her mother's performanc:c:. Since "[a) recipe is, then, an embedded discourse, and
like other embedded discounes.. il can ba~ a variety of relationships with its frame, or its
bed" (Leonardi 340), this brownie recipelperformance tracking can become rather

complicated. As far as I can ascertain, Ihen: arc ullimalely four versions of brownies
circulating wilhin my family. First. mere is the recipe from lhe cookbook, Selected High
Altitude Recipes: Tested in the Solitaire

Kitch~f1.

Second, mete is my grandmother's

version of this recipe. which differs from the printed leXt. Third. there is my mother's
recipe. which seems to be textual annotation of her molher's brownie performance. And
fooM. there is my mother's performance of her own recipe, which again differs from the
leu. It is this founh version that I am mosI familiar with and IlUly consider to be my
mother's brownies. II is this version which testifies to lhe sentiment that "the recipe itself
[is] a made of relationship between mothers and daughters" (Leonardi 341).

A Brownie Virtuoso
In ThL Powen of Pres~nce. anthropologist Robert Plant Armstrong begins his
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ruminations on the affecting power of "art" with the swement: "In all cultures certain
things cxist which. though they may appear to be but ordinary objccts, yet are treated in
ways quitc different from the ways in which objects are usually treated.. (3). Whilc
perhaps never ge:ncnJly acknowledged as such. I continue to reiter2le that lc)ooking is a
~vcthiftg.

[It) isonc of the

tU&bcst of all arts. bean mUcOl"brcaklifc"(Smart4

Grosvcnor 296). As such. seemingly "ordinary" brownies are indeed a masterful art
fonn. Thcy are "a distinct product of skill that fulfills cenain culturally (and culinary)
derived aesthetic critcria at the same that [they] answer basic human needs" (Pocius 414).
Armstrong funher contends that there are "two kinds of works that bear power~
governed by an aesthetic of virtuosity and those govcmcd by an aesthetic: of invocabon"
(Hufford. Hunt and Zeitlin 69). At this time, I am mostly concerned with the aesthetic oC
vinuosity, but will address the aesthetic of invocation at a latcr point. A work. of
vinuosity bears "the presence of exccllcnce" (Armstrong 10) and "tends to be dedicated
to the validation of itselr' (Armstrong II). This type of work is contingent upon being in
"a culture within wflkh its presence is acknowledged'" (Armsuong II). aa:epced and
admired "at cvery instant of its being" (Armstrong II). Because "[d]iffcring vinuosities
define diffcring artistic movemcnts," oftcn "more than onc vinuosity cmerges"
(Armstrong 13). Wc appreciatc Michelangelos and Monets, Rcmbrandts and Warhols.
Picassos and Dalis, ail at the same time. Recognizing the various virtuosities which gave
rise to such excellcnt masterpieces, I suggest that there is an excellence. a virtuosity.
governing brownie-making. especially in a culture which seems to absolutely love its
swccts, be they brownies. chocolate chip cookies. or doughnuts. As was discussed in
Chaptcr One, the k.ey to brownics is lhe tcxture; brownics "should be slightly moist and
chewy and nevcr dry" (E. Jones 340). Naturally, some people are better than others at
affecting this excellence.
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My lTKXhcr was a fabulous cook, and (do not say thac just because I am her
daughter. She surpassed her mother's cooking and won renown in our community as an
incredible coot. In later years. she even began her own caltring business which extended
her renown 10 neighbouring communities. lbc pcrfotmanClC of this brownie recipe was
her coup de grice for many functions-polluck dinners. bake sales, school parties,
catered affairs. and this list could continue. As such. my mother's brownies were never
jXeSCnt in our bouse for very long. Mosely, they were made and lhen taken elsewhere.
Perhaps, we children might beg and get one before she bustled them off to some function.
but they were never regular items in our lunches, as they were when my grandmother

made them for her children. On the whole. my mother was not a believer in dessert.
Dessert was never a course of the mea! on a day to day basis in my home. It was sen'ed
on special occasions only, like the arrival of company. or the celebntion of birthdays and
~idays.

It was a creaL As I got older. I became the dessert maker, but not of the

brownies, as my previous brownie disaster narrative attests. The brownies were
esscnlially my mother's domain.

"The absence of dessert in our house was due CO the high esteem thac my mother
placed on nutrition. Instead of having pudding in my lunch, I had green peppers. I
remember my teacher being so overwhelmed by the smell of peppers thac she asked me 10
eat them in the hallway. Even the chocolate chip cookies which my mother made every
once in awhile for our lunches contained wheat gcnn (See Appendix 2 for recipe).
Coupled with my mother's extoJling of nutrition was her desire co be fNgal. She was
raising five children on a tight budget. These faclors combined co create a brownie
performance-Ihe porole-different from the recipe-the langue. She substituted
margarine for butter. Flour was white all·purpose. Nuts meant walnuts in particular.
Artificial vanilla was interdwlgeable with vanilla extrael. Sugar
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was granuh¥ed white.

And all this was made in the "brown'e" bowl (See fig.2.4). The "'brownie" bowl was a
glass bowl that once belonged to an aIltomalic: mixer. This bowl was used beause it was
microwaveable. lbe margarine would be placed in the bowl and "nuked" for a raster
process which only dinied one dish. Everything else would be added to the "brownie"
bowl. First. the cocoa would be stirred into the melted margarine 10 ensun: a smoothteItun:d brownie without any undissolved cocoa chunks. This was especially important
considering my mother's general reluctance regarding sifters. She only pulled hers out
when she deemed it really and InJly necessary. Making brownies was deemed not one of
!hose times. Following the dissolving of the cocoa, the sugar and eggs were added. After

beating this mixture soundly with a wooden spoon. the teSt of the ingm1ien1S would be
added in no particular order. In a malter of minules. the baaer was done. pouted inlo the

largest pan she had (typically a roasting pan. since she did not own a "brownie" pan), and
on its way into the oven. Although the recipe states 25 minutes for baking lime. the
actual time is more like 35 10 45 minutes, or unlil the good old toothpick comes out clean.
It was and is Ihat quick and simple.
It is no wonder then that my mother should always downplay the brownie-making

process. To her. it was so simple and quick. The time<OrlSUming pan was the making or
the icing. For the most pan. she chose 10 make a traditional chocolate icing from icing

sugar, bUller, milk, and cocoa. I have no wrilten recipe for this icing, as this was one of
lhe many foods that my mother simply "felt" her way through. Unlike the brownies
which she knew by hean but still measured, there was no measuring involved in the
creation of this icing. A small amount of butter was melted in the microwave in a cereal
bowl. Enough cocoa powder was then added to create a smooth, thick. chocolate paste.
To this. she would simply add alternate amounts of icing sugar and milk. adding more or
less of each until the desired spreadable consiSiency was reached. This king enabled a
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nicer slICking ohhe brownies onto a plate since it hardened and would not stick as much
to the other brownies or to the cellophane. 'These brownies would go to bake sales and

the like.
But my mother's favourite icing was German chocolate, which is a cooked icing,
ironically without chocolarc, made by corrbining in a saucepan: I cup canned milk, I cup
sugar, J egg yolks, I cube margarine, and 1 tsp vanilla. Coole this for 12 minulcs, stirring
secadily. Add I IIJ cups coconut and I cup walnuts. Beat until cool and thick enough to
spread. The original recipccard for this lOpping called forMI cube

oaco" and lance spmt

the good pan of a childhood afternoon searching my mother's cupboalds attempting to
find "oleo." I had not the slightest clue whall was looking for, and in desperation-if I
recall comedy, it was my mother's birthday, and I had made a chocolate salad dressing
we and wanted to ice it with her favourite topping---phoncd my maternal grandmother.
Without any hesitation, she lold me that "olco" is a brand name of margarine in the
United Slates. My mother later explained to me that juse as Canadians tend to refer to all
facial tissue as "klcc.ncx," she grew up referring 10 all margarine as "oleo." This story
aside, Gcnnan chocolate topping is extremely decadent and gooey. Brownies thus iced
did not stack well at all---thc icing dripping evcrywhere-so they were oficn kept in the

pan and only removed upon serving. And still, sometimes my mother would only
sprinkle the brownies with icing sugar. This was done for more infonnal occasions,
when time was scarce, or when she had iced half the pan for a function and len the other
half for the scavengers OIl home. Naturally, the un-iced brownies also mvelled better in
lunches, when we were so blessed with such a treat, since they did not create a

st~ky

mess upon being thrust into a plastic bag.
"From scratch?!" was inevitably the vocal response by WtcB of my mother's
brownies. Quies Camp writes:

Magic is often tdentirJed as the active force behind ocanrerK:eS for which
there is no observable cause but an observable effect. So il is with
cookery, much of which takes place in datk p'aces like ovens. at speeds
tOO slow to be observed by the naked eye, according to chemtcal processes
difficult 10 understand or ~tct except in error. No wonder ilia! the
person or persons who orchcsltalC the fragile chemistry of cookery are
objects of admiration and wonderment. (American Foodwm 94)
Since my mother's passing, I have laid claim 10 the "'brownie" bowl and have made these

brownies on more Ihan one occasion. 'The response is the same. People marvel and
"ooh" and "ahh:'lestifying to the excellent ability of these brownies 10 stand on their
own. They are good in and of themselves. Within this response and underlying the
brownie-making performance however, there arc various factOB. First and foremost, this
response recognizes the wort. that went into these brownies, despite the flet that my
grandmother, my mother and I have all downplayed the: performance. We say that it is
nothing, that it was no trouble. We perform the role of the humble and modest woman,
confident all the while that this brownie recipe is a sure-fire winner. We know it is good.

and that we are good at making it. Yet, blatanl confidence in ooc's own cooking would
be considered unacceptable by men and women alike, so the confidence is masked. It
would be imprudent to brag about ooc's own cooking. Undercutting this confidence,
though, is the lIOIion that it is based upon others initially marvelling at the food. Just as
my grandmother experimented with a recipe and only kept on making it because
"everyone liked it." "cooking for ochers offers women a self-esteem that is elsewhere
largely denied [them). But this self-esteem is

incx~y tied

into (their) need for

eater-which fOf' many women means maJc-approva!" (Cline 101). So, while "from
scratch?!" bolsters confidence in the recipe and self-esteem with our performance of it, it
also "leads women 10 feci both needy of male approval and vulnerable if the meals are
rejected" (Cline 113).
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Another aspect of this phrase comes from the perspective of the speaker.

especially the female TeSpOndenL Because women's guilt is "often associated with the
use of convenience: foods" (C1larles and Kerr 132). genuine respect and admiration arises
for anyone who has the time. money, effort. knowledge. and ability to bake anything
from scratch. Homemade brownies are so much

InOfC

impressive than store-bought oocs.

In a study of women's relationships with food, Charles and Kerr found that "it was not
uncommon for women to remark: that their own meal provision was inferior to that of
their mothers because the lauer always cooked from scratch whereas they themselves use

more convenience foods" (133). Although women. "may have been seduced by
advenisers into using convenience foods, [they) have not yel been seduced into
approving of it" (Cline 121). Ir. is these conflicting emotions c:onceming convenience and
homemade foods which give rise to guilt and to "Iament[s) that [women] themselves did

not possess such talenls" (Charles and Kerr 133) as baking brownies from scratch or
making homemade txead.
1bcre seems 10 be an intrinsic bond between notions of femininity and the ability
10

make something "from scratch:' My cousin eloquently wriles:
The thing about recipes (IlOl withstanding cmy wcalbcr and
inconceivabk flops) is that to me they TepfeSCnl a comfort, a permanence
and a stability that t didn't necessarily have with the rest of my childhood.
My mom's reliable recipes take me back in time and give me a sense of
securily and safety in that they can be relied upon again and again. This is
also why a flop is so devastating. (Frazer 2000)

The failure of my cousin to re-create her mother's cooking is a failure 10 secure a sense of
maternal stability and feminine continuity. Aops are devastating because they seem to be

a blight on Ihe feminine culinary genealogy, on the molher-daughter relationship, on
images of self. Psychologist. Janel L Surrey explains:
The basic connection between women and food reflects a deep and
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universal theme in the psychology of women---connection with the mother
and connection with the self. The whole expression of the mothering role
is reflected in women's relation to food throughout the life cycle. The
ability of the woman to mother. to sustain life, to be present and
empalhica1ly responsive to the physical and emotional needs of the child is
aewalized and symbolized in the provision of food. PsychcHogicaJly
speaking. this basic theme is reflected in the development of values of
intimacy, caretaking, respoosivity to others, and the maintenance of dose.
empathtc connections between people. (245-6)
The night oftbe brownie disaster. I knew that I hadn't just failed at making the brownies;

on some level. I felt that I had failed as a daughter and as a burgeoning woman. My
culinary inabilities and inadequacies made it glaringly apparent to me that I was not the
feminine ideal-such an honour belonged, in my mind, to my mother.

If it is ttue that "women control food because they cannot control their lives"
(Cline I). then contained within the performance of this brownie recipe is an oscillating
power dynamic. The creation of this brownie from scratch is an assenion of power. Why
else would my grudmother be so adamant about ownership of this ra:ipe? There is
power in the ownership and in the well-done perl'onnance of just such a recipe. Why else
would my mother allow me 10 make every other dessert except her brownies? There is
power and prestige in perfooning something well as ''the performing self" becomes "an
object for itself as well as for others" (Bauman "Performance" 48). The brownies may

have initially brought my ITlOd\er on the stage. so 10 speak, but they were quick.ly
upstaged by her. She became the object. llOtthe brownies. Performing the brownie
recipe was simply a means of drawing the focus onto herself and her prowess in the
culinary am. She won renown. and loot pride in that. And there is certainly nothing
wrong with that. She was "busy with household budgeting, family food preparation and
unending meal-making" (Cline 100). Charles Camp points Oul that "(i]n the stereotypical
'Leave 1I: 10 Beaver' household where Dad comes home at 5:30 and asks Mom. 'What's
for dinner?' the role of cook is a badge of identity and a social constant" ~
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70). My mother was at work:, pcrfonning daily household tasks. and deserved

all the praise and recognition her family. her husband. and her communiI)' could heap

upon her. She was a IJUly wonderful performer of not just this brownie R:Cipe. but of
counOc:ss other foodways events (See Appendix 2 for some more of my mother's

recipes).
SwnmmdDIBrowm.Gb~b

It is a 1abot4r in vain to an~mpt to r«aptJjre (Of,lr past): all tM ejfom ofDIU int~lkct
musl prrwefutil~. 1M pasl is 1tiddm. sonteWMn outside the mum. bqond 1M nadt of
int~ll~et. in ~ maI~rial ohj~cI (in th~ SDtJ4tiOfl which thaI mat~riol obj«1 will giw JU)
ofwhich W~ hav~ no inkling. And il d~pmth Oft chanc~ wMIMr or not w~ COIM upon
this obj~cl be/or~ w~ ours~lv~s must di~. (Prowt 47.8)

So writes Marcel Proust in !he Ovc:nure of Swann's Way. the first of eight

volumes in his continuoos novel, R~1Mmbranu ojThings Pasl. I begin with this quote
because I feel it sums up much more eloqucntly than I ever could the evocative power of
material objects. and in my specific case, the evocative power of a brownie recipe. As (

continue to explore this recipe. I increasingly gain access to my own past as it meshes
with my mother's life. Throughout this seclion, I will be relying heavily upon Proust's
exquisite description of the evoking and iovoking process, as the narrator simply one day
stumbles across the material object that opens his past to him, that allows him access to
familial memories. The episode, which will be interspersed throughout my text
designated with italics, is the inciting incident of Proust's prolifIC work:. The Cf\lX of his
entire eight-volume novel rests solely upon this moment of remembnncc, and I will
simply let his beautiful and graceful prose speak: for itself.
... IOJn~ day in wintu, on my r~tum hom~, my mOlhu, s~~ing rhat I was cold, offued m~
som~ t~a. a thing I did not ordinarily taU. I d~cfined atftrst, and th~n,/orno particular
reason, changed my mind. She senl/or on~ 0/ thos~ squat. plump linle caJces call~d
"petites madeleinu .... .And soon. mahanically, dispirited after a dreary day with tile
prospecl of a d~pressing morrow, I raised 10 my lips a spoonfiJ of tile t~a in which I NJd
sooJced a morul 0/ the cw... (ProJUt 48)
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As IRviously mentioned. in the book. 1M PDtII~rs ofPnsDlcr, Robert Plant
Armstrong "distinguishes between two kinds of worn ltw bear- power-those governed
by an aesthetic ofvirtuosily and lhose governed by an ac:Slhetic ofinvOC:alion" (Hufford
et al69). Having alTeady discussed the aesthetic of virnaosily, the aesthetic of invocation
bears "the presence either of identily...or of effective process (management of the
universe)" (Armslrong 10). Such work governed by this aesthetic "exists only in

performance" (Armsuong II) and is thus dualistic. My moOIer's brownie rcc:ipe is a
material object that is excellent in its own right, but when put into practice, when
effectively performed by myself, this recipe moves beyond the realm of vinu05ily and
becomes "a medium for recalling a life" (lGrshenbJalt-Gimblett 333)-my own and my
mother's. Through the recipe, I identify myself as my mother's daughter, as someone,
who through "insider" knowledge, knows the nuances of my moUler's performanee-tlle
emic parol~. Truly, as Annstrong attests, "[tlhe work-in-invocation tends to exist in an
ambient of time; what has happened to it in the past is a panion of its being" (II).
Sociologists, Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Halton express: "When a thing

'means

something' to someone, it is interpreted in the context of past experiences" (21). 'The
entire reason I make these brownies is not because (especially enjoy the end product:; I
make them to go through the performing process. It is through this brownie·making

process lhat the maternal connections, the memories, come--nOi. through the brownie
itself.

...No soon~r had the warm liquid mixed with th~ crumbs touch~d m.v palat~ thon a
shudder ran through me and I stopped, inte7lt upon. th~ extraordinary thing that was
happening to m~. An aquisiu pleasure had invad~d my senses, something isolated.
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detDCMd. with no suggutiOll of its origin... Wht!nce cOllld it have COIflf! to me. this aU·
powerful joy? 1 sensed that it was cOII1ILcted with 1M taste oftM tea and tIu! coU. but
that it infinitely transcentkd lhose savours, couJJ not. indud. be of 1M ~ tuJ/lue.
WJrenudiJitComt!? What didit mean? HowCOMid 1 se~andappn1lmd;t? .. (Prowt
48)

Ronnie Lundy. in the foreword to a coUcctton of essays entitled Stwory Ml!mOriu,
suggests lhat "[l']ood may be the: grc:alcst mnemonic device of all. ... k is not simply
that ... food reminds us of a bigger, more signifICant memory, but thal500ften food is the
signifJeC in the: memory itself" (i~·~). Cultural geographer, Yi-Fu Tuan. writes in
TopopItiIia: "We cannoc recapture fully the essential feel of a visual world belonging 10

our past without the help of a sensory e~perience that has not changed. for instance. me
slrong odor of decaying seaweed" (10), or the inlenningling tasle oflc:a with a petile
madeleine. or the physical act of making brownies. Edwald CaseY. in writing on
memory. argues:
Remembering has been ensconced 100 long in the cells of the brain. the
vaults of compulerized memory-banks, and the machinations of mentation.
Let us try putting it back in the lived world, where it has always been in
any evenl. though barely recognized as such allhe level of either
description Of theory. Think of it: the past upt in things,lhose very
"things themselves"... For the lhings will bring themselves forwald to IU.
and in fact are never not doing 50 in some fashion. They come to Wi
bearing the past manifestly in monuments. relics. and mementoes [in
decaying seaweed. Saturday morning waffles, nower gardens. and
brownie recipes]. (85. emphasis in original)

In T1u Grand Generation: Memory. Mastery. !Lgaey, Hufford. Hunt and Zeitlin assen
that "[t]he presence of cenain 'catalytic features'-an aroma. a song, a fabric. a seasonal
event-are enough to teproduce powerful. emotionally charged e~periences from the
past" (38). One of my aunts informs me that "[tlhe one thing that teally brings back
memories is the smell of an orange. Thal is the smell of Christmas 10 me. because. when
I was a child in Oenmat1c:. we only had oranges at Christma.s---the regular kind" (Grant
20(0). Yel another aunl, my mother', only siSler and my cousin Dallu', mother. tells
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me thai. "whenever I get recipes from anyone, I write on the bottom of it who it was from
and what year I got it from them.. .. .J do feel a connection with people as (cook.-if (look
down and see thai. the recipe was from yotIr mom or granny (her maternal grandmother

and my great-grandmother] or whoever, it brings back memories" (Dale 2000). And. it is
these memories '''which (truly] haunt hul1Wl minds" (Engels 498).
.•.It is plain tJwt the tnllh I am .Jeeh1eg lies tItX in 1M clip bill itt myself. 1M drink ha.J
co.lled it into being, Ina doa fIOt blow it, mtd can only repeal iNkfiniJely, with a
progressive diminution ofstrength, the.uurre fMSSllge which I cannot interpret, although
I hope at lewt to be able to call itforth again andfind it there presently, intact and at my
disposal, for my final enlightntment. I put down the cup mtd examine my own mind. It
aJoMcandiscoverthetnah. Bu/how? .. (Proust 48·9)

These memories become increasingly important as time passes and takes along
with it precious loved ones. Hufford. Hunt and Zeitlin observe:
Death is the ultimate rupture, a rupture thai. may be mended through
private and collabor.uive rituals of separ2tion...Thereafter thedec:eased
may lake up a kind of metaphysical residence in artifacts, songs, rituals.
recipes., or other expressions. some of which are bequeathed in advance as
gifts, and some of which arrive much later as unexpected surprises ... II is
in ways of passing the self along and in ways of receiving it that we find a
greal deal of creativity among benefactors and beneficiaries. Any
expression-an anifaet, gesture. aroma. or tune-no matter how simple.
may become a repositOf)' of great signirJCanCe. a locus where meaninp
and selves may become powerfully distilled. (101)

Because "[a] sense of the past is insepanble for a sense of place" (Hufford, Hunt and
Zeitlin 55). after my mother's death in 1994. I found myself desperately clinging OdlO a
sense of stability and security that only memories of her could provide. Yet, without
some physical trigger, these memories became increasingly diffICUlt to access. I needed
[0

have something or do something, hear something or say something, ttlSte somelhing or

SfMJI something, retui something or su somelhing before any stabilizing merIKlf)' would

present itself. I needed and still need a caralyst_ The panic that I first experienced with
the realization that I was forgetting my mother galvanized me inlet acUetn. Riding ()fl the
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bus one day, I overheard a certain word. Like a skipping LP, my mind became stuck on
this word and kept sounding it out, over and over again. Baw.-bce. Baa-bee. Bau-by.
lbere was something so insiSlCntly familiar about it,

8otH)c. Bob-by.

Bob-bic. Bobbi!

That was it-Bobbi! How could I have forgonen?! It was my mother's name. 1bc

knowledge that I had not only lost her physically, but was beginning to find it
increasingly difficult 10 conjure up mental images of her was enough to make me weep. I
was losing her again. And so, I embuted on a proactive mission to find her. I sought
her out in old journals and photographs. I found her lingering scent in an old sweater.
and still refuse to wash it for fcar of losing that comforting, securing smell. And most

importantly and most effectively, I found my mother through baking.
.../ pilla in posititNI bqore my mind's eye ~ still recmt tllSte oftlwfim tlWl4thfiJ., aNi
/ ful somethillg stan within ~ something tltaJ leaws its rutillg-plDce aNi attnrtpts to
rise, something tluzlltas bem ~ed like an anchor III a greo.t depth: / do not blow
yet what it is, ,,"t / can feel it MOWlMg slowly: 1 can measure tlu! resistance, / COlI hear
the echo of great spaces traversed. Undoubtedly what is th," palpitating in the depths of
my being must be the image, the visual memory which, being linked to that taste, is trying
to follow it into my conscio," mind... (Proust 49)

Psychologist, Janet L Surrey, discussing the imponance of food connections for
women,writes:
Emotional openness and sharing, cooperation. aUCntion [0 and concern for
the needs of others, and participation in others' growth are not of direct
value in this world. When these basic relational needs arc nOl valued or
given outlets for development, there is a sense of being out oftou<:h with
oneself. disconnected, and unsupported. Psychologically we could say
thou: the internaJized mothcr-daughter relationship is disrupled., and food
becomes an imponant arena for acting out this disruption. Eating becomes
an attempt to reinstate the sense of connection. (247-8)
With a literal disruption of the mother..<Jaughter relationship, food has indeed become "an
important arena for acting out this disruption" (Surrey 248) for me, except, instead of
eating, I bake. This said, while baking brownies, it is not often that. I conscientiously and
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consciously seek a maternal connection. On the rare occasion, I have very much made
brownies in a reverential air becoming of a sincere invocation. 1be ritualized
performance becomes a prayer to my mother. a pleading summons for her comforting
hands to guide, uplift, and ultimately, smooth away life's troubles. In general though,l
simply bake brownies never consciously invoking my mother. When dessert is needed
for a function, I simply make the simplest one I know-brownies. When life becomes
rather chaotic and I begin to feel as if things art spinning helplessly out of control, I have
a burning desire to bake. More than a desire. I should say that it is really a n~~d 10 bake.
And so,l pull out my mother's brownie recipe, which Ido know by heart, as well as

bodily, but like my grandmother, I am still fearful ofbalcing completely freed oftexlUal
ties. I need the recipe for .security and guidance. I am not yet ready to tn1Sl my bodily
knowledge of brownies. And as the performance begins, the worries begin to wane and
the anxieties lose their impending sense of doom. I become grounded. centred, focussed.

I bake brownies with almost no thought., like it is second nature. And indeed., brownies
are in my culinary nature. Hufford. Hunt and Zeitlin write that ,,£c}ertain artifacts and
behavlors keep us simultaneously in the company of generations before and after us, even
in their literal absence" (103). The brownie-making process is just such a behaviour.
The brownie recipe is just such an artifact. Edward Casey suggests that "[mlemory
rKails mind to place-takes it decisively there and not to its I'I"ICR represenwion. We
revisit places in remembering... and in so doing our minds reach OUI to toUCh the things
themselves, which are to be found in the very places they inhabit" (91). In making
brownies, I feel as if I can litetally louch my mother. In that moment,l feel so much a
part of her. that I don't know where she ends and (begin. I achieve a natural oneness
with my mol:her that I have yet to find anywhere else. I invoke an inherent merncxy of
brownies.
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.. .And suddDtly th~ Iftt'mory rtvralul itulf....{//n that mommt aU 1M fIqw~rs in 04U
gartJm tJNl ill M. SWQM'spari:. tJNl tM WtJIe,-lUies on tM VillONK' DNl 1M goodjolJr. of
th~ vjlUJg~ tJNl tMi, ljnl~ t1w~llillgstutd the parish duuch. and the whok ofCoMbray tJNl
its siUTOWtdillgs, kJking s~ ewi solidity, sprong intO being, tOWll DNJ gardDu alike,
from my cup of t~1J. (Proust 50-I)

A BodJly Encounter with Brownies
"PersonaJly, 1 find baking almost therapeutic." writes a friend of mine. She
continues, "{ think the whole working with yout hands and being rewarded with the end
product is the best part. The fact that you may be

ab~

to feed others who appreciate it. is

well-gr.avy" (Li 2000). The emphasis which my frieod places on the foodmaking

process. on .......orking with (her) hands." touchc:s upon a lcey component of a feminine
culinary geneal~ilyknowledge. Thus far. I have only toUChed upon this issue
with regards to my brownie-making, indicating that my mother knew the brownie recipe
"by heart" and was able to maIl:e them without a textual representation ~t. I have

also wrinen brieny on the very physical connection I feel with my mother throughout the
brownie-making proce.s.s. These are both facets of what it is to have a bodily
knowledgc-a notioo this section explores in greater detail.

For centuries. the cOI'llcmplalive figure of "The Thinker" has been upheld as the
epitome of pure philosophic thought-an isolated man simng qUtetly and patiently,
awaiting the cosmic enlightcnment that must surely come through unintenuptcd thinking
and more thinking and still more thinking. With such an emphasis upon unintenuptcd
contemplalton. it is not surprising thal the reigning mantra of modem philosophic thought

became the Cartesian '" think therefore lam." and certainly not a version thal might have

read: "I malce brownies or scrub floors or weed gardens or wash clothes, therefore I am."
Women have traditionally had little to no time for "pure" thought amidst the unending

household chores of sewing and washing and cleaning and baking and gardening and this
list could go on infinitcly. The time for "1binker-esquc" contemplation has been
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virtually nil. And yet, are we then to determine thai women, on a whole, are 1101
thoughtful beings, capable of making cosmic connections and understanding greater
designs'! Lisa. Heldke argues, "Considered on their own tenns, foodmaking activities can

challenge the stwp subject/object dichotomy that. clw3ctcrizes traditional inquiry, and
that serves to separate such head work from hand work.. Preparing food cncoorages us to
blur the separation between ourselves and our food, even as we roll up our sleeves and
stick our hands in the dough" ("Foodmaking" 217). I bave a friend who says thai she
finds baking therapeutic. I, myself, make maternal connections through brownies. Alice
Walker uncovers her mother's stories in flower gardens.. Such examples suggest a
philosophic knowledge borne out 0( hands-on activities.

In an article entitled "Foodmaking as a Thoughtful Practice," feminist philosopher
Lisa Heldke reassesses what it is to be "thoughtful." She writes thai "(floodmaking,
ratbcr than drawing us to mark a sharp distinction between mental and manual labor, or
between theorcticaI and practical work, tends to invite us to see itself as a 'mentally
manual' activity, a 'theoretically practical' activity-a 'thoughtful practice'" (2OS). She
continues, "Dispassionate objectivity, the Slandard fOt" scientifIC inquiry, is not the ideal
in cooking: good cooking is good in pan because of the emotional attachment you have
to the people for whom you're cooking, to Ihe lools you're using, and to the foods you're
making" (222·23). Good cooking is truly about love, crcalivity, and artistry. It is
mastery of fonn and content, a work 0( virtuosity. a manifestation 0( excellence. It is

also a work of invocation, linking through its performance generations past, present, and
future. Heldke further contends:
By seeing ourselves as connected to the things we grow and cook-by
ttansfonning the subjccl/objcct dichotomy into a relationship which
recognizes the interconnections between us and those foods--we are also
called upon to recognize a mode of interaction that might be called "bodily
Irnowledge."...'Theories like Descartes's conceive of my body as an
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external appendage 10 my mind, and see ilS role in inquiry as rnetely to
provide a set of(fairty reliable) sensory dalaon which my reasoning
faculty then operates to produce objects of knowledge. But growing and
cooking food are important lXJUnterexamples to this view; they are
activities in which bodily percepliofts are more than meter readinp which
must be SCNtinlz.ed by reason. The knowing involved in making a cake is
"contained" not simply "in my head" but in my hands, my wrists, my eyes
and nose u well. The phnlSC "bodily knowledge" is not a metaphor. It is
an acknowledgement of !he fact that throw things literally with my body,
that I, "u" my hands, know when the bread dough is sufficiently kneaded,
and I "as" my nose know when the pie is done. (218, emphasis in original)

When [write that my mother knew how [0 make brownies "by heart.... I mean thac the
knowledge for brownie-making literally coursed through her veins. Years of repeated
kinetic activity absorbed into her being---her hands. her nose, her eyes. It was second
natUre. It look no thought. Brownies came nalurally. Truly, as Casey notes, "[11he past
is sedimenled into the body, becoming amassed there.. (8S, emphasis in original). She
had internalized the knowledge needed 10 make brownies.

II

is a knowkdgc found "in

the eyes and the I\ands. You have 10 be able to "finger' a ball of pie dough to tell ifit
needs a bit moR: ice water... You need a leacher-a hands-on leacher-for that. Bodily
knowledge is acquired through embodied experience" (Heldke "Foodmaking" 219).
My grandmother found a brownie recipe in a cookbook that suited her needs.
Being an experienced coot, having been taughl by her own mother, she felt confident in
modifying some aspects of the recipe 10 suil her tastes and needs. Marion Bishop nOles:
[T]hc writing, sharing, and cooking of a recipe constitute more than just
meal prepatation. These tasks can also be undcrslood as rituals that keep a
woman in touch with her inner desi~ and the voice of her body; and
recipes can also be read as texIS thatconncct a woman's CMlter and inner
worlds. In fact, recipe writing is a discursive act that requires a woman to
rely on her conneclion with her own voice-what brings her pleasure and

satisfaction. (100)
And my grandmother laught her daughter. my mochcr. My mother then took her
mother's performance and made it inlo a recipe, but like hermothcr. confidently
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modifted some aspects of the recipe to suit her own tastes and needs. ADd my mother
taught her own daughter. In a very physKal sense, she laUght me how to make brownies.
The night of the brownie disaster, things didn't "feel" right or "look" right, but I was still

too inexperienced, still too unsure of my own bodily knowledge to fully trust it, and that
is why I failed. I was getting.so caughlup in measumncnts that I neglected to
acknowledge that I did indeed know the recipc-my eyes knew the ~Iook", my fingertips
Icncw the "'fee!." I simply was not listening. And to a ccn.ain extent, I still do not listen
or fully trust my embodied culinary knowledge. Like my grandmother, I too still "dig out
the recipc" for brownies, and this is perhaps why the two u.s continue to fall sOOn. of my
mother's cooking. My mother absorbed recipes, digesting them until they were firmly
imprinled within her. Thcybecame a part of her-a part of her kinetic culinary
repenoire, a part of her bodily knowledge of food. There was really no k1nger any recipe,
just a piece of her. So,IO make her brownies is to foster within myself, a piece of my
mother. I have embodied her life into my own through a brownie recipe.

In ''The Bodily Encounter with the Mother," Luce lrigaray urges:
We must also find, find anew, invent the words, the senlences that speak
10 the mOSI archaic and most contemporary relationship with the body of
the mother, wilh our bodies, the sentences that translate the bond between
her body, oors and that of our daughters. We have 10 discover a language
[/angageJ which does not replace the bodily encounter, as paternal
language (langue) altempt5 to do, but which can go alOIlg with it, words
which do not bar the c:orporuI, but which speak corporeal. (43,
uanslator's emphasis in brackets)
I believe that recipes can be this corporeal bond between women and between the
generations. In lenns of my mother's brownie recipe, this is certainly the case. Marion
Bishop expresses:
It is the abililyof a recipe to bind the experience of the body, the
unwriuen, into measurable amounts that can be replicated, that makes the
idc3 of feminine culinary genealogy not: just about cataloging names, but

about literally preserving the sense of a woman's life. Each recipe serves
as a lextual token-something a woman can hold in her hands thai speaks
of and connects her 10 wor(l)ds both linguistic and co~a1. (103-04)
Although I may hold in my hands a seemingly simple brownie recipe. thai recipe truly is

the key to unlocking the embcJdjment of my mother within myself.

I read a story once about a ~ligious kader who found himself in the position one
day of altempting to counsel and comfon a mother after the death of her young SOIl. The
grieving woman related how
[s]be had been abandoned by her husband and left to raise a little boy.
When (her son] was nine)'ClU1 old he contracled a fatal disease. He came
mind. that:hc: would not live. And forthelast
IWO or Ihree weeks of his life he would cling to his mother and say,
MMama. you won'l forgel me. will)OO1 Mama. please don't forget me.
Mama-I won't be forgotten. willI?" I was deeply moved, for I sensed
that exposed in the pleadings of this little boy is something of the feeling
of every soul who has ever lived We hope that, somehow at least. we will
be remembcml. We hope that there will be something about us worth
remembering. (Packer 11-12)
10 know, in his liule boy

In the final days of my mother's banIe with canc:er. I know that she came (0 reflect
seriously on her life and was afraid thai: she had not left a substantial

mart on this life-a

legacy. M[T]he urgency that involves the knowledge that her stories-like her Iife-must
be recorded" (Walker 240) look hold of my mother. In a blessing of comfon and peace
to her aI that lime, she was told that she should no! be afraid or anxious, that her attributes
and her characterislK:s were found within her children. Her life had not been in vain
because she had imparted 10 others something of herself. Her stories have been recorded
and

absorbed. and are conlinually being written as her children make their own ways in

life.

The noted sociologist. Emile Durkheim, believes that "[t]he miracle of
sociability... is first experienced in the continuity of generations: although individuals die.
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the lineageconlinucs" (qtd. in Csikszenlt1lihalyi and Rochberg·HaUon 33). AUhough my

mother is gone, I am still here as a living lCStament to her life. life goes 00. Hufford..
Hunt, and Zeillin write that Lolor legacies spcU 10 us our identities and roles within the
expanded framework of the human unit or time. Legacies make lhese identities and roles
tangible, encapsulating and inlensifying our sense of them" (91). Since "she is gone, her
recipes ...give... accesslc her. through aroma. Wle, and texture" (Bishop 95). Brownies
continue to be made. At the end of film. LiU Watt" For Chocol41e, the nanatoc-a
third-generation cook-sits in her modem-day kitchen, with an oid family cootboot on
the table CMinmax 1993). The ghostly appariltons of her mother and her great-aunl

stand behind her, as she passionately decries: "How I miss (my mother's) cooking... the
smell of her kitehen... her talking while she prepared the mcaJs... her Ouistmas rolls.
Mine never tum out like hers. And I wonder why I cry 50 much while I make them. b
must be lhal l'm as sensitive to onions as Tita-my great aunt. She'll continue 10 live as
long as someone cooks her recipes." My mother will continue to live as long as someone
cooks her recipes, as long as I make her brownies.
Zeitlin, Kotkin and Baker observe lha1 "(flamilies lnvcllight. As the greater part
of our experience slips beyond out reach, we clasp a mere handful of stories, expressions,
photographs. and customs. Our photo albums, attic trunks, even our memories can only
hold 50 much" (2). And 50, for me, this panicular brownie recipe is "used as a medium
for recalling a life" (Kirshc:nblatt-Gimb1ctt 333). I remember my mother and her
performance of these browntes. This recipe is "cherished more as ta) text connected to
lives than as instructions 10 follow. for with changing food preferences, old recipes rich in
eggs and animal fat and time-consuming to prepare oftcn serve more as food for thought
than for eating" (Kir5henblatt-Gimblctt 333). And I lake pride in the fact that I remember
my mother's performanc:c:. I know lhal melting butler on the stove was replaced by
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margarine in the microwave. I know the context of this recipe and the nuances of my
mother's performance of ie. I know the oral cradition. the things not written down. I
know. And yet. my knowledge is based upon memory. which is subjccllo caprice and
whimsy, seleccioo and obfuseaOon. Just as the performance aspect of this recipe. the
actual brownie. is ephernen.l. so are our memories and our lives. Still, the recipe, the
concept remains, and I can lake comfort in these brownies, knowing !hat I am a
performer like my mother before me and like her mother before her. More than jUSl f«
the pure function of taing. the brownies come to represenI the familial ties of the
generalions. And N[w]hile written recipes might noI feed the hungers oflhe body. they
might temporarily quell the hungers of the soul" (de Silva xui-ii). My mother's brownie
recipe is a common thread thai. weaves its way through time. ultimacely transcending it.
Her brownies are a legacy, a feminine culinary geneaIozy. a work of virtuosity, a work of
invocation. a thoughtful practice. a mentally manual activity. a bodily knowledge. and
therein lies their power.
Bl4t wlumfronr. a 1000g-dist(Jflt past nothing subsists, after the fHople are dead, after the
things an broken and scauered, t(Ute and smell alDlle, monfragik but nwn eruJl4ring.
more wuubst(JfltUll. more fHnistmt. more faithful. ron.ain poised a Jon, time, like sol4is,
retMmbering. W(Jiting. hoping, amid ,he nUns of all the rest; and bear wrflinchingly. in
the tiny and almost impalpable drop of,heir esunce. 'he vast structure of ncoJleetion.
(Proust50·1J

"

t

..... =~
Fig,2.1. The original brownie recipe cookbook:.

Fig.2.2. The original lcxlual brownie recipe.
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Fig.2.3. My grandmother with her
"brownie·· pan.
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Chapter Three

Deconstruction of the Basic
Brownie
At the beginning 0( her essay entitled, "Culinary spaces. colonial spaces: the

gendenng of sugar in the seventeenth ccmury," Kim F. Hall quOies from a popular
domestic manual published in 1602 by Hugh Plat enlitled.lklight~s for lmiies. After
citing some of his verse, which includes such lines as, "Let piercing bullets tum to sugar
balls,/The spanish 'sic) fear is hushed and all their rage" (168). she comments:
Seventeenm-centuty cookboob arc filled with spices. pcppcn.. sugars.
nuts. as well as more obviously prcdous substances such as gokI and
ambergris which wen: the stuff of worid lIade: when an English woman
made a confection from a cookbook like Plu's. she implicitly helped
fOSler watershed changes in England's economy. For a popular recipe
such as marzipan, she would have used rosewater made from her own
roses and almonds imported from the Middle East by way of Italy. She
also used a great deal of sugar. first produced in a POrtuguese (and laler
English) sugar colony. refined in Antwerp, and then sold by London
merchants. This demonstration of her family's status and her own
culinary expertise thus depended on England's increasingJy colonial trade
practices. Plat's verse, while seemingly looking inward from the English
seas to the English home, actually links his English woman reader 10 a
broader colonial conlext. (169)

Because lljhe recipe for the inlerprelation of a !ext is never fully contained in the lext"
(Duranti 244), to come to a greater understanding oflhe implications of my mother's
brownie recipe, one must come to rrad "between the lines," as Hall has done with Pial'S
Delight~for Ladies.

Such a ruding is what the noted Marxist, Louis Althusser, would

deem "symptomatic" (28). John Ston::y eXplains Ihis concept: 'TOo read a text
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symplomalically is to perfonn a double meaaing: reading first the manifest Iexl, and !hen,
through the lapses, distortions. silences and absences (the 'symptoms' of a problem
suuggling to be posed) in the manifesa IeXI, to pmduce and read the lalmltext" (118). In
eJtamining the nature of social conflict as evidenced within folklore along the

U.s.-

Mexican border, Jose Lim6n suggests, "Perhaps another significance of folklore in social
domination lies in its very absenc:c. Should we account for folkloric silence as well

as for

its expression" \Folklore" 223)1 Such alOSpicuous absences and silences are often
inlegral to not only undefstanding the wotk. bul in the operation 0( the wort. itself. as
Pierre Mac:herey, building upon Althusser's work, contends: "To explain the work is 10
show Ihal, conlrary to appearances, it is ItOI independent,

b,u bears in its malerial

substance the imprint of a detennirwe absence which is also the principle of its identity'"
(79-80). He funher contends that "[w)e always eventually find. at the edge of the teXt.

the language of ideology, momenlarily hidden, bIll eloquenl by its very absenc:c" (60).
Truly, "[w]hat is important in the work. is what it does not say" (Macherey 81). II is
"[t)his silence {which] gives it life" (Macherey 84).
Relating such ideas to my mother's recipe for brown'es highlights. as Tansey and
Worsley point out. that
[t]he modem food system is not inevitable but has deep historical roots
which are bound up in humankind's various attempts 10 control the
biological, socio-economi<: and cultural aspects of food. The interplay of
the forces involved has shaped the food system. producing food shortages
and surplllSeS, hunger and overnutrition, technological brilliance and junk
foods in the same world. (qui. in Bell and Vakntine 19S)
While the brownie within the context of my family and my life is very much intertwined
with "shared memories and repealed pleasures" (Younghusband 1998), as [move from

the lable to the field, from the microcosm to the macrocosm, from the superstructure 10
the base, the brownie takes a datter tum into the shadowy realms of capitalism and

"

colonialism, imperialism and acculhlratioo. The power dispfayed comes not from
maternal memories and feminine culinary legacies but from oppression and racism.

pollution and greed, wealth and amonIity. Because "'the process of con5Umpiion and
exploiwion are too deeply intertWined" (AI:Jrahang 35). the rose-tintcd memories of the
brownies of my youth are swallowed up by my own consumer conscience. I begin to see
the social costs of my consuming memories. as I come to understand the price-not just

monetarily, but humanistically and moraIly-that was paid for those recipe ingredients to
be available for my own gluttonous consumption. Wendell Berry attests, "How we eat
determines, to a certain exlent, how the wortd is used. This is a simp~ way of describing
a ~Iationship that is inexpressibly complex. To eat responsibly is to understand and

enact, so far as one can. this comp~x

~Iationship"

om.

Commenting on this complexity, Mary Douglas notes: "If food is treated as a
code, the message it encodes will be found in the paltem of social relations being
expressed. The message is about different degrees of hierarchy, inclusion and exclusion.
boundaries and tr.msaetions across the boundaries..•. Foodeategories therefore encode
social events" (qtd. in Kalcik 41). In a recent article chronicling how sugar has shaped
Western culture. historian James Walvin deconstnlcts how one such seemingly simple
social event-a cup of tea-has come "0 define English 'character'" (Mintz ~
39). Hewrites:

We need. then. to make the link: to look. behind the obvious social
lf1CJni/esuuions of 18th century sweet tastes (sweet tea/coffee. the
ubiquitous sugar bowl. sugar on saJe in contemporary shops) in order to
tease out the defining global context. Put simply, cheap accessible cane
sugar was a function of British economic and colonial power. But who
thought this. who thought about the slaves· the instruments of sugar
cultivation - when adding sugar to their tea or coffee in 18th century
Britain? (22, emphasis in original)
And who thinks about it now? Who thinks about seemingly mundane brownies as being
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harbingers of capitalist honors'? Who listens for the silences and seeks out the absences'?

Yet.. as I considcrhow it is that such exotic ingredients as vanilla and cocoa and sugar
made their way to a small community in nonhem British Columbia----(o a place far from
cacao plantations and vanilla orchids and sugar cane fields-so that they could make
their way into a brownie recipe. I cannot help but recognize the transaction of food across
the boundaries. I cannot help but hear a conspicuous silence and ac:/lnowkdge a

determinate: absence. I cannot help but observe thaJ. each and every ingredient ~spcaks"
of a social. "cultural, symbolic. and economtc power" (Babcock 214) dynamic. both
historical and COfltemporal}', which is continually utilized "in the production and
manipulation of nwerial signs" (Babcock 214). And I feel compelkd "to think through
and beyond those (commodity geographiesJ, emphasising each commodity's biography
as it moves through these geographies" (Bell and Valentine 199·200). 10 explore the
encoded stories and lives of such ingredienlS.

1 lIZ cups butter
As I mentioned in CbapterTwo. although my mother's brownie recipe may have
called for butler, she always used margarine. The dynamic duels between butter and
margarine throughout the yean: have been described as "archetypal" (Visser 113). There
have been bans and stigmas. advertising campaigns and misconceptions, derisions and
clogged arteries. And still the battle rages. Butler is often viewed as "the crim~ d~ la

crime, the quintessence of the risen richness of milk itself. and as such has tnditionally
belonged to the exclusive category of 'best' things" (Visser 84. emphasis in original).

And with this richness and association with status arises the notion oflhe "butter
mystique" (Visser 8S), that buller is irreplaceable and inimitable, that nothing is
comparable to or better than butter. Margarine. having been "born from, through. and for
the new industrial age" (Visser 103), challenges those claims.

Margarine was first inltoduced as a butler substitute in France in 1869. At that
particular time. butter was diffICUlt to get, not to mention expensive. since "Europe had
ra:ently suffered a devastating canIe plague" (Visser 102). As well, "Western Europe
was (becoming) too densely populated to support dairy and cattle herds 18lJC enough to
meet all its fat needs" (Hcick I). England. for cxample, was already "import[ing) the
bulk of its bulter requirement from abroad" (Hoffman 14).

Because "(tlhe Industrial

Revolution...generaled a vast new fteld in which fats and oils wen: required" (Heick I)

and "because industrial wad demanded a diet with minimum ballast and maximum
energy value... (t]hc improvement in the supply of fats was particularly imponant"
(Hoffman 12). And so, in an attempc to appease ''the large deficiency in the supply of
fats for the diet of the poor, in particular urban. working-<:Iau people" (Heick I),
Napoleon

mheld a competition to find ~a cheap substitute for butter so thai the poorer

elements of society could

ha~

some spread on their bR:ad" (Heick 2). The French

chemist. Hippolyte Mege.Moories, answered that call "with a concoction made from cow
fat" (Ayto 173), with some milk added for palatability. He sold his palent to the Dutch in
1871, after the quick end of the FratIC1)-.PYussian War---palenu to the Americans and
Ptussians followed shortly thereafter (Visser 102-3). Holland was already a major
exporter of dairy products 10 lhe industrially-ellploding England. a country whose
"swi£tly emptying countryside could supply less and less of the nutritional needs of the
vast urban conglomerates being created by the factories" (Visser 103), and seized upon

the opportUnity to make some f~ign ellchange. Apparently Denmart, also a major
dairying country, "went so far as to subsidize thc use of margarine domestically in order
to have more butlcr for cxport" (Heick 2), for which thcy could get a belter price.
Historian. W.G. Hoffman. writes about how margarine eventually spread onto the world
scale: "Where~r the population was inacasing, or urbanization. industrialization, rise in
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prosperity. and improvement in nutritional conditions were evidenl, the margarine
industry grew in importance" (16).
Before such growth could occur though. margarine needed to break its ties with
beeftailow and lard (Hoffman 15). Near the end oflhe nineteenth century, these raw
materials for margarine WCfe becoming ~increasinglyscarce because agriculture was
obliged to change from fat mast to meal mast, in view of the popular demand for

fl'lOre;

and more and better meat" (Hoffman 15-6). 8eefsuet was hard to come by. needing to

be imported from the United States. and such import costs "made it fTlOte and more
diffICUlt to keep the price of margarine low enough so that people who ale it could afford
it" (Visser 103). At the dawn of the new century. scientific developments occurred which
changed the course of margarine history. Between 1902 and 1915. the process whereby
oil is hardened was discovered and perfected (Visser 103). And. it was argued. "[ilt

makes no difference., as far as Wle goes" (Visser 103), as to what type of oil is used,
because all properttes are removed during processing. Such a development opened up
endless colonialist and capitalist possibilities. as ''tropical and sub-tropical regions of the
eanh [namely. Nigeria, Brazil. lndia and the Philippines. became) sourt:eS of basic stocks
of raw material for the industry in Europe and North America" (Hoffman 16).
As the margarine industry leapt at the chance. to move beyond the confines of the
Western world. "no time was lost in developing plantations of oil-bearing crops: oil and
coconut palms. cottonseed. sunnowen, soy beans. maize, peanuts, sesame. rapeseed.
even shea butter (the fruit of an African tree). babussu palms from Brazil. and olive trees"
(Visser 103). Margarine producen "could [now) cheapen their wares because

me people

who actually grew thc oil sceds ... could be paid littlc" (Visser 105). Anthropologist.
Margaret Visser, obsenrcs:
As giant food corporattons fanned and cxpanded. tropical plantations fcll

more and more under their conlroJ. Unilever (which began as a butterand then a margarine-selling business) is now the worid's largest foodprocessing company... Unilever decides in large measure what crops will
be arown, and in what quantities. in many Third World countries.
particularly in Africa..•.The invention of llW'garine. ~ raw materials
are reduced to complete neutrality and then given character by means of
additives, was a major factor in the creation of the giant modem systems
of food production and profit. (104-5)
This ITWprine model assigns food production '1'or profit and ClIport and not for local
need" (Warnock 40). Underdeveloped countries become trapped "because of the legacy

of colonialism and the existing world capitalist system of production and trade"
(Warnock40). Justa few years prior to the gripping television images of starving

Ethiopian chi~ in the mid-I980s. a report from the Food and Agriculnual
Organization claimed that according to arable land distribution and cultivation. "Africa
could feed nearly three times its present population. However, this scenario presumes the
use of all potential farmland in staple food production for local consumption (no
agriculrur1l expoftS)" (Wamoc:k. 211·2). The development of farming mooocultures
consisting of oil-bearing crops bound for margarine production and consumption in the
"developed" world. of cocoa to be sent off for the creation of Western confections.
including brownies. of vast rtclds of sugar cane to be refined and consumed in the "First"
World. has fueled the oppressive legacies of famine, poverty. and all the ugliness thai:
stems from such conditions.
Commenting on the commodification of margarine, one margarine historian
writes:
11le history of margarine is a prime example of applied technotogy
meeting the changing needs and desires of the consumer... [lt] has been a
noted example of the possibilities inherent in food technology to meet the
changing needs of society. It is also an example of consumer movement
to an alternate food when a traditional food was unable to meet consumer
demand and price needs. (Heick 2-4)

Indeed. margarine seems to be the chameleon commodily. In ill quest: 10 '"no longer be
the poor man's subslitute for buuer, but an allemative used by all classes" (flea 163). it

has been a muhirude of colours. including lrink (Visser 107). added additive after
additive. and led advertisinl campaigns galore. Visser asserts lhat lo)nly gianl:
corporations wid! their technology lAd machinery for subuactinl calories. changing
flavours. substitulinl materials. and. above all. publicizing the resuhs. can manage the
trick. A cow is incapabie of dtanginJ ilS ways 10 conform 10 fashion. M-zarine. on the

other twK1. is versatility ilSClF (110). As such, margarine is"a subslance born of the
indusuial age, eXpRSSive of technological claims and melhods" (Visser 85). (t is a
signirJerof industry,lCdmoIogy, and business in aU ill glory. having been "acre.alion of
polilical intuition and scientific rcseardl" (Hoffman 33), having also been "a major factor
in !he creation of gianl modem agribusiness wi!h ill

SU'CSS

on efficiency and profit"

(Heick 163). Margarine is now big business concemed with the manipulation of science.
m:uitCIS. and consumers. obsessed with money, power, and development. As Margaret

Visser nOleS. the battles between butler and margarine:
rqn:sent the great oppositions articulaled in our culture: the land versus
theeil)', the fann (despite the extent to which dairy fanning has become
mechanized) versus the faclory. independent versus corporately~nlrOlled
business. tradition versus nOl.ne:cessarily-preferable novell)'. nature versus
human manipulation. labour-intcnsive versus machine-oper.ued induSU)',
uniqueness versus interchangeability. (113)

V4 eup cocoa
"Food of thc gods" is lhe English translation of the cacao lrec's laxonomic name,

Theobroma (Davidson 176). The cacao tree, from whieh cocoa derives. is a uee native 10
tropical America, in the region "'ber.ween Southern Mexico and the northern Amazon
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basin" (DavKtsoa 176). Its fruits had been "a commodity of trade. an object of warfare.
and also a currency" (DavK1son 176) for generations to the peoples indigenous to tbM.

region. "including the Mayas. the At.tecs., and the TolleeS" (McGee 397). Wealth. swus.
prosperity. and ceremonial rites were often displayed through the consumption of
chocol:ue-a bol: or cold beverage consisting "of roasced cocoa beans., red pepper.
vanilla, and waler"(McGee 398). Cultivation of the trees and nnofthe beans "'became
a major source of wealth of the Aztec merchants" (Davidson 176). especially when
chocolate was considered "a drink for warriors and the elite" (Davidson 177) among the
ruling AzleeS. To

meet:

their demands for chocolate. "cacao was being transported in

sizable quantities to the Aztec capiw" (West lOB) as a fonn of tribute from the
subjugated peoples under Aztec rule (Davidson 177). So. by the time the New World
was "discovered." chocolate was already well established as a pan of the native culrure.

It is thus not surprising that when the Spanish explCRrS arrived in the early sixteenth
ceDrury. having learned of the New Wocid from a triumphant Columbus, they qUickly
learned of the delights of chocolate.
It is reponed that, on the return from hissecondjoumey to the New World.
Columbus brought some cacao beans, but the uses of such materials "were unknown or
overlooked at the time, for most early references credit Cortes as first bringing cacao
beans to Spain for royal consumption in 1528" (West 105). Cortes and his conquering
Spaniards "soon realized the full value of the black 'almonds'" (Davidson 177) having
had the opportunity to both observe the preparation of chocolate beverages and taste the
end product (West 105). It appears that the beverage which "pleased the Aztec nobles
pleased the Spanish crown as well, and so began chocolate's ascent in the Old World"
(West 105). Crucial tochoc:olate's palatability among the Spanish, who found the

original drink of chili peppers and ground cacao beans "quite spicy and bitter" (de Lemps
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385), was the addilion of cane sugar. "No one knows when or where this
discovery... was made" (de temps 385), but it was this sweetened version oftbe
dIocolate beverage which "'proved to be immensely popular'" (de Lcmps 385) among the
Spanish conquistadors. Newsofmis sweetened wonder "travelled faster dian the
substance itself" (Davidson 117), and it was only by 1585 that "cacao beans began to
reach Spain ... (a)s a commodity of trade'· (Davidson 177). The Spanish roon became
renowned "throughout Europe for its prowess in preparing c:hocolaIe drinks" (Davidson
ITI), adding a variety of "non-traditional" Oavourings, "among them (the
aforementioned) sugar, cinnamon, doves, anise, almonds, hazelnuts, vanilla, orange·
flower water, and musk" (McGee 398). Naturally. chocolate consumption quickly spread
outward from the Spanish coun 10 the other upper class societies of Europe. h was new,
it was exotic:. and it was expensive. "Besides being dassist, the drinking of chocolate
was also sexist, being a beverage pmiominantly served to men" (fuller 8). By the mid·
seventeenth century, chocolate houses were all the rage throughout Europe, becoming
"centers of political, economic, and social debate for the wealthy and powerful" (West
III), precursors to exclusive men's clubs.
To creale such a dimate for commodification and consumption, culinary hislorian
Harold McGee nOl:es, "NOI: only would the Spanish die for their chocolate: they would
also kill for it" (399). They laid daims to countless piau of land in order "to exploit.
along with the Indians living on it" (Young 27), all that they could. They wanted gold.
and they wanted chocolate. And from the sixteenth to early seventeenth centuries. the
Spanish monopolized WOfld cacao production. Cacao was their "most imponant crop,
and they controlled its trade and consumption in Europe as well as in their colonies"
(West 108). Yel, "[a)s demand grew and the population of Mexico and Guatemala
declined through disease and serl'dom, other tropical countries began to be exploited as
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cacao producers" (Davidson 178). And 50 began cacao's "botanical diffusion by
humans" (Clam'lCC.smith and Ruf 2) throughout: the globe, uavelliol from one suitable
climate to anocber. As early as ISext. cacao seedlings were planted in Fernando Po. "a
small island that lies near the equator a few miles off the coast of western Africa" (West
lOS). By 1663. cacao seedlings were in the Philippines (West 1(9). The Spanish
endeavoured to keep a hold of their chocolate monopoly. "to keep the seems of its

cultivation and prepar.d.ion" (Minifle I), but the "'(a)ddiction. or at kast the quest for
stimulation" (Clarence-Smith 31), had already gripped Europe. Every sovereign power
wanted a piece of me chocolale market. The French led the assault around 1660 with
..active cacao production in their own Caribbean possessions of Martinique and St.
Lucia" (West III). Other Caribbean holdings followed shortly thereafter, including
Britain's Jamaica and Trinidad (Davtdson 178). The Portuguese spread into Brazil. And
soon, the Dutch East Indies were involved in cacao production as well (West III). By
"the sevencocnth and eightceJlth centuries Europe's supply (of cacao beans) came mainly

from these Caribbean plantations and. in declining quantity, from America itseJr'
(Davidson 178).
Cacao has been described as "a prima donna" (Davidson 176) among plants. It
"requir(es) shade when young, and (is) susceptible to fungi and pests. Diseases are [now)
controlled by breeding resistant varieties" (Davidson 176) and by the "heavy use of
chemicaJ.s-regardless of the medical consequences" (Cae and Cae 268). Cacao also has
an incredibly "voracious appetite for virgin fORSt" (Clarence-Smith J). in part because
the freshly deforesced lands enjoy "low concentrations of the many pests and diseases

specific 10 cocoa" (Clarcnce.smith 4). In fact. cacao likes virgin land so much that
planting it "in lands previously used forodlc:r crops was rarely successful. Und could be
left fallow for twenty years or more" (Clarcnce-Smith 4), but still cacao refused to grow.
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This '"prima donna" quality of cacao has made '1c)ocoa cultivation...effectively a
wasting asset, rather like mining, and the cocoa ftontier (has been) driven relentlessly
along, sometimes 'jumping' huge distances from one continent to another.... ln the longer
tenn, cocoa JePreSClKed a threat to the very existence of the tropic:aI forest, aod. thus to
gathering activities, biodiversity and c1imaae" (Clarence-Smith 4). So. as cacao began
traipsing the globe looking for suitable environments. "an assault on the forest"
(Clarence..smith and Ruf 2) was launched, during which "large groups of immigrants
rapidlydear(ed] tropical focesr. to plant cocoa" (Clarence-Smith and Ruf I). As the land
was cleared for cacao, it was noc: uncommon for those who originally lived on it 10 be
"cleared" also: "Some of the original forest dwellers suffered from 'ethnic cleansing',
others were outnumbered by immigrant strangers, while yet others became the major
local cocoa producers" (Clarence..smith 125).
Throughout cacao's global dispersion. deforestation has been the key. and the key
to deforesting has been to ulilize slaves. While a signifICant number of African slaves
were taken to c:acao plantations in the Americas. '1b)y the end of the nineteenth century
cacao was being cultivated in .several West African coumries, and by the early twentieth
century it had been planted in Sri Lanb, Malaya., Java, Sumatra, New Guinea, the New
Hebrides, and Samoa" (Davidson 178). It seems that. inSl:ead of taking the slaves to the
New World rainforests, plantations were taken to the slaves' places of origin. Cum.nt.ly,
West Africa accounts for over I\aIf of all cocoa production in the world (Considine and
Considine 317). Yet, while "Brazil and the (vory Coast are leaders in the cocoa bean
belt" (Fuller 14), the United Stales. West Gennany, the Netherlands, and the United
Kingdom are lhe world's major importers and processors of cocoa, nOI to men[ion
consumers (Considine and Considine 318). The counlries cum:ntly leading the way in
worldwide per capita chocolate consumption include Swiuerland. Norway, Great Britain,
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Belgium, Austria. Germany, HolliUld and the United States (West 120).

The discrepancy between the p!aces of cacao cultivation and cocoa production,
between where the acIUaI plantations arc and where the processing, manufacturing, and
consuming takes place, hu been in effect since the Spanish invasion of the New World.

The seizure by "developed" countries of suuggling, "under«veJoped" countries'
primary resourcd has only been aided by technology. Once Europeans and North
Americans got a hold of cacao beans, then: was no turning back... Although, 'a)t the end
oflhc: eighteenth century chocolate [still] remained a drinll: (or the rich" (Davidson 178),
thai was not to last (or long. As cultivations and plantations sprang up around the globe,
50

too did commercial manufacturers of cocoa. This "has been an important industry in

Western Europe since the late eighteenth century" (Davidson ISO), and the listing of
names becomes a "who's who" in the chocolate world. The founding of a chocolate
faetOf)' in England in 1728 by J.S. Fry (indeed, the same brand of cocoa available today)
was the tirst of its kind in that country (Minifie 2). The first American chocolate mill
was established in 1765, "in what is now Dorchester, Massachusetts" (West liS).
becoming Baker's Chocolate (the very same brand of baking chocolate sold today). after

Dr. James Baker. in 1779. There were Undtand Nestle in Switzerland, Rowntree and
Cadbury in England, Droste and van Houten in Holland and Menier in France (Davidson
180).
And all these manufacturers applied the growing technology of the lndustrial
Revolution to chocolate. The inventton of a steam engine, in 1795 by Fry, which could
crush cocoa beans faster, "meant that chocolate no longer had 10 be prepared manually,
but could be manufactured on a large scale" (Fuller II). But it was the invention of lhe
screw press in 1828 by van HOl,.IIen-a machine which could squeeze out more of the
cocoa bUtler, creating a smoother powder which in tum made a smoother drinlt-that
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truly revolutionized chocoIllt: production (Davidson 179). The cocoa buttercoukl then
be added in greater amounts to cbocolllt: in order to make il more malleable and

cohesive. Fry introduced the first malleable and cohesive "eating chocolatc" in 1847
(McGee 401). but as laIC as 1914. "chocolate was probably still

more drunk than calen"

(Clarence-5mith II). OIocolaae became even llJOR mass-produced. but "[p]rices
remained high. due to impon dury levied on cacao beans" (Davidson 179). With the
duties teduced in 1853 and cheap imponed sugar readily available. chocolate prices
lowered. but it '"was still a luxury" (Davidson 179). The marriage of milk and cocoa. in

1876, 10 produce milk chocolate made chocolate even more accessible for mass
consumption, especially in areas where milk was already cheap and plentiful (Davidson

179). Eventually choc:oIate consumption grew because of'1he introduction of cocoa
powder in 1828. the reduction of cxcise duties: improvements in In.nspOrIaIion facilities.
from plantation to factO!}'; and lhe invcntion of eating chocolatc. and improvements in
IIWlufaeturina: methods" (fuller 12).

Oiocolate ralions during World War I established chocolate's nutritive value. as
wcll as its stimulant valuc. While chocolatc'S caffeine content is vinually negligible
when compared to coffee-it has been said that it would takc approximately a dozen or
more chocolate bars to equal the amount of caffeine found within one cup of coffee
(fuller 112)-as it couples with sugar, it becomes truly stimulating. So much so that
"(bJy the dawn of the Second World War, chocolate confectionery was outselling sugar
coofeclionery in Enlland, and has continued to so ever since- (Davidson 179). The
industrialized worid has never looked back. "By the mid-twentieth cenlUry...chocohllc
had been transmuted into a solid focxl of the masses, availablc to all" (Cce and Coe 235).
And. a1thooah "cfforu to increase cacao production may hasten clearing the worid's

already dwindling tropical rainforests. essential bastions of biological diversity'" (West
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121), the I1lle of chocolate consumplion increases (Wesl 120). And, although, as I write
this in the spring of 2001 , a vessel cmying child slaves destined forcaeao plantations
was discovered off the coast of West Africa (Cros.sette 2001), brownies COO(inue to be
made and chocolate bars digested. The exploiwion inherenl in cacao cultivation and

cocoa production reminds us thal"(a)ddiction, or alleast a quest for stimulalion must
have affected (and must conlinue to affect] the elasticily of demand for chocolate"
(Clarcnce-Smith 31-2), thai ~ate remains "one of humankind's primary obsessions"
(Szogyi xi).

6_
"II was lhe domestication of the Indian jungle fowl and its gradual spread
westward that brought the egg as we know it. a standard dietaJy item, to Europe" (AytO
102). This domestication began "in India circa 2000 DC'" (Zeidler 22), thus making the
chicken a relative ~Ialecomer...among the domesticated animals (sheep and goats go
back twice as far)" (McGee 55). Despite Iheir domesticaled

~Iateness," chickens

"slowly

moved eastward and westward" (Zeidler 22), malting their way into the Orient, inlo
Olina and even onto the Pacific Islands. As 10 how they arrived on the islands, it is not
known, but "'they were present long before the eta of the Spanish discoverers" (Zeidler
22). Upon Magellan's arrival in lhe Philippines, cockfighting was already well
established as a lraditional spon (Zeidler 22). In fact, McGee believes that the chicken's
migration "westward 10 central Europe circa 1500 BC and... (to) the Meditemanean
around 1400 Be" {Zeidler 22) and eventually to Britain "during the fil'Sl century BC'
(Davidson 378) was "for largely nonc:ulinary reasons" (McGee 55), for the span of
cockfighting. Being at leasl 2500 years old, cockfighling "is one of the oldest recorded
human games or spans" (Oundes vii) known. Ahhough originating somewhere in
southeast Asia. possibly India. it .....as quickly adopted in Persia. Greece, and Rome"

6'

(McGee 55-6). While cockfighting predominated. "[t1he less namboyant hen and her
eggs remained in the cultural background. but we know that eggs were commonly eaten
in the West from Roman times on" (McGee 56). And as the Western empire pew to
include the New World, the AJnericu, "which had no indigenous hens" (Davidson 378),
were '''invaded' by chickens from Europe, brought over when Columbus landed in the
West Indies in 1493. The mainland birds were brought over by the settlers of Jamestown
and Plymouth nearly 100 years later" (Zeidler 22).
Despite the chicken's ever-growing presence in all paru of the world, it "led a
largely unnoticed career until the eighteenth century" (McGee 56). In 1749, the French
SCtenl.ist, Antoine Fen:.hault de Riamur, having learned of an Egyptian method of
incubating eggs, wrote a book "00 the subject of chicken incutwocs" (Visser 141).

tt was

revolutionary, as it allowed birds to be "hatched in all seasons of the year" (Visser 140)
and allowed Europeans to "eat the same amount of chicken and eggs, and pay the same
price fOt them, all year round" (Visser 141). By the early nineteenth century, poultry
breeding in northern England had "become a hobby of the industrial woOOng class"
(Oavid.son 378). But, it was "[t]he arrival in Britain [and in the West in general) of
various Asian breeds of poultry during the mid-19th century [which truly] revolutionized
attitudes to hens" (Davidson 378), making "poultry breeding a fashionable pursuit"
(Davidson 378). These exotic, "showy, spectacular birds, so different from the run of the
barnyard, touched off a chicken-breeding craze" (McGee 58) in both Europe and the
Americas. "'[H}en fever,' as one observer of the American scene called if' (McGee 58),
gripped the Western world. Davidson notes that "[t]he decorative appearance of Asian
breeds, their egg-laying capacity (winter as well as summer), and the eggs themselves
(large and brown, practically unknown in Europe until then) stimulated interest in poultry
generally, and led to the establishment of standards" (378). McGee states that "hundreds
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of new breeds were developed, and the chicken took on new prominence among farm
animals" (S8). Aesthctic:s were

DOC

the only governing principle in poultry breeding. and

by the end or the nineteenth cenlUry. the while leghorn "was developed from
Medilerranean slock" (Davidson 378) and "emerged as the champion layer" (McGee 58).
While the nineteenlh cenlUry saw the emergence of many new poullry breeds.
including !he leghorn which was developed for ilS egg-laying capacity. !he twenttdh
cenlUry has seen the this breed become "merely an element in an industrial process whose
product [is) the egg" (Smith and Daniel 263). "a biological machine" (McGee 59). (t is
no longer". free and lively creature" (Smith and Daniel 263). but a cog in the

rationalized. industrialized gears of !he the poultry industry. As with cocoa and
margarine. it was the industrializalion and. subsequent. urbanization of society which led
10 an increased demand for lhe product. Egg production had 10 keep up with the
demands. while at !he same Ii" creating a g:ruter demand. Supply and demand is a
vicious cyde whtch pulls a&riculture inlo the realms of big business. "Farming Ioday is
fully concentrated in the hands of a few. In the United States. eight finns conltOl half
(approximately 3.5 billion birds) of the poultry industry" (Rice 1996). In the twentieth
century. images of chicken coops are quaintly archaic. II was in 1934 that "a Californian
businessman called John Kimber seized upon the growing realization among chicken
fanners that eggs were one Ihing and chicken meat anolher. and Ihat !he production of
each would be more profitable ifundenaken separately" (Visser 136). It was an idea that
INly "revolutionized modem chicken farming" (Visser 136). The already egg-renowned
white leghorn became even more "intensively bred for egg-laying power" (Visser 137)
and for while eggs at thai, since "mosl Nonh Americans prefer eggs white" (Visser 137).

It was also around this time. in the 1930s. that anificiallighting first began ilS systematic
usage. Farmers had Irnown for years that hens lay more in the summer when there is

10

more sunlight. and scientists now know that Jightstimulaces a hen's pituitary gland (0
increase production of the honnone responsibk for ovary activity (Visser 137). Hens
could now lay eggs year-round.lranscending "(nlacure's buill-in rest-period" (Visser
137) of the fall moult preceding winter.
Nowadays. hatebcry houses incubate Ihousands u~ thousands of"replacemenlS
for 'spenl' hens" (Visser 138). 80m in incubators, Leghorn chicks are quickJy sexed.
with "ninc out often baby cocb ...suffocated ot incinet3led, orCTUShed 10 death and then

fed to hogs" (Visser 138). The males aredeemcd unnecessary. with M[tlhousands of male
chicks ... dcstroyed on a single day" (Visser 138); only a relative few are kept fot the
breeding of more laying hens. Under such reslrictions, these baby hens have been
"carefully bred to increase output and elimirwe such interference as broodiness. the hen's
inclination 10 SlOp laying and sit S1Ubbomly on ilS DCSI until its eggs hatch" (McGee .58).
They have been bred for one purpose and one purpose only. to lay as many eggs as
genetically possible in as shott amount of time as possible. They arc bred for docility, to
mindlessly perform their function. To maximize egg output with minimal expenditure,
these hens are placed infO wire cages with up (0 four or five other hens, since "[c)loscly
confined hens don't waste energy on unproductive movement" (McGee .58). Such close
quarters also "economize on the high heal: which encourages egg·laying" (Visser 138).
Because "{iln close confinemenf. chickens often peck and worry each other; they are
therefore routinely dcclawcd and dcbcakcd" (Visser 138). Talons and beaks an: deemed
unnecessary in egg produetion,jUSl as long as then: is a suffident amount ofbcak lOcal.
Their eggs simply fall through the mesh of thc cages into collection trays or conveyor
bellS.
These production tiDeS are egg factories ot "ballcry-houscs, when: birds an:
packed into cages. oficn in dadncss and fed on a high~rgy diet with additives to
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'for«' egg-laying" (Balfour and AJlen 49). Their poultry feed also includes vaccines and
antibiotics to curb diseases thai: are inevitable wilt. "confined noeb of genetically
homogeneous animals" (McGee 58). Everything is monilored for optimum efftCiency
and unifonnil)'. And when efftciency is not being met. when the "egg-laying abilities

have run their course" (Rice 1998), production mighl be enforced "10 resume as before by
inducing the birds to molt via a forced swvaLion-up to fOUJ1een days" (Rice 1998). If

such "inducing" is still unproductive., the "spent" hen is simply slaughtered MOSllaying
hens last a maximum of two yean (Visser 137). Essentially, "'loday's laying hen is born
in an incubator, eats a dk:t that originates largely in the labof'alOf)', lives and lays on wi~
and under lights fOt" about a year, until she lays less frequently. and produces between

2SO and 290 eggs" (McGee 58). Not surprisingly, disease stemming from such undean
and cramped conditions runs rampant in these factories. despite the antibiotics, which

means that eggs coming out of such conditions are often high in those same antibiotics,
lacking in vitamins, "low in essential fauy acids and high in insecticide residues"
(Balfour and Allen 49). And the amount of droppings generaled by chickens is
enormous. Visser notes Ih;u "(cJhictens~.scdby modem methods (both broilers and
laying hens' produee...200 million tons a year in the United States alone" (139), wilt.
"forty-one kilograms (ninety pounds) per year per laying fowl" (Visser 139). It is thus
noc surprising thal"[cJhicken manure has become a troublesome noxious waste" (Visser
140), with proposed removal methods including me use or it as a filler in cow feed.. In
conclusion, the plight of the modem chicken is a prime example of objectifICation and
alk:naLion as it is truly"no longer a free and lively creature bul merely an element in an
industrial process whose product [is) the egg" (Smith and Daniel 263). It is "a biological
machine" (McGee 59), exploited. controlled.:and modified for the seemingly insatiable
appetite or human beings.
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Jcupssupr
Sugar historian. Roger Knight. contends that "(slugar's history is one ofthc
crucial meta-narratives o(Westem colonialism" (xi). The West's apparently insatiable

cr.avinl for sweetness arguably began in the fourth century Be. when word of II
wondrous sweetening substance, different from. honey, sJR3d westwards from. India into
Europe. and these deliciously sweet crystals slowly began lriclding imo the West. By the
eighlh century AD, the conquesting Arabs introduced sugar cane "on a large scale,
planting cane in Spain and southern France and laying the foundations of the vast world·
wide sugar consumption of later cennuies" CAyto 284). For the most part. consumption

was limited to those: who could afford such an expensive luxury, the upper class. As
consumption grew, new land needed to be found to meet the growing demands, and in
1492. Christopher Columbus found il. On his second voyage to the New World.,
"Columbus planted sugarcane in Hispaniola (Sallio Domingo)" (~Lemps 384). and
interestingly enough, returned to Spain with "specimen plants and pods of cacao" (West

105). Ie was II trade-off lhat would certainly pay-off. seeing as ltltle sharp increase in
European sugar consumption was associated with the vogue for three new beverages:
chocolalc, coffee. and tea" (de Lemps 384)--three drinks. incidentally, which are
considered rather bitter without the now seemingly pren:quisite sugar.
Like cocoa, it was not until the Industrial Revolution d1at sugar consumption
really became available to the masses. "not until the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
that sugar and sweets became U'Uly popular'" <Teuteberg and Aandrin 446). The
"explosion in consumption was made possible by European colonial role in the West
lndies" (McGee 387-88). and this explosion cominues today. "While cane sugar may
have been lauded in the West for its whilcnes.s at a quite early date. the great bulk of
sugar traded world-wide prior to the second half of the nineteenth century would have
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been anything but white" (Knight 13S). Mechanization of the refining process in the later
half of the nineteenth cennuy allowed fO(" the removal 0( all nutrients-those unsightly
"non-whites"-that may have once been found in sugar, "all that remains is fidy

described as 'empty calories'" (Balfour and Allen 107). The body cannot metabolize
such "empc.ycalories," so IOxic SUbslanceS are created, and sugar becomes a harbinger of
such illnesses and health problems as diabetes and appendicitis, tooth decay and bowel
tumours. obesity and varicose veins. So, while sugar continues to be found "in counlless
processed foods" (8aIfour and Allen 108). the social implications possibly linked with
the over-consumption of sugar increase: in severilY: juvenile delinquency, irTational

behaviour, Allention Deficit Disorder, sadism, and even homicide (Balfour and Allen
107-09).

To CRate such aclimale f«over-eonsumption, sugarcane also had to traipse the
world, planwions springing up in divers places in order 10 meet the demands. "And
millions of Africans were enslaved to satisfy" (McGee 388) lhese demands. Because

''the relentless hard labor combined with poor food, accidents and disease ensured a sOOn
life expectancy on the sugar plantations" (Galloway liS), new slaves had to be
continually captured and lraded. Uke the modem-day laying hens, the slaves' sole

purpose was to perform a function, and when they could no longer perform that function.
they were "stimulated" inlo doing so, or disposed of. James Walvin wriles: "What had
emerged. on the back of Mrican slaves in the Americas, was an economic naus with
extraordinary global reach

~

consequences. And it all hinged on sugar" (22). Walvin

conlinues to contend that sugar "is a remarkable • and central· historical fact; the
cultivalion of a commodilY (which was ilself alien 10 the Americas) by enslaved labour
which had been shipped thousands of miles, on American lands seized by invading

Europeans, and all 10 salisfy alaSle for sweetness in Northern Europe (thence clean
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around the wond)" (22). Sugar was "a highly 'politicized' commodity" (Abbott I) that
resulted in the perpenwion of patriarchal. racial hierarchies "in which a European elite of
~an1en, TDefCbants.

military and officials domirwed a small population of 'poor whites'

and a large population of slaves" (Galloway 84).
And a version of this practice still exists today. '"The American fanner, as our

story book image of him suggests. simply no longer exists" (Rice 19%). Agriculture is
agribusiness now. Ills om by an elite. It is "a multibillion-dolla.. industty. increasingly
dominated by large corporaltons and conglomerates" (DeWind. SeKil and Shenk 380), in
which farmwocters. especially immigrant farmworkers, are merely ex.pendable pawns.

In the sugar cane harvests of Aorida. for example, contract workers come from the West
Indies to cut cane. Being cheap. foreign. and sometimes illegal. they are driven 10 work

excruciatingly hard at "dangerous and dirty wort.. (DeWind. $eidj and Shenk 389) fOl"
minimal pay. 1bey are exploited and taken advantage of, manipulated and essentially
enslaved (DeWind. Seidl and Shenk 382-9.5). In modem.<Jay Brazil, "[tlhe voracious
demand for sugar cane has been disastroUS for the small fanner and rural worker'"
(DeWitt 34). In the northeastern section of the country, "the evils of monoculture"
(DeWitt 36) intensify. as "the green sea of sugar cane is more vast, less broken by islands
devoted to other crops, than ever before" (DeWitt 33). DeWitt ultimately argues that
"malevolent legacies of the colonial era" (39}--including the concentralion of land
ownenhip among the dominant wealthy minority. who further their wealth on the backs
of the poor and at the cost of environmental resoun:es-plagues Bwil's northeast coast,
keeping that "region in an underdeveloped status" (38). Historian, Bill Ashcroft. echoes
these sentimenls of "malevolent legacies of the colonial era" (DeWitt 39), staling thai

"(tJhe economic and politkal effects of sugar in colonial societies are clear consequences
of the totalitarian nature of sugar plantation mode of production" (44). l1le violence and
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exploiwion, the slavery and indenrure, the concenlraled land ownership and the
moooculrure, the ruin 0(kK:aJ economies and the institutiooaliution of poverty, '"have all
had incalculable consequences on cortlemponry SlXteUes. The abolition of slavery,
independence, and nationalisation have done linle to ameliorate the tOlalitarian,
hegemonic and inequitable system of sugar production" (Ashcroft 44). Sidney Mintz
asserts thal1:1}oday the

consequences of [sugar) tnnsplanWion and of adjustment during

a period nearty five cenruries long define us, even those of us who are Native Americans"
~1-2).

And so, sugar-white, granulaled. refined sugar..-..comes 10 signify over-

consumption and obsession. It "is a metaphor (or the whole historical process of sugar
production, with iu catastrophic effects on the population and environmenl of sugar
producing colonies, iu implication in the spread of European military and colonial power,

and iu revolution in the diet: of Europeans" (Ashcroft 35). k is "a symbol of the modem
and industria]" (Mintz ~ 193). Sugar is about desperation and addiction, as
"both plant and product are negOliated into aesthetic objeclS of transcendent mystical
properties whose essence was vaunted to produce a .....holesome moral economy"

(Sandiford 23), as the industrialized and developed wortd seeks to feed its sugar
addiction.

1 112 cups + 6 Tbsp flour
HistoricaJly, the finest product arising from the milling of cereal grains was called
"flower" (Davidson 3(9). The rest was just "run-of-the-mill" and ocdi.lW)'. Being the
best and the finest, ''flower'"' was a luxury that "only the superior class enjoyed" (McGee
274). Although there are as many types of flour as there are cereal grains, flour today is
synonymous with wheal. and usually white at that. as it is in my mother's recipe. If flour
0Iher than white is

needed. il is generally so listed--"'[wJ!IoIe wheal flour' would have
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been an oxymoron" (McGee 28S) tradilionally. Wheat is considered 10 be"!he second
oldest (after bartey) of cultivated cereals. It is

now the most widely cultivated. exceeding

rice in the quantity grown" (Davidson 844). The wild wheal gr.wes. predecessors of the
numerous modem varieties. "grow. or once grew. over a wide area ofWestem Asia"
(Davidson 844). At the dawn "of recorded hislory wheal had already become firmly
established allover temperate Asia and Europe. its cultivation limited only by climate"
(Davidson 844). While being CJItensively cultivated. "wheal was [still) the most
estccmed of cereals. comparatively expensive and not for me poor'" (Davidson 844). To
have had the "flower"" of wheat. instead of barley or millet. would have been a richly
privileged luxury indeed.

For miUennia, "'preference was for lighler breads" (McGee 282). Since wheat is a
naturally light<oloured grain. the whiteness of its ""bread was a mark of purity and
distinction" (McGee 282). For the ever-expanding Roman empire. the status association
of wheat. as well as the nutrilive value. were im:sistible. They became "highly
dependent on wheat. and imported vas! amounts from growing regions in their empire"
(Davidson 844). Britain had been growing whcallong before the Roman invasion. but
"[bJy AD 360 the: Romans had buill up wheat-growing in Britain to such an extent that
wheat was exponed from there 10 feed the army on the Rhine" (Davidson 844). With the
fail of the Roman empire. "the wheaten infrastruclure created for it...tended to
disintegrate" (Davidson 844). The Middle Ages saw wheal: once again rise in
prominence: as a status symbol for the uJ'PCf classes. The poor had 10 fon::go the delicate.
Iighl wheat and digest the hardy and rough barley and rye. II was only in the eighteenth
century that "[w]heal became the predominant bread grain" (Davidson 844). And Ihis
change was maritedly affected by the establishment of wheat in the New World The
Spanish first introduced il in Mexico in IS29. and as the:
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European expansion spread. "the

enormously producti~ wheal-growing areas of the Midwest. Canada, and Argentina
came co oulSCrip anywhere in the Old WOfId" (Davidson 844). The United Swes. Russia,
and China are now the leading worldwide wheal producers (Davidson 844).
Along with the whutf.elds of the New World. whear: came to mass promincnct in
the pasc few c::enlUries due 10 evolving IechnoJogies in milling. McGee noIe5 lhal

jg)rinding equipment progressed from lhe monar and pestle to two nat stones and then,
around 800 Be in Mesopocamia, to a circular mocion that made feasible the eventual use
of animal. Waler. and wind power" (215). The first mill Iwnessing lhis circular mocion
was the hourglass mill, "so called because of its shape. The bottom was the conical
grinder. its top was an extension of the upper scone 10 make a big funnel filled wilh
grain" (Davidson 310). Man-power, often in the form ofslaYeS, or animal power lUmC:d
the pivot of the upper SCone by pushing Of pulling large wooden handks (McGee 216;

Davidson 310). Large. flal millstones harnessed with water power were firsl mentioned
in ISO BC. and"spread throughout W. Europe. bringing the potentia! of fine flour to most
communities" (Davidson 310). Around 1000 AD. at the beginning oflhe Middle: Ages,
the Arabs brought the windmill from Persia. spreading mills even funher (Davidson 310).
With the advenl of steam power, con~ntional stone mills emtnced the: new industria!
power. but the: output was Slill

relati~ly

low. II was just DOl enough to meet the demands

of consumption. And consumers were increasingly demanding pure while flour. The
natuf1llly light ground wheal was just not good enough. They wanted lhe wheal"f1ower."
To this end, the French developed a process of doubie milling wheat. "which greatly
increased the extraclion of white flours from slone mills" (Davidson 310), but it was still
not

quite fast enough or good enough. By the 18205. a roller mill was being tested in

Hungary (Davidson 310). In 1834. this fast andefftCient rolling process was perfected by
the Swiss and "qutckly adopted allover Europe and America. Its mulliple steel rollen
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not only ground the grain, but also separated the various fractions (bran. germ.
endosperm)...For the first time. truly white flour was availabk at a low price" (Davidson
310). And the mass usc of white, refined flOUllnlly became maladaptive. "accountable

for dietary deficteneies" (Faro and Arrnelagos 218).
In its whole form. wneat is one of the most protein·rich. and therefore. most

nutritious staple cereals, with more nutritive value than rice (Davidson 310). lbe protein
found in wheat "supplies all the amino acids which are needed in the human diet. except
that it is rather low in lysine... By a happy coincidence beans and other pulses are rich in
lysine. so a diet of wheat products and pulses. common in many poor- areas, is well
balanced even ifhatdly any animal foods are eaten" (Davidson 84.5). Yel, as McGee
noces, in today's workl. "(ilfpeop!e can afford 10 get more of their calories from meat.
!hey will. and they have.. We lean less heavily !han did our arx:cs1OrS on the staff of life"

(280). And. unfortunately. lhe general North American affinity fOf whileness. be it sugar

or eggs or flour, creates problems. In order to obtain white flour, only the endosperm of
the grain is ulilittd. "'1be color has no pr3Cticai or nutritional signifICance and is

oxidized sim~y 10 obtain a uniform whiteness" (McGee 290) for "commercial
convenience or for alleged 'cuslomer appeal'" (Balfour and Allen 58). The whiteness of
the endospenn is only funher enhanced by "various addilives. such as bleaching agents.

eXlenders. improvers. and so OIl" (Balfour and Allen 58). which serve 10 eliminate
whatever !race nutrients Iha1 might have survived the refining process. Discarded in this
process is the wheat germ. the bran. and the covering coats. which accounts for about

thiny percent oflhe wheat and almost all of the nutrients (Balfour and Allen .56-58).
SYnihelic vilamins are then added to "enrich" Ihe flour. apparently "mak(ingJ up for the
loss" (Davidson 309) of the original nutrients. As such, ''the most nutritious pans of the
wheat are ealen by animals instead of by people" (Balfour and Allen .57). Wheat. once
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"'the most cstc:emed of cereals" (OavKlson 844). is now literaIly cast before swine. A
significant perccntage of wheat is ""used as animal fodder'" (Davidson 844).
Whilc bread may be ''the staff of life." whitc refined flour, likc whitc refincd
sugar. really has no nutritional value. Once considered "a status symbol reserved for the
vcry wealthy" (Williams and Echols 19), white flour has now flooded the market.
blinding consumers and creating a society of vitamin supplements (since the "'white"
version of "the staff oflifc" cannot cven support lifc). Also likc sugar. the mcdwtization
and industrialization of the refining process is what has allowed such a flooding for mass

consumption. Great tracts of land around the globe have been cullivated to supply this
demand for not:juSl grain, but for white flour in panicular. Yet again. agribusiness is in
control. with devastating effects on the Janel. 1lle land is continuously plowed and
planted again and again and again. There is no crop rotalion. Biodiversily is absenL
Monoculture £rigns supreme. Pesticides run rampanL
quotidian. tlJc land is nevcr

aJlo~ to

~netic

modifICation becomes

lie fallow. 'The: demands must be met, but at the

cost of the earth's life-giving richness, Ilc:r very soil. "Two hundred years ago. American
cropland had topsoil thar: averaged twcnty-onc incllc:s in depth. Today, only about six
inches remain. Every year in thc U.S. an area thc sizc of Connecticut is lost to soil
crosion"(Ricc 1996). WesJacksoncontests:
Soil k:tss Itcs at the core or the problem with agrkulture. When the
extractive economy of induslly moved into the potcntially renewable
economy of agriculturc-took it over, in faet-not only were the
traditional problems of agriculture worsened, new probJems were added.
With the industrializatton of agriculture the chemical industry made it
possible to introduce chemicals into our ficlds with which our tissues had
no evolutionary experience. (36 t)
And the obscssion with the superficial aesthetics of white flour continucs.
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1I21sp salt
Salt "bas always been a highly prized commodity" (McGee S4S). Anthropologist,
Margaret Visser. notes that salt's "historic importance has bcc:n a direct function of its

rarity" (S8), and its preservative propcnies which have led to many traditional beliefs
surrounding the "magic" and "divinity'" of.salt to protect. to preserve. to divine and to
cause fortune or misfortune (Opie and Tatem 338-44). Salt has been collected. mined

and harvested for human and animal consumption throughout the ages. But such
3Ctivities were always governed by huge expenditures of time and energy: "[s]alt is an
exception.ally heavy commodity" (Visser 61). Besides collecting whatever nannJ

surface deposits of salt there may have been, traditional methods for attaining salt have
included sending miners into salt caves to cflip away and dig out the precious mineral.
Perhaps the most widely spn:ad way of attaining sail, though. has been the "solar and
non-solar evaporation of brine, marine or non-marioc" (Adshead 137). Such evaporative
processes have included everything from boiling seawaler in polS and pans 10 flooding

areas of land with seawater 10 create brine ponds in which the salt concentration grows
higher and higher as the wind and the sun lake their toll. until all that remains is "'the

edible rock" (Visser 56) of uk

Like most spices and like most of these brown;e ingml;ents, sail was once
considered a status symbol reserved for the very wealthy. During the Middle Ages, when
exotic spices first started appearing in European coolting, asait-ceJlar would be set on a
banquet table, ~matt.[ingl off the close friends of the family from lhose 'below the wI,'

who were not considered wonhy of such intimacy" (Visser TI). As with most of the
other brownie ingredients. the rise of industrialization. mechanization and technology in

the: nineteenth and twentieth centuries allowed fot faster and safer methods of lwveSling
and mining, and therefore, cheaper salt Mass production demands mass consumpc:ion
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and vice versa. Salt increasingly became available to the masses of all classes. especially

as "Europe became predisposed tocltim and man-made energy. non·Europe to sltai and
nawral energy" (Adshead 137, emphasis in original). Commodity historian. S. Adshead,

notes:
Ever since readily accessible local supplies oftimbetceascd to be
abundant... Europe had maintained a high energy (chiml5Olution to its
problems in seeking new sowt:eS [of salt), while non-Europe had adopted
a low energy [sha'l solution....From this dichotomy flowed others. The
European salt industry through its supersession of shai increasingly
escaped the constraints of weather and the seasonal rhythms these
impo:sed.. while the non-European salt industry remained. indeed became
more, subject to variations of sunshine, rain and wind. For non-Europe.
the year was still made by nature; for Europe [and the New World]
increasingly by culture. (137. emphasis in original)
Seeing as time was and continues to be money in a ~dominantly capitalist world. the
desire to transcend nature and her restraints became an a1I-consuming necessity. When
the wood was gone. coal. natural gas. electricity and petrokum

Wete

utilized to bring

a..boot high yields of salt. The mines went deeper. discovering oil in the process. and it
was discovered that this once rare commodity abundantly veins the earth's crust: "(tlbe
eanb contains almost inconceivable quantities of salt" (Visser 82). To access these
supplies, mining engineers simply inject water "into the salt seams through tunnels bored

from the surface; the brine is pumped OUI and then evaporated to produce salt again"
(Visser 58), usually with a multiple~ffect salt evapoollor. The first of such machines
was built in 1899 in the United States and allows for tbe salt to be "separ.ded from the
brine. heated. cleaned, spun and sucked dry. then mechanically packed and label'ed. The
process is fast. and the salt is fine-grained and extremely free from impurities" (Visser
62), flowing easily from the salt shaker because of a chemical coating on each grain to
keep lhem scparaced. It is nice and white-;l seemingly inlCgraJ characteristic in the
industrialized wood, be it flour or sugar Of" salt.
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As the abundance and apparently over-abundance of sail has been manifested,
'1tJhe use of salt for culinary pwposes has become 'statistically insignirant' in relalion
to the quantities in demand for indusuy" (Visser 82). Sail has moved beyond the mere
table and paslUre becoming '"primarily an industrial mineral rather than a commodity"
(Adshead x). Adshead contends that it has been "in consumption that the greaIeSt change

took place" (141) in the last two centuries. NOI ooly were people simply adding more
salt to their cooking, but "the rise of the large scale prepared foods industry: tinned soups,
frozen dinners, canned preparations, take-aways, junkfoods; tins of sardines, pot:ato chips.
burgers, tornato sauce. picltles, pretzels and p;uas...contained considerable quantities of
salt" (Adshead 141). These processed, precooked, prepackaged foods have become more
and more mainstream in an increasingly urbanized environment, as people want
something "quick" and "easy." Adshead declares, "Cooking, from being the conversion
of the raw to the cooked, became the conversion of the precooked to the overcooked"
(141). And salt is an extremely useful preservation tool in this process..
Despite the growth of salt in the processed foods industry, it has been the
"massive increase in the non.a1imentary market" (Adshcad 141), especially in the
chemical industry, which has vaulted salt above and beyond its food bonds. Adshead
noIes that "the chemical industry stands dominant in the consumption of salt and this is
the essence of its modem transfonnalion
directed to human alimentary consumpiion

In 1800 atleasl ninety per cent of all sail was
In 1985 at least ninety percent of all sail

was directed to nolHlimentatyconsumptioo" (142). The importance of salt to the
chemical induslJy had its beginnings in 1810, when a scientist by !he name of Humphry
Davy "succeeded in separating the components of common salt" (Visser 77) into sodium
attd chlorine--lwO elements which are "absolutely lethal to anything living" (Visser 78).
Yet, while being lethal 10 anything living, these elements of salt are utilized extensively
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in industry-in everything from bleaching flour llIld paper 10 making soap and plastics to
concocting herbicides and poisons for chemical warfare. "Plastic, pesticides, the aerosol

can: aU are the progeny of chlorine-and therefore of common salt" (Visser 79). Visser
contends that '1b)ecause of me salting of our roads, the necessity for 'al,ltomoe.ive fluids,'
for aluminium, and for plastics in every car, the automobile is the world's largest
consumer of salt" (79). Components of salt

are everywhere, in vinuaJly everything-our

cars, our clothes. OW' cleaning products, our food. our soil, our air, our bodies. Adshead

writes:
The world of salt in the modem age, though varied. was basically
undivided. As salt had once served to variegate taste, express distinctions
and avoid the plenum which culture abhors, so now, under its components
of sodium and ch lorine. it serves to creaIC: the mullipl icity of consumables
which pursue the same end of viM Iuurtonior. So Ioog as this end is held
in view no salt nc:cd 50se its savour. Trade in salt may diminish, since
high technology had made its production possible almost anywhere, but its
industrial consumption is unlikely to decline. There is no substitute for
salt. (Adshead 173-4, emphasis in original)
As consumption continues to skyrocket, .. the salt industry has been called 'perhaps the
most tangible realization of the idcoIogyof perpetuaI growth'" (Visser 81). Salt

continues to tr.lnscend its earthly bonds. but not withoot a price.

In writing on the future of the salt industry, Roben P. Multhauf argues ..that,
while the supply of common salt and the ingenuity of the chemist may be inexhaustible,
its principal auxiliary raw materiaJ-the hydrocatbons which

are chlorinated-and the

principal source of the energy consumed by the chemic:al industry, come from the same
source, petroleum: and petroleum appears not 10 be inexhaustible" (236). TIle energy
costs of mining, refining and dividing sodium chloride are extremely high, and the
byproducts of the chemical industry are far-reaching. Salt not only embodies flavour. but
it also seems to be the moIher of industrial pollution. lherc are massive gaping caves in
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the seams of the earth where salt once was: "[a) quarter of the city of Detroit, Michigan.
stands over the hollow wanens of II salt mine" (Visser 58). The salinity of soils. lakes

and rivers has been changed. The emphasis on chJorine products has left the other Mlf of
salt. sodium hydroxide, "an excessive waste product" (Visser 79), creating II major
disposal dilemma. The earth has been inundated wilh "chlorinated hydrocarbons, manmade substances which have not so far been found in nature. They are not. therdore,
unntade by nature either. they are 'non-biodegradable' substances" (Visser 79, emphasis
in original). They are herbicides and pesticides. PCBs (poly-chlorinated biphenyls) and
CFCs (chlorofluorocarbons or Greenhouse gases). And they are everywhere and in

everything and everyone. as biologist Rachel Carson asserts:
As the tide of chemicals born of the Industrial Age has risen to engulf our
environment, II drastic change has come about in the nature of the most
serious public heallh problems.... For the first time in the history of the
world, e~ry human being is now subjected to contact with dangerous
chemicals. from the moment of conception until death..•. [S}ynthetic
pesticides have been so thoroughly distributed lhroughout the animate and
inanimate world that they occur virtually everywhere. They have been
recovered from most of the major river systems and even from streams of
groundwater flowing unseen lhroogh the earth. Residues of lhese
chemicals linger in the soil to which they have been applied II dozen yean;
before. They have entered and lodged in the bodies of fish, birds, reptiles.
and domestic and wild animals so universally that sdentists carrying on
animal experiments find it almost impossible to kxate subjects free from
such contamination. They have been found in fish in remote mountain
lakes. in eanhwonns burrowing in soil. in the eggs of birds-and in man
himself. For these chemicals are now 5Ioced in the bodies of the vast
majority of human beings. regardless of age. They occur in the mother's
milk. and probably in the tissues oCme unborn child.. (187. 15-6)

Truly, as Margarel Visser points out. lillie familiar salt-cellar appears at times to have
unleashed a double demon with whose dance we Sorcerer's Apprentices can barely keep
up" (82).

1 cup DDU
As mentioned previously, nuts in my mother's recipe specifICally refers to
walnulS. It is interesting to note "'that in many European languages, the generic lenn for
nut is also the word for walnut" (McGee 212). For example, ii)n so far as the French
have an equivalent to the tenn 'nut', it is noU, but that word usually indicates the walnut"
(Davidson 833, emphasis in original). Walnuts

are considered "second only to the

almond in [worldwide) popularity and consumption" (McGee 272). The most popular
walnut stnlin Mofworklwide consumption is the EnZlish or Persian [or Italian) walnut, a
tree that is considered to be native to southeastern Europe, the MKidIe East, and eastern
Asia" (Considine and Considine 2088). While this particular strain is not native to the

New World, nut-bearing trees Mall have both Old World and New World repcaerlwives"
(McGee 264). Food historian, Harold McGee asserts
that very few fruit, vegetable, or spice plants were known to

more than

one continenl before the spice trade and discovery of the New World. 'The
same is true of the cereals and legumes, but not of the nuts....This is
because the nut·bearing lJCeS have simply been around a lot k»nger than
the other food planlS. Long enough, in fact, that they existed before North
America and Europe had split apart. some 60 million years ago. The
transcontinental distribution of many nut trees is, then, a mark of their
greac. 3miquity. (264)
With such an ancient history. it is not sUrprising that iw)ild walnuts have been gathered
and eaten since prehistoric times" (Davidson 833). 1lle utilization of walnut oil in food
preparation and of walnut juices in textile dyes has an equally long histOty (Davidson

833).
Reports of the ancient Greeks transpon:ing Persian walnut trees across the desen
for transplantation in the Canhage areacredilS this civilization with the first-known
walnut cultivation (Considine and Considine 2088; Davidson 833). As has become 3
matter of course with the majority of l.hese brownie ingmiients. transplantation and
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cultivaliorl soon spread. Walnut trees saikd across the: Mediterranean into Ga:cce.llaly.
and France. It has been noted thai '1t]hc Romans were prepared to pay a high price for
good walnuts" (Davidson 833), calling these nuts "Jupiter's acorns" (Davidson 833).
lronil:a1ly, the leap o( English walnuts across the Channel from France into the British
Isles occurred in the firteenth century. 'The

rclati~

lateness of this transplantation was

due mostly in paJ1 to English "climatic conditions [which] make [walnut] cultivation
diffK:Ult" (Davidson 833). English or Persian walnut trees tend to do best iD mild
climates with semi-arid conditions (Considine and Considine 2088). Despite the ~nt
climatic difficulties, English cookbooks from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
abound with walnut recipes, suggesting that walnuts "must have been grown extensively"
(Davidson 833) somewhere in the British empire.
As with sugar cane, the "discovety" of the New World opened up new
opportunities (or land developmenl Persian or English walnuts were quickly "introduced
to the West Indies, North America. and western South America" (Considine and

Considine 2088). Although. as was mentioned before, the New World had (and still has)
indigenous walnut strains, the European English

Of

Persian version "achieved and retains

dominance" (Davidson 833). The New England settlers carrying and planting their
English walnuts ensured this. As well, the wort of Spanish missionaries in the eighteenth
century to bring English "walnut trees to California" (Considine and Considine 2088)
proved especially fruitful. The United States now produces nearly lhree..quartc:rs of all
nuts consumed in the worldwide English or Persian walnut market (Considine and
Considine 2(89). The majority of this cultivation and production takes place in
Califomia (McGee 272). France and Italy follow up as the world's other major
producers. The production and consumption of the native walnut trtts of North America.
including the black walnut, "often regarded as the national tree of the USA" (Davidson
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833). and the butternut or American white walnut. are low key and domestic. Although
signifICant quantities of the black walnut are orten harvested along the eastern seaboard
of the United States. where it natun1ly grows. consumption is typically limited to the
areas "near where the nuts are harvested'" (Considine and Considine 2088). 'The
"ltoublesome hard shell{sr (Davidson 833) of both the butternut and the black walnut
make them harder to process. so preference is given to the "easier to shell" (McGee 212).
imported cousin. As with WaJvin's assertion orsugar production to be "a renwtableand central • historicaJ fact" (22) due to its nature as an alien commodily in an aJten land
produced to satisfy demands in other foreign lands. the production of the English walnut
on American soil is rather remarkable. h is rather remarkable that ''the walnut tree native
to the United States is not the key producer of commercial nuts. but rather the major

production is from the [English or Persian walnut) imponed from another continent"
(Considine and Considine 2088). Such an incorporation or the Persian walnut, the eXOlic
Other. onto American soil and into American culture is central to issues surrounding
exploitation and acculturation.
As with any major modem-day agriculrural endeavour, walnuLS are big business.

A poultry fanner does not yield thousands of eggs if sIhe is constantly wandering about
looking for eggs in the many diverse places that free-roaming chickens are apt to lay in.
And so it is with walnuts. Califomiadid not become the world's largest producer of
Persian walnuts without enU'anCC into agribusi..ess. in whidl everything is monitored for
optimumefftciency. Because "[w]a1nuts have the reputation of being very susceptible to
infestation" (Minifie 250). many of those non-biodegradable salt compounds found in
pesticides have made their way onto and into walnuts. They are put into the soil to
ensure maximum growth. 'They are sprayed onto the trees to ensure maximum harvest.
On these large plantations. walnuts"are usually shaken off the
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[fee

by a large and violent

device anacbed to a tractor" (Davidson 833). And workers-some of me 1.5 million
seasonal farmWOfkers in the United States alone. who are routinely threatened and

chealed. abused and jeopardized-are paid an average of $6.500 per year (Rosenberg
xiii) 10 do the back-breaking labour of picking up the pieces. Wendell Berry writes. ''The
industrial farm is saKI to tlave been panemed on the factory production line. In pr.tctice.
illooks more like a conccnlntion. camp" (37B).

3 tsp yanilla
A vine-growing tropical orchid, vanilla is the only member of !his large family of
nowering planlS 10 produce an edible fruit-a loag. slender pod shaped like a siring bean.
'1Ilndigenous to the rainforests of the Caribbean. Central America. the soulheaslem coast
of Mexico. and !he nonhemmost latiludes of South America" (Rain 36), vanilla vines,
when allowed the natural. freedom of unrestricled growth. will "climb high into the forest:
canopy. drawing some of their nourishmenl!hrough aerial roots thai: grip the host uees"
(Rain 36). The pod itself is virtually navourless and scenlless until fermenwion. when
the fragnull and lasty chemical compound of vanillin "become[s] readily discernible"
(Rain 37). It is !his ''biochemical fac.." according Ie culinary historian. Patricia Rain.
whidl "makes it remarkable !hat. in antiquil)'. vanilla's virtues were discovered. kt alone

thai: an efficient means of curing the beans was developed and the plant itself broughl
under inlensive cuhivation" (37). While Eurocemric historians consider vanilla 10 have
been "{d]iscovered in Mexico" (Bender 291) by the conquering Spaniards, the TOlonac
Indians of the Gulf coast region of Mexico had. alleasl six hundred years prior 10 that socalled "discovery." been cultivating and processing vanilla beans in a fashion "very much
like !he me!hods used loday in commercial vanilla extmction" (Rain 37). They believed
vanilla to be a plant senl from heaven. a plant which would provide them wilh"a source
of eternal happiness" (Rain 37). Cherishiog this heavenly gift, "'TOlonac fanners kamed
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to husband the vine to great advantage" (Rain 38). This cultivated vanilla was utilized by

the Totonacs as a medicine, a perfume. a flavouring in food and drinks, an aphrodisiac.
and an insccl repellent (Rain 31). During the cultivalion process, the fanners curbed the

vines' growth upward to a maximum of five feet. so that energy would go into the
production offlowCfS rather !han height- They practised twxI pollination, since natur.d
pollution of the vanilla orchid is ooly effected '"by a few species of ants and
hummingbirds and the tiny melipona bee" (Rain 38). With less than a day to pollinatevanilla orchids only blossom for that amount of time-it is not surprising that fenilization
resulting from natural pollination tends to be rather low.
Word of this heavenly gift spread, and when "'the Azlccs subjUgaied the coastal
lndian tribes" around 1000 AD, the Totonacs were required '10 sunender a portion of
their annual vanilla harvest as tribute" (Rain 38). It seems Montezuma enjoyed drinking
his chocolate flavoured with vanilla. When Cortes arrived in 1520. the oppressed
Totonacs embraced his mission and man;hed with him into the Aztec: capital. His
eventual thanks for their loyalty and service was more oppression, "'10 double their taxes.
Evidently he and his officers had quickly developed an appetite for their product" (Rain
39). It is not known if Cones took vanilla back to

S~n II.

this time, but by the mid to

late sixteenth cel'ilUry, vanilla was rising as a popular chocolate flavouring. It seems
"Europe's royalty and wealthiest classes" (Rain 39) also enjoyed drinking their chocolate
flavoured with vanilla It was said that. in England. ''Queen Elizabeth became [such) an
extnordinary devotee of vanilla [that] in her Iller years [she] allegedly consum[ed] only
food and drink: enlivened with its flavor" (Rain 40). But while other pans of Europe,

especially France, embraced vanilla, the Spanish "eventually cast it aside for cinnamon"
(Rain 41).
While vanilla may have losI its favour with the Spanish, it was in "the eighteenth
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century lhat vanilla toot over the 10k it has held ever since" (Ayto 307), as a favourite
flavouring in dessens of all kinds. And this was largely due to the love affair the French
had with vanilla. II is even reported that vanilla made its way inlO the United States of
America with a returning U.S. ambassador from Paris by the name of 'Thomas Jefferson
around 1189. Apparently. he craved vanilla so much upon his return 10 North America

that he specially ordered vanilla pods to be shipped from Paris so as to share the ddigtKs

with his associates (Rain 42). Patricia Rain contests m. '1t}o support this nation.aJ habit
and to reduce iu cost, the French shipped Meltican vanilla cuuings to the Bourboa

Islands (now Madagascar, Reunion, and the Cornaro Islands) and their other tropical
colonies. thus becoming probably the primary agents for dispersion of the species ouuide
the New World" (41).

While the French successfully b2IlSplanted vanilla orchids into their cokmies by
as early as 1730, it would not be until the mid-nineteenth century that any fruit would be
produced. While other introduced crops such as cacao and sugar cane were proving
wildly successful, and hence. wildly profitable in their new lands, vanilla continued to
fail. It would grow, but no pods were being produced. II look a full century for the
Europeans 10 discover what the Totonacs had already known for nearly a millennium. In
1837, a Belgian scientist by the name of Charles Moten travelled 10 Mexico "to study the
bot:any of the vanilla orchid and Totonac methods of cultivation" (Rain 41). Untillhat.
point. the Totonacs still had a lI'IOnOpOIy on the world vanilla martel In 1841, following
Moren's findings. a former Reunion slave. by the name of Edmund A1bius, pedected an
artificial vanilla pollination technique which employed the use of "a slender bamboo
stylus" (Rain 41). It is a technique thai is still in use today, often "performed by
dexterous women and children" (Rain 41). And thus, the Totol'\aCS' vanilla reign ceased.
Madagascar and Tahiti are now the world's main growing regions (Bender 291). The
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TOionacs are still involved in vanilla production, but only as plantation hands. Rain
wrileS that "'the tropical forests of soulheastern Mexico have largely been destroyed. and

most of the land where vanilla once grew wild is now used to pasture canle or for citrus

production.... [D)espite their vast knowledgeofboth the terrilof}' and the necdsof vanilla,
[the Totonacs] arc struggling to keep their ancestral crop growing in a vastly altered
environment" (43).
Despite increasing technology, "band pollinalion [with a bamboo stylus) l'!:mains
the usual practice" (McGee 214) in eultivating vanilla crops. In fact. -anempts to
improve traditional methods for culturing vines have not been very successful. Modem
cultural methods lend to make it more difficull to control the spread of fungus diseases
which attack terrestrial roots of the plant. Research has been underway for many yean to
develop a hybrid lhal will be more resistant to such diseases" (Considine and Considine
2061). Naturally, this still makes vanilla an expensive commodity, whose "steep price [is]
second ...only to saffron" (McGee 21'). To combat vanilla's seeming unwillingness to

be uprooted. transplanted, aceulturated, and genetically modified, technology has had to
come up with od1er ways of making vanilla. Because "expenditure on food does not
increase in the same ratio as income, but becomes relatively

~wer.

[p)eople Ieam to

expect that food will be cheap: money is for spending 00 other things" (Visser IDS). In
order for vanilla to become "one of the most popular flavourings worldwide for
confectionery and other sweet foods" (Oavidsoo 820). for it to become "so commonplace
thal its name serves generically to indic:ue things thal arc plain or ordinary" (Rain 35). it
had to become inexpensively indispensable. Just as margarine emerged as a synthetic,
less-expensive version of butler. vanilla too is now "flattered" through cheap imitation.
Synthetic vanillin ""was one ofthc earliest achievements in the field of flavours" (Minifie
313), being first "produced by German chemists in 1874 from coniferin. the glucoside
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found in thc sapwood of ccnain conifcrs" (Davidson 821). Anificial vanilla "can also be

produced from other sources such as coal wcxtraets" (Davidson 821), "clove oil"
(Minifae 313), and "the lignin in wood wastes" (McGee 2IS). "In the leading process for
making vanillin, wascc sulfite liquor from the pulp and paper industry is the starting
matcrial" (Considine and Considine 2(61). Synthetic vanilla is now a widespread
imiwion food, often blcnded with nawral vanilla in many cxlracts (0 sprud the "real"
vanilla cven fwthcr (MiniflC 313).

1bc historical brownie recipe, arising at the dawn of a new century in the Ncw
World, was born out of a world in which indllStry and technology raged. Time was
money. Mass production and mass consumption were becomjng of paramount
importance. And the quest to be in control of such pnx:esscs was the all-consuming
desire of the "devcloped" world. Ccnainlyone might argue that mass consumpcion
croded social and class boundarics, climinating status symbols by introducing thc
''univerul availability of cvcrything" (Visser 85). Such availability makes il "casy to say

that a cullUr.llly pluralistic and cgalitarian ethic is taking over" (Abcahazm 34). Tlw
would be naivc, because simply put. "eating other peoplc's foods has often been a sign of
thcir having been subjugated" (Abrahams 34). And as such, !he brownic recipe becomes
an index of signs. symbols, and icons. 1bc ingredicnts that combine

(0

form the rteipe

and the cventual performance are abounding with ideologies and concepts, with stories.

1berc are "Jove's acorns" and "'the food of the gods" mixed with the heavcnly nccwof
vanilla and the "flowe(' of all flours. The brownic recipe truly has been "negotiated into
[ani aesthetic objcct of transcendent mystical propenies whose essencc [has been]
vaunted to produce a wholesome mora.l economy" (Sandiford 23), howevcr
cm'livalesquc. As these stories, these ingredicnts. mesh and meld into the brownie, the
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brownie appears ';0 be an utension of a capilalist-colonist approach 10 life in which
exploitalion of subordinared peoples is not only cxJRS5Cd in terms of labor but also in
approprialing their cultural Sl)'1cs. including their ways of cooking and cal.ing'"
(Abrahams 23) and their very ingredients. It is a capitaliSl<OioniSi attempt at
uanscendencc.
As the appropriatiOfl increases and the transcendence of eanhly bonds is
attempted, not only are pcop!c "alienated from their work [and their food). eJII:periencing
themselves only as commodities [Of consumers], and suffer(ing] grievously, both
physically and psychologically" (Berger 50), bul even the food itself comes to epitomize
alienalion. an invetled fonn of religious or mystical transcendence. Nowhere is there a
more prime uample of an alienalcd worker than a $lave or an itinerant worker. who
works the plantations and the ordwds as an open commodiry. Even the plants
themselves have been alienated from their origins. uprooted and transplanted.,
domesticated and cultivated. It goes without saying that the laying hen is a victim of
alienation. trapped wilhin her little cage and mindlessly producing a producL Even
margarine and artificial vanilla are forms of alienation, as oils and wood chips are
manipulated by science 10 c~ something "just as good" as the original. 1bcir sole
reason for even being is based upon a consuming need. They have been commodities
since their very conception.
Although the brownie has never been commm:ialized to the same utenl as the
doughnut or the chocolate chip cookie. it still comes 10 symbolize: a society based upon
consumerism. the likes of which the world has never before experienced. as Thomas
Metlonobserves:
Nowhere. ucept perhaps in the analogous society of pagan Rome, has
there ever been such a flowering 0( cheap and petty and disgusting lusts
and vanities as in the world of capilalism. where there is no evillhat is not
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fostered and encouraged for the sake of making money. We live in a
society whose whole policy is 10 excite every nerve in the human body
and keep it at the highest pilCh of aniflCiai lension, 10 strain every human
desire to the limit and to create as many new desires and synthetic
pas.5tons as possible. in order to cale1" to them with the products of our
factories and printing presses and movie studios and all the rest. (53)
We eat synthetic vanilla and butter. Our processed and refined foods have

no nutritional

substance, and are merely concerned with the aesthetics. While. refined sugar may be
loltic, but at least it makes us feel good. White. refined flour may be devoid of any
vitamins. but at least it looks "good." being so clean and bright and white. And "[als

more sugars and fau.

I1'Iln foods in

processed form. are consumed. the quantity of

vilamins and minerals available grows less. A diet high in fat and refined carbohydrates,
combined with sedentary habits, also has meant a maned rise in obesity" (Farb and
ArmeJagos 214). We have more food available to us than ever before. but ouroveralJ
nutrition has not improved-'"the decrease in food prices has been acxompan)ed by a
decrease in quality" (Flandrin 440). Time is money and the machines need 10 be fed, so
the clocks tick on and the neon lights appear. Always open. Open 24 hours. There is
just not enough time in the day 10 meet the demands of consumption.

-rhe religion of progress has been paramount for two centuries, and for much of

that time the drawbacks of progress seemed negligible" (Aandrin 441). The brownie has
been a marker of affluence, ofttanscendence from poveny's stigma. Yet, this
transcendence has been superficial and perverse. Its capitalist charac:ler cannot allow for
true cranscendenc:e because '1clapitaJism is chamcterized by the ~ntration of

ownership and power. cenlJalization of production, and the hierarchy of command.
Given this system of production. it C3J1not solve the long-run problems of population
growth. inequality and exploitation, resource distribution, and environmental
degradation" (Warnoclc 316). Indeed. as Tansey and Worsley pointed out
beginning of this chapter.

.,

ar: the

[t]he modem food system is not inevitable but has deep historical roots
which are bound up in humankind's variou.s attempts to control the
biological, socio-economic and cultural aspects of food. The interplay of
the forces involved has shaped the food system, producing food shortages
and surpluses, hunger and overnutrition, technological brilliance and junk
foods in the same world. (qed. in Bell and Valentine 195)
It seems the industrialized world's capitalist transcendence has depended upon the
descent of other pans of the world into famine and poverty. In order to have "Haves,"

there must be "Have-Nots." 1hcn: are Mr. Bumbles in this world beca1Jsc then: are littJc
Olivers, and there are Olivet'S because there arc Mr. Bumbles. To ascend beyond earthly
lies, the earth must be destroyed.
What becomes increasingly frighlening is the idea thai this "American Dream,"
this brownie recipe for capitalist InUlsccndcnce. is placed on a pcdcstaI as being lhc
pinnacle of all thai one should ever desire to aspire 10 have and to be. The developing
world looks 10 lhese neon lights on their television screens and in their video stores, and
wanls il because Ihey are indoctrinatcd to wanl it. Ycl. ''the increasing adoption of high·
fal diets [of brownies) in newly affluent nations around the globe threatens 10 wreak
financial disaster on fragile developing economies" (Rice 1998). This disaster looms
becausc increased consumption mcat\s increased cxploitalion. Once.exploiled nations are
now exploiting-cutting down their rainforests and commilting gcnocide-in order 10
altain that "American Dream." In so doing,lhcsc nations become increasingly alienated
from their own roots. and ". growing classirlcalion of human beings [arises]: the halfformed man between culnms, and therefore of no cullure... (who) apes the West, is
frustrated by il. and ohcn cnds up haling it" (Kaplan 148). And so, the industrialized
world's "brownic" dream, ils ideology based upon mass production and consumption,
infiltrates throughout all the earth, injecting into her inhabitants lusts and desires,
attempting to makc us all "'brownie junkies" who seek our highs in constant consumption.

%

Chapter Four

Reconstructing Brownies in
The Kitchen ofMeaning
On more than one occasion. I have delivered a condensed version of this brownie

thesis to undergraduale folklore classes.. I begin. as I have also done here. by leading
them t.hrough maternal memories and around my mother's kitchen. Some pipe up with
their own unique food memories, sharing their personal "brownies," be they of kimchi or

Kraft dinner or bunenarts or any number of seemingly endless possibilities. k is
profoundly and poignantly life-affirming. But. by the lime I have finished with my
rapidfire assault consisting of battery houses and agribusiness and migrant fannworten

and slavery. pummelling these poor. unsuspecting students with everything from
pesticides 10 child slave labour to multinational corporate greed. they are ~tty much
petrified with horror. They often sit

wide~yed

and silent befate me. looking

apprehensively at me and the brownies. The realization lhat the brownie they havcjUSl

calcn, oc that sits on the desk before them paniaJly consumed. contains such blatant
ugliness and amorality disturbs the majority of them. None have yel been physically ill,
but I can tell by the general lack of eagerness to lake a second brownte (when many
initially exp~ how good they were) that many have been unsettled, and for the
moment, have lost their appetites. And (think many wonder, as r once did, how Ihey did
not see such things before? How could they have missed such blatant exploitation and
oppression? Usa HeJdke conlends that 'ldJespile the real interdependence that exists
between U.S. consumers:met farm wOf'lters-in the United States, Mexico. Costa Rica.
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and Kenya, for example-these connections are often conveniently obscure or invisible
to middle-class American consumers, and thU5 do not inform our de<:isiolHnaking in the
grocery store" ("Food Politics" 301). We miss the brownie connections. but how? What

obscures and obfuscates and clouds and fogs? What magician has been at: work? WIw. is
going on?
Somewhere betwixt table and field, micro and macro, superstr\ICtUR: and base, a
veil descends. Facades arc constructed and pictures adjusted and images tweaked. The
workings of [he field become "conveniently obscure" and virtually invisible 10 the
consumer eye_ In his book on the nature and history of migratory labour in California,
enlitled The Lie ofthe lAnd. Don Mitchell concludes that "[nlotonly do migratory
workers in agricultural California have to conlinually fight just to survive--to find shelter

and food and money enough to maintain themselves and their families--they also have to
continually fight their own acsthcticilalion, their dissolution, in the landscape" (200).

The harshness and bnnalily of the field arc smudged with stroke of a walercolourist's
brush, blending and. dissolving into the hazy, murky background. And all becomes

'"beauliful." California remains an alluring mecca, and brownies remain "the classic
comfort food" (Und qtd. in Fuller 26). But the qucslions still remain. Who or what: is
blurrily painting and pcrfonning card tricks? How is il being done? And why? In order
to answer these qucstions. illuminating the processes of "magic" and artisuy, I mU5t enter
the "kitchen of meaning," In a 1964 artk~ of that litle, the pioneering scmiologist and

cultural critic.

R~and

Banhes assertS:

To decipher the world's signs always means to struggle with acenain
innocence of objccts. We all undenland our language so "naturally" that
it never occun to us thar. it is an extremely complicated system, one
anything but "naNral" in its signs and rules: in the same way, it requires
an incessant shock of observation in order to deal not with the content of
messages but with their making: in short the semioIogist, like the linguist,
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must enter the "kitchen of meaning." (158)
To understand how the brownie has become so "natural" and "inncx:ent:' mundane and
quotidian, I must gain greater insipt into the creation of cultural myths, the: COIlStrue:1ion
of meanings, and how these are innl'enCCd by the pnxessc:s of domination.

Coastruetion ollbo MytIIkaI Browule
Housed within stnx:tur.l1ist theory lies semiology, a systematic reflectiorl on the
"vast science of signs" (Barthes ~ 111), symbols, and forms. According to
Barthes, semiology is a "[s}cience of social messages [and) of cultural

messages (and) of

sccoodaty information" ("Kitchen" 158). It is an '1a)pprehension of everything which is

·theatre' in the world. from ecclesiastical pomp to the haimyle of the BeatJes, from
lounging pajamas to the debates of international politics" (Barthes "Kitchen" 158). It is
an analytical methodology which studies '1he life of signs at the heart of social life"
(Barthes "Kitchen" 159), separating language and deciphering meanings. The Swiss
linguist. Ferdinand de SauSSUR:. pioneered this science with his structural breakdown of
language. According to his semiotic theory, language: is divided into two component

pans-the inscription and the concept or image. The inscription is the wrinen or verbal
signifier, while the: concept or image that such an inscription evokes is the signified
(Storey 13-4). Foreltample, the word "brownies" is a signifier which evokes the
signified. the conceptual image., of "small, rich chewy squares of chocolate cake,
containing nuts" (Ayto 39). The linguistic marker or signirJer coupled with the concept
or signified creates the sign.
Because, as Barthes contends. "any material can be arbitrarily endowed with
meaning" ~ 110), the relationship between signifier and signified is therefore
arbitnlt}'.the result of cultural conventions. There is nothing in the word "brownies" to
naturally link it to 'small, rich chewy squares of chocolate cake. containing nuts'. In fact,

.

knowing that I am studyina folklore. when I respond "Brownies" 10 peopte who qUCf}' as
10 wtw I am doing my lhesis on. I mofe often !han not aet !he raponse. '"Oh, like !he
little fairic5?" When I respond in !he rtegalive.!he rte:tl a.uertion is commonly. "Oh. the
Iinle girls who sell cookies !benT' When I again respond in the negative, I often rcceive
quizzical kIOks. This example J1O( only ilIustra1c:s the problematic geoeraJ conception of
folklore being something "once-upon-a-time" but it also iIlu.straleS how culturally and
contextually conventional the naIW'r: of this signifaer-signifJed relationship is. Even
within the food category. if one were in New Zealand. "brownies" would signify
something different, "a sweet bread made with brown sugar and currants" (Qt;Q 594). b
is J1O( uncommon in language for one 5ignifaer to have a multitude of signifaeds, the
~t

concept usually being ascertained by conlextual and cultum clues. Yet, despite

the multiplicity of signifieds for "brownies" arid the various brownie signs, this

semiological division still remains in a primarily denotative state. concerned simply with
linguistic semantics. To gain agrealer understanding of meaning. one must go deeper.
Springboarding from Saussure's woO::. Roland Barthes took semiology to a whole
new level. His main concern was sludying "thai myslerious operation by which any
message may be impregnated with a secondary meaning, a meaning that is diffuse.

generally ideologtc<&l, and which is known as the 'connotated lM(lIIing'" (Banbes
"Kilchen" I59, emphasis in original). In the 1957 preface 10 his great semiological work.
MytJwlogi~J,

a book thal has been deemed "one of the founding lexts of cultural studies"

(Slorey 82), Barthes writeS:
1be starting poinl of these reflections was usually a feeling of impatience
at the sight of 'naturalness' with which newspapen:, art and common sense
conslantly dress up a reality which. even though it is the one we live in, is
undoubtedly dctennined by history. In shan. in the account given of our
contemporary circumstances. I resented seeing NalUre and History
confused at every tum. and (wanted to track down. in the dc:corative
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display of w!uJt-gOf!s-witltout·soymg, the ideological abuse which, in my
view, is hidden there. (II, emphasis in original)
His frustration comes not from undentanding '"brownies" (0 be ·small, rich chewy
squares of chocolate cake. containing nuts', but from the implicating connotative noIions
which equate brownies as being the "'uniquely American" (Albrigflt 138) ~dassic ComfOl1
food" (Land qtd. in Fuller 26). There is noming inherem in the word "brownies'· to
causally yoke it to being"American" and "'unique" and '·c1assic" and '·comfortable."
Such an apparently causal connection bas been a connotalive construct and a mythic
creatioo.

In the concluding essay of Mythologies entitled "Myth Today," Sanhes expounds
upon the construction of myth. He asserts that myth ··is 0 s~cond-orde' s~mioJogjcal

system. Ttw which is a sign (namely the associative tOCal of aconc:ept and an image) in
the fim system, becomes a mere si&'lifier in the second" (114, emphasis in original). The
primary denotative sign of brownies comprised of the inscription, '"brownies," and the
concept, 'small, rich chewy squares of chocolate cake, coneaining nuts', becomes the
starting point for yet another kvel of signification. The brownie sign becomes a signifier
which links with another COncepI or image-in my case, my rnod'Ier and all the memories
discussed in Chapter TwOo--(o Creale a new sign. The linguistic schema of the denotative
brownies coercively kowtows and cowers in the face of Ihe new, mythically-elKIowed,
connotative brownies. Banhes explains:

(1]1'1 myth there are two semiological systems, one of which is staggered in
relation to the other. a linguistic system, the language (or modes of
representalioo which are assimilated to il), which I sh.aIl call the lQlfguage·
object, because it is the language which myth gets hold of in order to build
ils own syslem: and myth itself, which I shall call metalQlfguage, because
il is a second language, in which one speaks about the firse. ~
I IS, emphasis in original)
II is this mythical metalanguage of the secondary signification that "transfonns hislOq'
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into narure" (Barthes~ 129). thalcrules the confusion of Nature and History
through a process of naturalization.

1be conslnlCtion of a metalanguage and the "constant game of hide·and-seek
between the meaning and the fonn" (Barthes ~ 118) dw such a wOftc-sile
initiates is the defining principle of myth. Batthes contends thai: "[blowevel' paradoxical
it may seem. myth hides fIO'hing: its function is 10 diston. not to make disappear'"
~

121. emphasis in original). Those migratory wotkers in California are

aestheticizcd through romanticization and artistry. They are not completely eliminated. 01"
erased from the landscape. just blended and diSloned until the harshness and brutality of

,lui,.. reality is not readily discernible 10 ours. They cannot be complelely eliminated
from the landscape because they are needed (0 constJUCt the basis upon which the myth

resides. Even "the most natural object contains a politicailraCe., however faint and
diluted. the TnOR! or less memorable presence of a human act which has produced. fitted
up. used. subjectedorrejected it"(Banhes~ 143-4). The ugliness of global
brownte production is thete if you know how to liSlen to the silences, read between the
lines. and acknowledge the conspicuous absences. It cannot completely disappear
because it is inlegraJ 10 the foundation of both culinary and mythical brownies. We need
the ingredients in order to make the brownies. The ugliness ob5curely remains so that we

can create something ''unique'' and "comfonable" and. in my case, maternal. Essentially,
myth allows brownies to be
deprived of !heir history, changed into gestures.... But this distortion is not
an obIileration: [the brownies) remain here, the concept needs them; they
are half·amputaled, they are deprived of memory, not of existence: they
are at once stubborn, silently roo(ed there, and garrulous, a speech wholly
at the service of the concepe:. The concepl,lileraJly, deforms. but does not
abolish the meaning; a word can perfectly render this contradiction: it
a1tenatesil(8arthes~
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122-3)

The dichotomy pracnC in the brownie ~ a Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde scenario. in
which the lransfonnacion of brownies from its denotative state to its mythic one is all too
often ch.ancteriud by violent. alienating acts. Exploitation and viofence of the
"developing"" wortd enables the beatifteation of brownies in the "developed" wortd.
Brownie production is justified through naturalization.
Ultimately. 8anhes argues that "myth has the task of giving an historical intention
a natural justification. and making contingency appear eternal.. ~ 142),
natural and absolute. Myth usurps the denotative signification. thus becoming its own
denotative and factual system:

£M]yth is experienced as innocent speech: not because its intentions are
hidden-if they were hidden, they could not be efficacious-but because
they art naturalized.. In fact. what allows the reader to consume myth
innocently is that he [or she) does not see it as a semiological system but
as an inductive one. Where there is only equivalence. he [or she) sees a
kind of causal procc:s.s: the signifier and the signified have. in his [or her)
eyes, a natural relationship. This confusion can be expressed otherwise:
any semiological system is a system of values; now the myth-eonsumer
takes the signification for a system of facts: myth is read as a factual
system, whereas it is but a semiological system. (Banhc:s ~
131)
Connotation ~ases and myth

is fact. It purifies signs making them innocent. giving

''them a natural and eternal justif)C;l1ion, [giving) them a clarity which is not that of
explanation but that of a statement of fact" (Barthes ~ 143). Barthes
continues, "In passing from history to nature. myth acts economically: it abolishes the
complexity of human acts. it gives them the simplicity of essences. it does away with all
diakctics"~ 143).

Withoutque.stion.browniessimplyare tbe"Uniquely

American" (Albright 138) "classic comfon food" (Land qtd. in Fuller 26). They are an
eternal and rwural reality. and therefOfe, unquesttonable..-x are they?
Barthes contends that the ultimate "end of myths is to immobtliu the world: they
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must suggest and mimic a universal order which has fixated once: and for all the hierarchy
of possessions" ~ 155). If we retum to the indelible scene between Oliver
and Mr. Bumble. little. Oliver's brazen questioning of his food aUotment questions the
unquestionable. He challenges the very mythic construction of the '"nanuaI" hieratcby

that has placed him as an inconsequential nobody not worth more than one bowl of gruel.
He challenges not only Mr. Bumble but the entire mythic universal order and the
carefully consuucted eternal reality. He challenges the essential myth of his existence.

and that makes him very frightening and dangerous indeed. Don Mitchell concludes his
study of migratory labour in California arguing:

The production of the beautiful that is now being celebrated in the
agricultural valleys in California was (and remains) itself quite an ugly
process.. So. more than anything, I hope thai by connecting landscape to
the facts of its prodl.action. by .stressing the importance of these ugly
processes, I have provided a way 0( seeing that helps make sure those
asparagus planters do not indeed simply dissolve into the foggy landscape
they made. (202)
Mitchell wants to ensure that myth does not overwhelm and over-ride these workers'
lives. He wants to expose the unnatural naturalness and the irrational rationality and the
iIIogjcallogic of myth construction. Such a quest is rather daunting when one begins to
consider what one is up against-tile powerful myth-makers.

Snacking on One·Dimensionai Bourgeois Brownies in the Hegemoak
Iron Cage or Rationalization
There is an okl adage proclaiming lhaI"might makes right" and indeed "[plower
goes far to create the moraJity convenient 10 itself" (Carr 229). to rationalize its brownies.
The powetful go far 10 construct the myths thaI are benefICial and convenient for
themselves and for the continuation of their power. They "create the myth about what is
right and just in a way that argues for the rightfulness of their activiUcs" (Maxwell 191).
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~Iy

Guman Jd~oIogy. Marx and Engels contend that the ruling class Mis compelled.

in order to c.,-y through its aim. to represent its intetests as the common interest

of all the members of $OCtet)'. that is. eJl:pressed in ideal form: it bas to give its ideas the
form of universality. and represent them as the only rational. universally valid ones" (6S6). It must give its ideas mythic stanis. It must create an ideology that does Mnot juSi
convince oppressed groups that all is well with the world. [butJ also convince[s) ruling
groups [themselves} that eJl:p1oitation and oppression are really something quite different,
acts of universal necessity" (Storey 117). TIle accomplishment of this myth conslJUction

comes with the ruling class territory. as Marx and Engels note in TM WmuJII ltkoiogy:.
"The ideas of the ruling class are in every epoch the ruling ideas. i.e. the class which is
the ruling material force of society. is at the same time its l'\Iling int~ll~ctWlI force. 'The

class which has the means of material production at its disposal, has control at the same
time over the means of mental production" (64. emphasis in original). Domination is nOl
simply limited to politics and economics. but '"the mechanism [ofmythJ is being
organically eJl:tended" (Grnmsci 27) to include all of society. as the llalian Marxist
Antonio Gramsci eJl:plains:
Every social group. coming into eJl:istence on the original terrain of an
essential funclion in the world of economic production. creates together
with itself. organteally. one or more stmu. of intellectuals which give it
homogeneity and an awareness of its own function nOi only in the
«onomic but also in the social and political fields. The capilalist
entrepreneur creates alongside himself the indwtrialtechnician. the
specialist in political economy. the organisers of a new culture, of a new
legal system.ete. (S)
The mythical ideals and ideas of the dominating social group spread forth "organically"
and "naturally:' universally homogenizing etemily. The social order goes-witlwutsayin.g. it is so pervasively quotidian. And that makes it rathcrdifficult to recognize. let

alone dissect and criticize.

lOS

Gramsci contends that '1w)e ate all conformists of some confonnism or other,
always man-in-the-mas.s or collective man. 'The question is this: of what hiscorical type is
the conformism, the mass humanity 10 which one belongs" (324)1 For those of us in the
industrialized. "developed" world, Ihis conformism is capitalism. II is Progress,
promising us "a kind of heaven on earth" (Heilbroner 113) in which we can have "power
over nalUre... [and) improved malerial well-being" (Heilbroner 113). Bec:ause we come
from the "progressive" Wesl, we have a right 10 consume brownies and drive gas_
guzzlin& SUVs. 10 wear Nike shoes and eat at Tim HMons. to dcu<U1 old growth
forests and buy something every single day. 1bcse things have made our lives IH!nu.
And in our benevolence. we have exlendcd this capitalise viston to the rest of the world

In The CommlUlist Manifuto. Marx and Engels observe Ibis capitaJiSi homogenization of
the world, Slating that capitalism "compels all nalions, on pain of extinction, to adopt the
bourgeois mode of produclion; it compels them 10 inlfoduce whal it calls civilization into
their midst. i.e., 10 become bourgeois themselves. In one word, it creates a world after its
own image" (84). The West has "civilized"lhe world to such an eXlent Ibat capiLalism.
as John Siorey noles, "is now. mare or less. internationally hegemonk" (124). It has
been "organically extended" 10 encompass the wood, making it '"univen.aJ" and
"absolute." "elenlaI" and so "nanuaJ."
Where communism, fascism. apartheid. and dietalorships have explosively

CfUpled and continually faltered, capilalisrn intemalionaJly "suca:eds" again and again.
Slowly. steadily and subtly. it seeps inlo cultures wOOdwide. Its amorphous nature:
allows il to conslanlly shift and shape inlo whatever is expedient. so long as its ultimate
monelary ends arc not compromised. It will exploit individuals in lhe "developing"
world in order 10 sell brownies 10 those in the "developed." It will then IUrn around and
selllhose same exploiled workers McDonald's Happy Meals. convincing them to save
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their meagre wages for the latest pair of Adidas sneakeni Of for the most recent Spke
Girls album. k is a chameleon. continually changing its colours to suit the differing
global cultural environments, making it palatable and digestible to all religions,

races and

genders. It signs the anarchist punk band 10 a major record label, sells Che Guevara Tshirts. and "Disney-ties" Olinese folkJore. Capila1ism is truly the paragon of hegemony.
A concept: devised by Gnmsc:i, hegemony is the process whereby
a dominant class (in alliance with other classes or class fractions) does nol
merely rule a society bul hads it through the exereise of moral and
intellectual leadership. In this sense, the concept is used to suggest a
society in which. despite oppression and exploitation. there is a high
degree of consensus, a l.-ge measure of social stability; a society in wtuch
subordinate groups and classes appear 10 support and subscribe to values.
ideals. objectives. cultural and political meanings. which bind them 10. and
'incorporate' them imo, the prevailing strUCtUres of power. (Slorey 124,
emphasis in original)
"The organic extension of capitalist myth purifIeS and stabilizes through constant

negotiation. as Emesto Laclau asserts: "A class is hegemonic not so much to the extenl
that it is able to impose a unifonn conception of the world on the rest of society, builO
the extent that il can aniculate different visions of the world in such a way that their

potential antagonism is neutralized" (161). Capilalism is all things 10 everyone. selling
everything from peace sign pendants and organic vegetables to nuclear warheads and
genetically-modified com. And through this ever-shifling appeasement, it contains and
conuols revolutionary tendencies.
While hegemony seeks to maintain a compromise equilibrium through a supple
dance of give and take, it not: only

aI~ws

for diversity of exprtSSion. but will, on

occasion, admit 10 ils own fallibility, if such an admission will keep "the peace" by
maintaining social order and containing conformity. This is what truly sets capilalism
apan from its countetparts. Still, this admission is far from being benign. Barthes calls
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the whole process '"Operation Marianne" in which "[a] little 'confes.sed' evil saves one

from acknow'edging a loe of hMJden evil" ~ 42). A smail confession,
acconIing 10 8artbes, "immunizes the contents of the coUcclive imagination by rneatIS of
a small inoculation of acknowledged cvil; onc Ihus prolects it against the risk of
gcnera.lized subverston"

~

ISO). He calls it ""Operation Margarine" on the

basis of a margarine advenisement during which someone indiplantJy cries out against
margarine until one: tries it, and then "one'sconscience becomes more pliable. and
marganne is a delicious food. tasty. digestible. economical. useful in a1l circumstances.
The moral at the end is well known: 'Here you are. rid ofa prejlUtice which cost you

dearly!' It is the same way Ihat the Established Order relieves you of your progressive
prejudices" ~ 42). Capitalism will admit 10 a foiblc, a mistake, a linle
mismanagement. a minor sin, a lack in judgment, and might cven enact justice, give an

apology. paycompen.sations. It will say that such "evils" were ultimately good intentions
gone awry. "The internment of thousands of Japanesc Canadians was a nuesstJry and
bcneficial wartime measure Ihat had Canada's best intereslS at heart. MacMillan Bloedel
c1ear-cu1S are a necessary "cvil" if we want whilc paper upon which 10 print theses.

Besides. "what is Ihis mfling dross of Order. compam1 [0 its advantages? II is well
worth the price of an immunizalion. What does it matter. aftcrall. if margarine is just
fat. whcn it goes further Ihan buttcr. and COSIS less? What does it matler, after all, if
Order is a little brulal or- a little blind, when it allows us 10 live cheaply" (Banhes
~ 4 1 . cmphasis

in original)? And ifcapital.ism can distract us wilh minor

evils, inoculating us through confessionals, it can get on unimpeded wilh its rmjor ones.
We become so caught up in the caloric sinfulness of decadent brownies Ihal we simply
fail 10 notice the greater sins of global exploitation and oppression.
When a little confession is not enoogh 10 placate. capitalism will actually
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seemingly negate ilSelf. In what has perhaps been the most nefarious hegemonic move in
altc:mpts to appease revolutionary resllessncss. "the bourgeoisie...obIilerated its name in

passing from reality to representation. from economic man to mental nw'I" (8arthcs
~

138). With the

Russ~

Revolulion and the rise of communism. as well as

the ever~xpanding ideas of non-classiSl democracies and free enterprise systems, the

bourgeois class underwent. as Barthes asserts, "a real a-nominaling operation: the
boulgeoisie is defined as lhe sod4J closs which does Ml want 10 be IfQ1IUtI'

~

138. emphasis in original). It simply made its name UJlnccessary. as it melded iu ideals
and meanings into "the idea of nal'i0ll" (Barthes ~ 138, emphasis in original).

"Bourgeois" left a bad Wle in people's mouths, so it began its careel as a mythical ghost·
writer. Everything. as Banhcs suggesu.

is steeped in this anonymous ideoklgy: our press. our films, our theaue.
OUI pulp literature, OUI rituals, our Justice, our diplomacy, our
conversations. our remuts about the weather. a murder trial, a touching
wedding, the cooking we dream of. the gannenu we wear, everything, in
everyday life, is dependent on the represenwion which the bourgeoisie
has and mtIUS /IS ho~ of the relaLions between man and the WOfld. These
'normalized' forms attract linle ..((cntion, by the very fact of their
extension, in which their origin is easily lost. They enjoy an intermediate:
position: being neither directly political nor directly idcOlogical, they live
peacefully between the action of lhe militanu and the quarrels of the
intellectuals; more or less abandoned by the former and the latter, they
gravitate lowards the enonnoU$ mass of the undifferentiated, of the
insignificant. in short. of nature. ~ 140. emphasis in original)
capitalism '1:eep[s) Tea1ity without keeping the appearances" (Banhes ~ 149).
infinitely soliciting myth to remain "invisible," and therefore. free from wralh and
revolutions and angsL Once again, it can move, without imposition. towards iu ultimate
monetary ends.

In Pedagogy of the OppnssH. Paulo Freire elucidates on the placaLing
homogenization process of hegemony. staling that
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[o)oe of the basic e1emenls of the relationship between oppressed and
oppressor is prescripliott. Every prescription rqwesents the imposition of
one man's (or woman's] choice upon anotber,lransformin,lhe
consciousness of the man [or woman) prescribed 10 into one that confonns
with the prescriber's consciousness. Thus., the behavior of the oppressed
is a prescribed behavior. following as it does the guidelines of the
oppressor. (31, emphasis in original)
Capitalism prescribes consumption for everything. Buy when you arc happy. Buy when

you are sad. Consume when you arc angry. lonely, ellciled. bored. The pioneering media
critic. Marshall McLuhan observes "that !he more
needed 10 maintain any given state of affairs, the

iIIuston and falsehood [and myth)

more tyranny is needed 10 maintain

the

illusion and faJsehood (and myth). Today the tyrant rules noI by club or fist. but.

disguised as a market researcher, he shepherds his flocks in the ways ofutility and
comfan" ~ vi}. Capitalism is comfortable, utilitarian and "democratic." II
leads

us along, willingly and freely. We arejru to choose what to buy, when to buy it.

and where. Or ate we? Herbert Marcuse. in One-DinwuiorUJ/ MlUl. argues !hal:
social controls ellact the overwhelming need for the prodUCIion and
consumption of waste; the need for stupefying work where it is no longer
a real necessity; lhe need for modes of relaxation which soothe and
prolong this stupefication; !he need for maintaining such deceptive
liberties as free competilion at administered prices. a free press which
censors itself. free choice between brands and gadgets. Under the ruk: ofa
repressive whole, liberty can be made inlo a powerfUl instJUment of
domination....Free eleclion of masters does not abolish the masters or the
slaves. Free choice among a wide variety of goods and services does not
signify freedom if these goods and services sustain social controls over a
life of toil and fear-that is. if they sustain alienation. And Ihe
spontaneous reproduction of superimposed needs by the individual does
no( establish auoonomy; il only lCSlifle5lo theefflCaC)' of the controls. (18)

As the capitalist consciousness organically elltends, il becomes increasingly difficult to
elltricate oneself. One's worldview is heavily influenced by thai of the prevailing social

ordtt. Capitalism's victims arc often its most staunch supporten.md mililani defenders,
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who follow religiously the capitalist prescription of consumption, who zealously seek
afler capital in order to become "signif1Ullt." who exercise their freedoms within the
bonds of hegemony, who decry a love of chocolate.

This lack of autonomy is only furthered by the rationalization and mechanization
of everyday life. lndustrialization is inextricably yoked 10 capitalism and the myth of
progress. Heilbroner conlends that "commodification is a necessity for a system that
must expand to survive" (100). Such is the system governing capitalism and

industrializaLion. Marcu.se notes thai "private space has been invaded and whittled down
by lechnological reality. Mass production and mass distribution claim the entire
individual, and industrial psychology has long since ceased to be confined to the factory"
(10, emphasis in original). McLuhan assens that "[b]y continuously embracing

technologies, we relate ourselves to them as servomechanisms. 1baC is why we must, to
use them at all, serve these objects, these extensions of ourselves, as gods or minor
religions" ~46). In 1M McDonaldizalion ofSociety, sociologist George
Ritzer defines McDonaidization as "the process by which the principles of the fast·food
restaurant are coming 10 dominate more and more sectors of American scx:iety as well as
the rest of the world" (Ritter I). Canada is by no means exempt from, immune to Of"

averse to utilizing these McDonaldization processes. The principles governing this
pervasive process, as identified by Ritzer, are four: efficiency. quantity and calculation,
predictability, and control. And as the industrialized wood increasingly seeks 10 become
more and more efficient in itsaealKln of more and more uniformity and conformity, as
Marcusc observes, "(w}e m again confronted with one of the most veiling aspects of
advanced industrial civilization: the rational character of its irrationality" (9). Harold
Innis nOles thal"(m)echanilalion has emphasized complexity and confllSion; il has been
responsible for monopolies in the field of knowledge...1be condilions of freedom of
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dtought are in danger of being desttoyed by science. technology. and the mechanization
of knowledge. and with them. Western civilization" (Innis 190). Such is the irrationality

of rationalizing ourselves to extinction.

"The monotonous naIuR of rationalization breeds a eenain ennui, a boring.
thought-less existence of routiniUlion. And so the quest for stimulation begins. P1aya
videogame. Watch some T.V. Cbewgum. Smokeacigarette. Drink a cup ofcoffce.
Have a beer. Go shopping. Eat a brownie. Anything to divert and distract. Theodor
Adorno insists. in "On Popular Music," that
[d)istnction is bound to the present mode of production, to the
rationalized and mechanized process of labor to which, directly or
indirectly, masses are subject. This mode of production. which engenders
fear and anxiety about unemploymenc, loss of income, war, has its
'nonproductive' correlate in entertainment; that is, relaxation which does
not involve the effort of concentration at all. People want to have fun. A
fully concentrated and conscious experience of art is possible only to those
whose lives do not put such a strain 00 them that in their spare time they
want rehdfrom both boredom anddTortsimultancously. 1bewbole
sphere of cheap commercial entertainment renects this dual desire. It
induces relaxation because it is patterned and pre-digested. Its being
panemed and predigested serves within the psychological household of
the masses to spare them effort of that participation (even in listening or
observation) without which there can be no receptivity to art. On the other
hand. the stimuli they provide pennit an escape from the boredom of
mechanized labor. (205)

Thus emerges "a kind of blurred dialectic: to consume it [brownies. pop music, TV, etc)
demands ilWlention and distr3Ction, while its consumption produces in the consumer
inattention and distraction" (Storey III). The social order maintains stability, as people
are inattentive to the hegemonic forces ruling their lives, too distracted by the capitalist
stimulations which breed escapism and inattention.
We cannot see beyond the instant sugar fix of brownies, DC the quick caffeine jolt
of Coca Cola, or the nickering TV images. Marcuse assens that
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the irresistible output of the entertainmenl and information industry cany
with them prescribed anitudes and habits, certain intellectual and
emotional reactions which bind lhe consumers more or less pleasantly to
!he producers and, through the latter. to the whole. 1be products
indoctrinace and manipulate: they promote a false consciousness which is
immune against its falsehood. And as these beneftcial producu become
available 10 I1)()tt indivWais in more social classes. the indoctrination
they any ceases 10 be publicity: il becomes a way of life. It is a good
way of life----much bcuer!han before-and as a good way of life, il
militates againsl quaJitative change. Thus emerges a parIem of OMdimensiOtUJllhou,hll1Ifil ~halJjor. (12, emphasis in original)

Brownie eaters .. ~ distracled from the demands of reality by (food} which does nOi
demand auention either" (Adorno 205). Eating brownies is an effortless digestion of a

plcasanl product which exemplif.es an affluent way of life, as il appears. "to all
appearances. [10 bel the producI of industry" (8crTy 376). Brownie rooIS have been so
watercoloured by myth thai brownies are jusl brownics-a tautological. definition that
suggests they simply spring fonh naturally OUI of the eaM. BUI, the result of this
biological exile from reality "is a kind of solitude, unprecedented in human experience, in
which the caler may think of eating as., firsl, a purely commen:ial transaction between
him (or her) and a supplier and then as a purely appetitive Imlsaclion between him [or
her] and his [or her) food" (Beny 376). Becoming sodislr3Cted and inattentive to our
food. so a1ienaled, is it any wonder that we cannol see through the fog and the mist and

the illusionary projections?

Brownie BI'llDdJDI
Again, Gr.unsci asserts that '1w]e are all conformists of some conformism or
other" (324). And so there sit the students in the classroom, snacking on brownies in

their Gap Khakis and logoed T-Shim, in Iheir MEC jackels and Doc Martens, utterly
enmeshed in their own dominalion. 1bcy have been incorporated and placated,
conformed and rationalized. Marshall McLuhan believes Ihat
[o]urs is the first age in which many thousands of the bcst-lraincd
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individual minds have made it a full·time business to get inside the
collective public mind. To get inside in order 10 manipulale. exploit.
control is the object now. And 10 genetaIe heal no( light is the intention.
To keep everybody in die helples.s slale engendered by prolonged mental
nmina is the effect of many ads and much entertainment alike.
~v)

Capilalism !las been attempting 10 sell these 5Ndents a "good" way of life for years. And
for those who have uncritically absorbed the myths. buying inlo capilalist at.d industrial
hegemony. their "(s]ubliminal and docile acceplance of media impact has made them
prisons without walls for lbeir human users" (McLuhan ~ 20). They have
been indoctrinated and absorbed until "the mind shapes itself into the body. and. roaming

round its gilt cage. only seeks to adorn its prison" (Wollstonecraft 57). They have been

trapped within the iron cage of rationalization where. as Foucault naces. "[tlhere is no
need for anN, physical violence, material constraints. Just a gaze. An inspecting gaze:, a
gaze which each individual under its weighl will end by interiorising 10 the point thai he
(or she) is his {or her} own overseer, each individual thus exercising this surveillance
over, and against himself [or herself]" (ISS). They have interiorized and inlexawed
hegemony, a1lowing"a social law or power [to bejlransfonned by an insltUmentai
apparatus onlO [their) bod(ies]: the law or logos of a society is made flesh, is incarnated,
and, simultaneoUSly. the bodies of people in that society ~ tr.UISfonned into signif.en of

these Nles. in a process of 'inlextuation'" (Fiske 91, emphasis in original). They have
become branded signs of capilalism.
In No Logo, a recent best·seller by joumalist and activist. Naomi Klein, the

process of branding is critically dissected. Branding is no longer about selling a product,
il has moved beyond that. selling meaning and purpose to exislence. Michel de Ceneau
expresses this process:
'The intexlUalion of the body corresponds to the incarnation of the law; it

supports it. even seems to establish it. and in
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case il serves it. For the

law plays on it "Give me your body and I will give you meaning, I will
make you a name and a word in my discourse." 1be two problematics
mainla.in each other, and perhaps the law would have no power if it were
not able 10 support itselfon the obscure desire 10 exchange one's f1c:sh fOl"

a glorious body, to be written, even if it means dying, and to be
lransformed into a recognized word. (149)
The sociallaw,lhc capita!isl order,

me unnameable class !hal begins wilh a "b",1hc

hegemonic fon:cs. all promise IJ'anSCCndence of the dnldgcry of life. Buy inlO a brand

and life is bc:Itcr, more significant,

mole

meaningful. ~ spirilUaI. Klein contends Ihal

"[b]randing, in ilS INeSt and mosl advanced incarnations, is aboul COfpOraIe
transcendence:. II may sound naky, bul that's precisely the poinl ... the products Ihal will

nourish in !be fUlUre will be the ones presented not as 'commodities' but as c::oocepcs: the
brand as experience, as lifestyle (KJein 21). Myth ascends, smudging out those dreary
ft

denotative ties which continually ground it to tem finna. Capita!ism seemingly negates
itself. no longer commodifying. but conceptualizing---the produc:u ate overshadowed by
thcanonizingc::onc::epl.

In Otapcer Two I wrote that it is the brownie-making proctSS that is meaningful
for me, and not necessarily the end product The brownies are simply a means of
remembering my mother, and it is upon this process that hegemony has seized and
capitalized. Sell meanings, 00( products. Sell the concept of molhcr and family and
happiness, bul do it in such a way that it docs not appear 10 be selling at all. just a
benevolent granting of purpose, a MlUral process. Deeply personal "brownie" bonds ate
being incorporated and ultimately perverted. As brands conlinually ..'establish emotional
ties' with !heir customers" (Klein 20), c::reaIing meaningful "family" units, it becomes

seemingly unnatural to sever those ties. Quoling Scott Bedbury, the vice-president of
marketing for Starbuck! who also once worked for Nike, Klein wriles:
Nike, fOl" example, is leveraging the deep emotional connection that
people have with sportS and filnCSS. With StarlxIcu, we see how coffee

,,,

has woven itself into the fabric of people's lives. and that's our
opportunity for emolionalleverage.... A great brand raises the bar-it adds
a greater sense of purpose 10 the experience. whether ii's the challenge to
do your best in sports and fitness or the affirmation that the cup of coffee
you're drinking really maners. (21)

In effect, hegemony attempts to usurp meaning in order 10 sell back. iu version. whtc:h is
not that

much different from the original exc:ept thai: capitalism again retains absolute

cOl\lrol and can now make more money selling and/or granting iu purined. sanitized, and
socially sanctioned meanings.
For years, as Sidney Mintz renwb, "[lllIe good life. the rich life, the

fulllif~

was the sWCCllife" ~ 208). And brownies are very much wrapped up in this
quest for a good, full, rich. sweet life. They have been a marter of affluence.
proclaiming one's attainment of the sweet life. Able to make brownies, my grandmother
had it good. Being from a democratic, industrialized nation, and moving to another ooe.,

she had an"ghr to richness and goodness. sweetneSS and fullDCSS. It is the American way,
and by extension, the Canadian way. We are all equal, with inalienable rights, and as
such deserve the best. And capitalism, with its benevolent and class-less systems,
became the Robin Hood of the people. allowing everyone access to white flour and

refined sugar and eggs and chocolate. Everyone can buy prepack.aged. individuallywrapped. ready-to-eal: brownies. Anyone can purchase brownie mixes or ready-Io-bake
brownies in their own disposable pans. We all can eat brownies remembering the
security of Mom's baking. Even if we do not have a mother, the meaningful c:onc:ept is
still available to us. Brownies can become a part of our "families." And so. why do we
fail 10 recognize the global brownie connections? Because, as Antonio Gramsci argues.
[t)he active man [or woman or childJ-in-the-mass has a practical activity,
but has no dear theoretical consciousness of his (or her) practical activity,
which nonetheless involves underslanding the world in so far as it
transforms it. His (or her) theoretical consciousness can indeed be
historically in opposilion to his [or her) activity. One might almost say
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that he [or she J has two theoretical consciousnesscs (or one conuadictory
consciousness): one whidl is implicit in his [or her) activity and which in
reality unites him [or her] wi!h all his [or herl fellow-workers in the
pr.ICtical uansfonnation of the real world; and one, superficially explicit or
verbal. which he [or she) has inherited from the past and uncritically
absorbed. But !his veebaJ conc:epciOll is noc wichout consequences. It
holds together a specifIC: social group. it influences moral c:onduc:t and the
direction of will. wi!h vaf)'ing effic:ac:ity but often powerfuJlyenough to
produce a situation in which the contradictory state of consciousness does
not pennit any action. any decision or any choice. and produces a
condition of moral and political passivil)'. (333)

Because. for the most pan. we have uncritically absorbed a capitalise inheritance.
therefore equating myths wi!h facts. we too often fail to recognize !hal our very ae:tions or
inactions are inextricably intertwined wi!h global processes. that we are indeed
transforming the world and affecting other human beings in the process by making and
eatingbrownics.

The Big Brownie "But"
This said. we are not all cultural dopes passively regurgitating capitalist
hegemony. The very act of making something "from scratch" subvens Ihe rationalization

process. Just the fact !hat f do nOi make brownies from prepackaged mixes or ready..(obake frozen concoctions fights the process of industrialization. To some extent, f still
understand the procedure behind the production of brownies. and do not believe !hat
brownies simply naturally appear on supennarket shelves for my consumption. By
participating in and enacting brownie production. I am not a mere consumer. but have
regained the power associated with producing and creating. Such empowennenc is
ultimately about reclaiming space in the worid., and !his is accomplished in a myriad of
ways. Wendell Berry assens that participating in food production. i.e.• growing
something to cat. in whatever capacity we can. be it Iinle pots or backyard gardens.
creates connections and empowers. subvcning the mechanization and rationalization of
our personal spaces on). George Ritter contends !hal we can subversivdy cope with
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the McOonaldization process by doing everything from cooking meals from scraICh and
never buying artificial products to avoiding daily routines and developing personal ties
with fast-food employees as

we take our time eating 10 watching as link 1V as possible

and buying and shopping locally (182-8). We can raise our own chickens and ear. foods
only grown in our regional biosphere. We can play Sb'eet koc:kc:y and plant bees.. We

can rip our jeans, deface our Nikes. ptm:e our noses "in symbolM::ally powerful ways,
[whichJ ... may proclaim [our) discontent, challenge dominant ideologies, and ultinwely
express the yearning for a more meaningful existence" (Wojcik 36). We can generate our

own meanings. John FlSke contends thai "[title 'art of being in between' is the an of
popular cuhure. Using IMir products for OUT pwposes is the art of being in between
produc:tion and consumption, speaking is the an of being in betwoc:n t~iT language
system and OUT material experience:, cooking is lhc: an of being in between

t~iT

supermarket and OUT unique meal" (36, emphasis in original). Making brownies from

scratch is the art of being in bc:twcc:n. The fact that my grandmother took

a company

cookbook and changed a brownie recipe to suit hu lastcs and desires-no! mindlessly
following the c:ulinary prc:scriplioo-was a counlcrhc:gemonic act. To then have my
mother change: thai recipe evcn more, cventually absofbing it inlo her bodily knowledge,
extended the subversion.

In

Th~

Meaning a/Things, Csikszenlmihalyi and Rochberg-Halton distinguish

betwoc:n two kinds of materialism: terminal and insuume:nlal. Tenninal materialism is
defined as consumption for consumption's sake, as a "runaway habit of possession"
(231). In contrast, instrumental nwerialism possesses Ihings in order to serve "goals that
are independent of greed itself...operal[ing] within a context whose putpOse is thc: fuller
unfolding of human life" (231). The: primary diszinction bc:twcc:n the two is purpose,
understanding to what ends possessions are utilized, valued, and made meaningful.
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Applying this distinction to their research which involved interviews wilh 82 families in

the Chicago atea. Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg·Hallon delemLinc Ihat possessions

which "ate tokens of remembrance. respect. and lov£, thai is, of reaching out beyond the
constraints of self·in~ narrowly defined to establish bonds thaa enlarge the being of
Ihe individual and unile people" (242, emphasis in original), creale meaningful familial
ties. Families who usc: material objects to such symbolic ends are involved in
instrumental materialism. and t would add, counterhegemony. My mother's brownie
recipe generates love and memories, and as bell !looks asserts. "(a)s we work to be
loving, to create a cullu~ Ihat celdntes life. Ihat makes love possible, we move against
dehumanization, against domination" (26). We move against hegemony and capitalism,
routinization and mechanization. Creating brownies humanizes because its production is

about love and kinship and humanity. By contrast. Csikszentrnihalyi and Rochberg.
Haltonnot:e:
Families that lack shared positive emotional meanings live in a barren
symbolic environment. The houses they inhabit and the objects they own
are material things-having no other vaJue-IO be used and consumed. In
such homes children grow up concerned wilh the safety of their own
selves, with littLe psychic energy Left over to care for others. Their goals,
like the goals of their fathers [and mothers), are bent on the achievement
of terminal rewards, on the immediate graaification of needs conditioned
by the consumer culture.... [D]eprived on meaning within the home, they
cannot find it outside the home either. (242)

These ate our cultural dopes, caught up in a habit of consumpcion that has no other

purpose than an "autonomous necessity to possess more Ihings. to control more status, (0
use more energy" (Csikszenunihalyi and Rochberg·Halton 230-1).

not recognizing "that

Ihe ~Iationship between well-being and consumption is not: linear" (Csikszentmihalyi
and Rochberg-Halton 232).
Wendell Beny insists thal '1t)he pleasure of eating [and baking] should be an
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Ulmsiw: pleasure" (378, emphasis in original), one thal grasps the connections between
production and consumption, one that finds ml!aning in those connections. t find
meaning in making brownies from scralCh because I make connections to my mother,
locating myself within the ~ framework of my feminine culinary zenealogy. I find
love and humanization. At the beginning of this thesis, r cited Lim6n as arguing thal
folkloR's inherent oppositional character, and thereforecountetbegemonic nature,ltes
not in the pre-<:apitalist "golden" age. but in its "aesthetic act of performance" ("Western"
SO),

in its ability to cling onto the use and value of things when all of life is being bottled

into consumptive acts. In writing on family quilts as heirlooms, NOOl Robens writes:
the fact thal Yr'e have the capacity to ~ nonmarketable relics of
family history and travel memorabilia (and recipes) and can, in this
generation, hope to convey such values to our sons as well as to our
daughters, suggests that noncommercial humanistic determinations may
not need to wait for the future nirvana. We can, even now, as our
foremothers did before us, experience ourselves as Significant players in
the drama of human continuity just by passing down our quilts. (132·33)
And our brownie recipes. In this bequealhing of familial heirlooms, we find our

humanity, our capacity to move beyond our selfish interests and learn to love. And while
capitalist hegemony seeks to tum love into a box of chocolates and a Hallmark card, f,
along with Paulo Freire, "am more and more convinced that true revolutionaries must
perceive the revolution, because of its creative and liberating nature, as an act of love"
(77). Love is truly the mother of counterllegemonic acts.
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Chapter Five - Conclusion:

To Bake or not to Bake?
I like tidy. neatly-packaged. happy endings. While reading a

book. it is noI

uncommon for me to skip ahead to the end, making sure that all ends well befOfe I get too

fully invested in the novel. I have been known to throw books across the room when the
endings were not up 10 my expecwions or desires. I !lave even read and reread and
reread again panicularly devastating denouemenlS in vain hopes that somehow t had read
them wrong. thall had misUDdentood. thai. with the umpceenth reading the text would
magically change and everything would end up "happily ever after." It is Devertbat
simple. And it is certainly not thai simple now. Wilh my mother's recipe for brownies
clutched in my hand. I have: travelled (rom table to field and back again. Yet. like the

returning romantic hero. I have learned much on my travels and can never view home in
the same light thall once did. I am different, so home Call IlCver be quite: the same either.

My mother's brownies have on some level ceased to be simply hers or mine or my
grandmother's, They also belong 10 a greedy global marltet and an ever-incorporaling
capitalist hegemony. They are hegemonic and counterhegemonic. And I am left

wondering what to do.
After one parltcularly rousing presentation on brownies, I Slood before the class

deflated and said. "Now what'!'" Most students looked aI me with something between
hOlTOr and pity, when one student simply said, "Maybe there isn't anything

(0

do. Maybe

it's like yin and yang. good and bad. light and dark-natural." Maybe. Maybe I have
simply discovered that brownies are naturally paradoxical. that with every action lhere is
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an equal and opposite reaction, that there must needs be opposition in all things. Maybe
it's like FJmeric:k. Smocks says, UFor it seems to me that I write not: to attempt toexplajn
the wood, but rather to deepen its mystery, to unfold, like a blown

rose. its powa-to

enchant. Science will explain lhe world to us. But an, like religion, like cookery, like
childbirth, teaches us how inexpltcab'e the WOfld is" (I 13). Maybe brownies arc simply
inexplicably intertwined with polarities and antithetical juxlapOSitions. They inherently
contain Olivers and Mr. Bumbles, hegemonies and counterf1egemonies, goodness and
badness, love and hate, freedom and oppression, enlightenment and exploitation. And (

must simply accept this as pan. of life, as pan. of brownies. Unfortunately, my
contradictOl)' stale of consciousness produces a situation, as Gramsci noteS. that udoc:s

not pennit any action, any decision or any choice, and produces a condition of moral and

political passivity" (333). Acceptance becomes equated with apathy, with a shrug of the
shoulders and a "'Well, thai'S life." But for achildof idealist ex-hippies who grew up
with a list of companies to boycott permanently posted on the fridge. such a response just
isn't good enough. It isn't good enough that a friend of mine rationalizes and reconciles
his unionist and socialist leanings while chowing down on a Big Mac. by saying. "At the
end of the day, l think the degree of hunger and taste required superccdes the political
side of my mind" (G.P. 1999). It's just not good enough that js}lackers spend days on
end sharpening their sardonic edge On the whetstone of apathy...philosophiz[ing] on the
meaning of a Kraft dinner" (1..asn 115), understanding consumer culture and recognizing
the hegemonic forces of capitalism. but still do nodling proactive about it. And so, (

continue to wonder what I am to do.
On the one hand. the brownie recipe is a part of my mother, and I can find access
to her through it. And as I find that access, I find love and security and bonds that
lraJIS(%J1(f

space. time. and capital. And those transeendentlegacies, by their very loving
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nature. ate counterhegemonic, combatting the dehumanizing, hegemonic processes of
capitalism and industrialization and ralionaIization. On the odIer hand, the brownie
recipe was only concocted in the first place because colonizing and imperialist "culinary
tourists" approprialed other's culwrallJ'aditions. "representing [!heir) capilalist
inclinali0n5 to display superiority by mastery over expanding arenas. including new
cuisines" (Long 195) and new ingredients. Does the COWlternegemonic aCI. of making
brownies from scratch really Regale !he hegemonic processes thai make Ihose ingredienls
available in the first place? Am (transforming the world for good or for bad through
brownie production. if I affect it aI all? Is unwitting COl.Inlerbegemony Indy countering
hegemonic forces? Can one person choosing 10 make or not make brownies rully make
a difference? 'The answer to all these questions is yes and

no, contingent lIpon the

acquirement of knowledge and then what actions ate Iaken

Of not

taken with thai

knowledge.

Rise cn' Shine: Breakfasting on Brownies
For much of my childhood, (was awakened every morning by my mother pulling
back the curtains and saying. "Rise 'n' shine, Jessie. Rise 'n' shine." Marcuse contends
that "the dderminace negation of capitalism occurs if and whor the proletariat has

become conscious of itself and of the conditions and processes which make up its
society" (222, emphasis in original), if and when we wake up, recognizing the
dominating forces in our lives. bell hooks writes:
It is necessary for US 10 remember. as we think critically about domination
[over~onsumpl.ion). thai. we a1II\aYe the capacity to act in ways thai.
oppress, dominate. wound [consume] (whether or not that power is
institutionalized). It is necessary to remember that it is first the potential
oppressor within that we must resisl-the potential victim within that we
must rcscue-othc:rwise we cannot hope for an end to domination. for
liberation. (21)
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Locating ourselves within our hegemonies, understanding how we can dominate and be
dominated, shakes off the grogginess of skcp and gets us going. Gramsci asserts:
CritK:aJ. understanding of self takes place therdore through a strugg~ or
political 'hegemontes' and of opposing directions, fim in the ethical field
and then in that of politics proper, in order to arrive at the working out at a
higher level of one's own conception of reality. Consciousness of being
part of a particular hegemonic force ... is the firs( stage towards a further
progressive self-consciousness in which theory and practice will finally be
one. (333)
As I am tom by my contradictory consciousness surrounding a brownie recipe and all that

it represents on both sides of the dichotomy, I am already in the first stages of learning.
And this knowledge should be empowering, not despairing. McLuhan writes, 1bere is

absolutely no inevitability as long as there is a willingness to contemplate what is
happening" (with Fiore 25). As long as I am willing to listen and understand and learn,
nurtUring my brownie consciousness, !here is hope.
But it is not good enough 10 merely think and ponder and study these things out in
my mind; r must act, because as Ritter notes, MAvoiding McDonaldization requi~ hard
work and vigilance" (82). It requires making informed decisions. Meeker-lowry argues
that "(tllte key to affecting our economy is to consciously choose to apply our values to

economic interactions. If we do not choose our own values, then we subscribe by default
to the values of the present system" (I). It requires seeking education on issues and
getting involved and concerned with things, raising my level of awareness. Klein writes,
"When we start Iook.ing to corporations 10 dr2ft our collective labor" and huRWI rights
codes for us, we have already lost the most basic principle of citizenship: that people

should govern themselves" (Klein 441). It requires acting instead of being acted upon. It
requires taking responsibility for my choices and my actions. A humanities professor of
mine once wrote:
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The future towards which we peer. the society to be approached. attained.
01" avoided is not something that shall merely happen to humanity
independcndy our efforts. II is something we can and must shape,
direct, and create. And although we should cerWnly shun grandiosity in
our plans and respect me practica.I difflCUhies and obscades ahead. we
must never forsake hope lhac we can steadily improve the hunWJ
condition. Moreover. in this drama of inevitable involvement in the
creation of the future. we must always remember that the greatest sins is

or

or

despair or apa1hy. CMcDmnott)

Frances Moore Lappe insists that as we begin 1tlaking IllOR responsibility for
our5C:lves-and for the impact of our chotces in the wortd-we stut clllJn,ing OIlrulves.
This is lhe key to overcoming hopelessness" (53, emphasis in original). Understanding
the implications of brownies has changed me. As with I..appt, I am learning '"that every
choice I [make) that a1ign[s) my daily life with an understanding of how I warltthings to

be [makes} me feci more powerful" (8. emphasis added). My choices are powerful
because they are mine. I am acting for myself and not being acted upon. understanding
the implications of my actions or inactions. discerning Ihe consequences. and making
informed decisions.
More than a mere brownie recipe. my mother bequeathed to me an inherent hope
for this world and a love of life. She instilled in me what Csikszenlmihalyi and
Rochberg-Hallon refer to as "cosmic goals." goals which pen::eive "objective
relationships between the self and the wider patterns of order: the community. the
species. the ecology as a whole" (249). She lobbied and petitioned, rallied and organized,
volunteered and taUght. fought and learned. She made choices thac shaped her
community and her small space in the world to how she wanted it to be. She felt it was
her duty as a responsible citizen of this planet 10 do just that. to make the world a lin.le bit
better just by being in it In "Kind of an Ode to Duty,"Ogdcn Nash writes. "0 Duty./
Why has thou not the visage of a sweetie or acutie.. (141)1 Or taste like brownies1

Mary Maxwell responds. "Duty cannot be a sweetie or a curie because it is necessarily
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painful. Duty involves self·restrainc. sacrifICe. and generally suppressing the instinct. to
follow one's inlereStS" (224). Duty is abouc being a fon::e for good in this wodd. shaping.
creating. living. loving. and baking. It is abouc extending our spheres of influence to
include ochers. ft is 10 care. 10 care enough about this world and this life and this planet
10 do

something about it

Wendell

Beny contends thai

[a] signiflCanl part of the pleasure of eating (and baking) is in one's
accurate consciousness of the lives and the wood from which food
comes.... Eating [and baking] with the fullesl pleasure-pleasure.1haI is.
that does noI depend on igncnnce-is perhaps the profoundest enactment
of our connection with the wood. In this pleasure we uperience and
celebrate our dependence and our gratitude. for we are living from
mystery. from creatures we did no( make and poWCf5 we cannot:
comprehend. (378)

Whether or not I choose 10 make brownies. I essay-so much as my imperfecl self
allows-{o wake up without pushing !he snooze button. 10 rise 'n' shine. to seek
awareness and understanding and consciousness. 10 rise above ign<nnce and boredom, to

discern and shape and create and choose. to live accon1ing to the dutiful and responsible
"cosmic goals" that my mother IaUghl me.

Brownie Hopes
Nfor' some:' Ronnie Lundy writes. Nespedally those who believe thai hislory

(both personal and global) can only be Ioid in lenns of battles won and lerrilories losl-

the idea of... wriling about food may seem a playful exercise at best Bul. ..there is an
inSl:inc:tive understanding thac such wriling-about food. nourishment. Deed, and all the
ways we fill it-is the closest to Inlth we get" (x). Sidney Minl%contends thai N(iln
understanding the relationship between commodilY and person. we unearth anew the
hislory of ourselves" ~ 214). Anthropologist. Margaret Visser asserts. "The
extent to which we la1ce everyday objects for gr.lnted is the precise extent to which they
govern and inform oor lives" (II). Social scientist and futuriSl:, Kenneth Boulding
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suggests that to appraise the future. wc must not neglect '"the 'quieNloisy' dimension. k
could well be argued that the most imponant things tNt happen Itt the quiet ones that do
not get into the information system very much and an:

~fore

apt to be

ovcrlooked.... YCI the greatest danger in assessing the future is the neglecl of the quiet
things" (46-7). In travelling from table to field with a brownie recipe. I hope that I have
indeed illuminated some truth. some history. some signifICanCe. By placing a "quiet" and

"everyday" object inlo differing contexts, I hope that I have let brownies ""speak."

In slJUCluring my study under Marxist thcory.1 hope that I have demonstrated the
usefulness of meshing folklore with ideology. Folklorist Jack Zipcs writes:
Essentially, Marxism is anti-ideological in its methodo&ogy wben it allows
us to perceive how our needs. wishes, and dreams Itt manipulated in the
name of capitalism, socialism. communism, or any other"-ism." II is
perhaps here that the genuine purpose of Marxism and the utopian purpose
of folklore coincide: they both seek to enable people to give voice and
fOfl11 to their needs and dreams in a free manner. to cnable
communities...lo be established on a nonantagonistic basis. to expose and
oven:ome social antagonisms. (335)

I hope that I have exposed conflict and manipulation, and even attempted mediation. In
writing much of my work from an :lUtoethnographic stance. I hope that I have
"intuprel(ed) the public and privaredime:nsioos of cultural experience and [sought] a
critical distance and perspective on each ... anempr[ing}

[0,

quite literaIly, comt' to terms

with sustaining questions of self and culture ...seek[ingJ

[0

understand the dialectics of

self and culture" (Neumann 192-3. 195. emphasis in original). And finally. Sidney Mintz
writes:
11le most profound ethical issues an:: ..used by the assertion that every
living human being has a sacred right to eat lJe(:ause decisions are being
made all the time that-by their inevitable consequences-end up causing
people to die of hunger. Establishing the linkages between such decisionmaking and its victims. exposing those linkages so that the decision·
making itself becomes ethically visible. may be a task remote from
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anthropology's olderconoerns. But it is well worth any anthropologist's
time today. CI!HinJ II)

I would suggest that it is also well worth any folklorist's time. To paraphrase and slightly
alter a famous quote atlributed to

Kart Marx, philosophers have only inlerpreted the

world, and I would add, folklorists have tended to only describe and collect and catalogue
it; the point is to change it.
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MOM'S BROWNIES

I 112 cups + 6 Tbsp flour
112 tsp salt
I cup nuts
3 tsp vanilla

I 112 cups butter. melted
1/4 cup cocoa
6<,,",
3 cups sugar

Mix together. Pour into greased and floured roaster pan (1IxIS·inch). Bake at 3SO"F for
2S minutes.
GERMAN CHOCOLATE TOPPING
Combine in saucepan, I cup canned milk and I cup sugar. 3 egg yolks. I cube margarine,
I tsp vanilla. Cook for 12 minutes, stirring. Add I 113 cups coconut, I cup nuts. Beat

until cool and thick enough to spread.

I cube (112 cup) butter or margarine
2 squares Solitaire Baking Chocohlle
21argee u s
I cup sugar
112 cup plus 2lbsp sifted enriched flour

118 tsp salt
112 cup to I cup chopped Solitaire Pecan

M<al
I teaspoon Solitaire Pure Vanilla

Melt butter and chocolate over hot water. Bear. egg; add sugar graduaJly; add butter·
chocolate mixture and vanilla. Mix flour, salt and nuts; add to first mixture. Blend well.
Tum into 9x9-inch oiled and floured pan. Bake a.t 3SO"F for 2S minules. When cold cut
in S strips each way. Remove from pan. Makes 2S squares.
-From Lillian S. Kennedy, Se./ectftf High Altitude. Recipes: Te.ne.d iff the. Solitaire.
Kitchen (Denver: The M~y Mercanlile Company. 1937-47) 84.
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AMARETTO BROWNIES SUPREME112 cup buaer

1/2 cup flour
1/4lSpsait
1/2 cup pecans. chopped
1/4 cup am:uetto liqueur

2 oz semisweet chocolate
2 eggs. well bealen
314 cup sugar

Prehear. oven 1032.5°F. Mell buner and chocolale in a saucepan over low heat. Remove
from heal, let cool. lben stir in eggs. Add sugar. floor. salt and pecans. mixing well.
Pour batter in a greased 8-inch square pan and bake for 30 10 35 minutes. Brownies
should still be soft. Remove from oven and let cool slightly. Poke holes in brownies
with forie. and pour amaretto liqueur over lop. Refrigerale overnight. Spread chocolate
amaretto frosting over brownies and then drizzle white almond icing in a criss cross
pattern on lop.
CHOCOLATE AMAREITO FROSTING
4 1/2 t5p anweno liqueur
) Tbsp butler
dash of salt
4 1/2 up cocoa butter
41fluphotcoffee
IlflcupconfecLioner'ssugar
Combine butter, sugar. Sall, amarellO liqueur, cocoa powder and coffee and beat unLiI
smooth.
WHITE AlMOND iCING

1/3 cup confectioner's sugar
1/4 tsp almond extract
dash of sail
1/4 cup half and half
Combine sugar. salt and almond extracl. Add half and haifa lillie at a Lime, mixing unLiI
smooth.
• From hltp:/lwww.lombardia.comIkilchenltksurtsl1:Jrownieslrecip4!006.html
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A-PLUS BROWNIES"
I package (12-oz.) scmi.-sweet chocolate chips
112 cup sugar
114 cup butter

2_

1 tspvanilla
If2tspsah
2J3 cup flour

In a large bowl. combine sugar and butter: beat until creamy. Add eggs. vanilla and salt;
mix well. In smaJl microwave proof bowl. melt I 1/4 cups of the mini chocolate chips
until smooth. Add melted chocolate and flout to first mixture. Pout into a well-greased
9x9-incb square pan. Set aside.

TOPPING
I package (B-oz.) cream cheese. softened
112 cup sugar
2 Tbsp buttet. softened

21bsp milk

Ilbsp floor
112 tsp almond extraet

2,18'
In a small bowl. combine cream cheese. sugar and butter; beal: until creamy. Add eggs.
milk. flour and almond extract; beal: well. Stir in remaining 314 cup of chocolate chips.
Pour over brownie base. Bake in a 35O"F oven for 40 to 45 minutes. Cool completely
and cut into small pieces. These are very rich. and taste best if chilled. SlOfe in
refrigerator. Makes 16to 24 brownies

"From hnp://geocities.comlHeortlandlCobin/4082/Brownies/indu.html
APPLE BROWNIES"
1/4 Ib margarine

I cup flour
I cup sugar
I egg

112 tsp baking soda
1cup chopped and peeled apples
I cup chopped walnuts
I tspcinnamon

Preheat oven to 35O"F. Melt margarine in microwave or pan. Combine otbcr ingredients
and mix with margarine. Pour into a greased 8x8-inch dish. Bake for approximalely 40

minutes. Cool and cut into sq~.

"From http://gUK:ities.comIHeortlandlCabjN40821BrownjesJj~html
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BlOCKBUSTER BROWNIES·
8 squares Baker's Unsweetened Chocolace
I 112 cups buncr
6 eggs
3 cups granulated sugar

I 1/2 cups all-purpose flour
I lbsp vanilla
I cup chopped walnuts

Melt chocolate and butter over hot wiler or in microwave on Medium 4 minutes; remove
and blend well. Cool. Beat eggs until lemon coloured. Gradually add sugar, beating
until thick, aboutJ minutes. Stir in chocolate mixlUre. Fold in flour, vanilla and nuts.
Pour into two greased and floured 8-inc:h square pans. Bake aI 3SOOF for 35 to 40
minutes. (Do not overbake. These brownies should be very moist in the ccn~) Frec::zes
well.
TOPPINGS
Sprinkle with chopped nuts and Baker's Semi-Sweet Chocolate Chips before baking.
Sprinkle cooled brownies with king sugar.

GlAZE
Melt 1 square Baker's Unsweetened OKx:olate with I Tbsp buncr and 1/4 cup milk;
blend until slll(lO(h. Add I 1/4 cups icing sugar. blend well. Spread over I pan coo&ed
brownies.
ROCKY ROAD
Sprinkle 2 cups MinialUfC Marshmallows over I pan wann brownies. Broil under preheated broiler until golden brown. Driale with I squ~ melled Baker's Semi-5weet
Chocolate.

TIP
If desired, halve all

in~jents

to make one 8-indl pan.

·From a box of Baker's Unsweetened Chocolate.

14>

BLONDE BROWNIES1/4 cup butter
1cup brown sugar

,,"

2lSp vanilla

7/8 cup a1I-purpose flour
I tsp baking powder
Intspsalt
In cup chopped walnuts

Heat oven to 35O"F. Grease an 8d-inch cake pan. Mix together the flour, baking
powder, and salt, and set aside. In a saucepan over low heat. melt the butter. Remove the
saucepan rrom heat, and let coot Then stir in: sugar. egg. vanilla. flour mixture, walnuts.
Spm.d in the cake pan and bake ror 30 minutes or until a toodlptclc inserted in the midcfie
comes out clean. Cool slightly bcrore cutting inlo squares.
-From http://www.•l!ocitieJ.comikJllMrineJolocb/
BUITERSCOTCH BROWNIES3/4 cup all-purpose flour

I egg, slightly beaten
114upsall
IUp vanilla
In cup chopped nuts

I up baking powder
1/4 cup buller
1cup brown sugar

Stir flour and baking powder together. Melt butter and brown sugar over low heat.. Stir
in slightly beaten egg: blend in dry ingredients, mixing well. Add vanilla and nuts. Bake
in a greased and floured 8-inch square pan in a slow oven (3OO"F) 2S 10 3S minutes. Cut
while warm.

-From A Guide 10 Good Cooking 22nd ed. (MontreaJ: Lake or the Woods Milling
Company, n.d.) 73.
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CHEESECAKE BROWNIES·
I 1/2 cups flour
2 cupssupr
Il2tspsaIt
213 cup applesauce

6 egg whileS Of equivalent
2tspvaailla
112 cup + I Thsp cocoa

Preheat oven 10 3SOOF. Combine dry ingredients and wet ingredients separ.ucly; then
mix together. Spray a large pan (9xI3·inch Of so) and pour mix into it.
CHEESECAKE TOPPING
3 - 80z fat-fTee cream cheese
3 eggs (use eggbeaters)
3/4 cup sugar
I Tbsp vanilla
Add on lOp of brownie mix and run through with a knife 10 swirl. Bake for 40-45
minutes or unlil done.

CHOCOLAlE BROWNIES (a)·
1/2 cup butlet" or margarine

2 eggs. well-bcaten

2 squares unsweetened chocolate. melted
I cup sugar

112 cup all-purpose nour
112 cup chopped walnuts

Cream butter; add melted chocolale and mix well. Blend in sugar well. Add well-beaten
eggs; mix well. Blend in floor. Stir in the chopped nUls. Pour into a greased 8-inch or 9inch square pan. spreading evenly. Bake in a moderate oven (35O"F) 25-30 minules.
Cool; cut into squares.
·From A Guith to Good Coo/cing 2200 cd (Montreal: Lake of the Woods Milling
Company. n.d.) 73.
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CHOCOlATE BROWNIES (b)"
Preheat oven to 325"F.

Grease an a-inch square cake pan.
Sift together:
3/4 cup flour
114 tsp salt
1/3 cup cocoa
I cup granulated sugar
Stir in:

III cup shortening
3 Tbsp Walei'
2 eggs
I tsp vanilla
Beat until smooth.
Stir in:
1fl cup chopped DIltS.
Tum into prepared pan. Bake in preheated 325°F oven for 25 10 30 minutes, or until
brownies begin to pull away from sides of pan. Makes 24 squares.
·From What's Cooking? with Clarenville Local Assocjotion a/Girl Guides /984. 43.
CHOCOLATE BROWNIES (c)"
IflcupbUtler
3 oz unsweetened baking chocolate
2 cups sugar
20ggs

2 tsp vanilla
I cup all-purpose flour
Illtspsalt

112 cup chopped walnuts

Heat oven 10 35O"F. Grease an 8-inch square cake pan. Mix logelber the flour and salt,
and set aside. In a saucepan over low heal, melt the butter and chocolate. stirring
frequently. Remove the saucepan from heat. and let cool. 1lJen stir in: sugar, eggs.
vanilla. flour mixture, walnuts. Spread in the cake pan arxl bake for 40 minutes or until a
toothpick inserted in the middle comes out dean. Cool slightly befQR cutting into
squares. 1bese brownies are very chewy.
·From hnp:/Iwww.geocities.comlhJlherinesalocksl
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CHOCOLATE COCONUT CREAM BROWNIES·
Sift together:
314 cup flour
Il2tspsalt
113 cup cocoa
112 tsp baking powder
I cup sugar
Stir in:
112 cup shortening
3 Tbsp water
2 eggs
I tsp vanilla
Beat until smooth.
Stir in 112 cup chopped walnuts.
Spread 2J3 of mixture in pan.
Combine in small saucepan:
113 cup unditurcd evaporated mille
113 cup sugar
Cook. over medium heat, stirring occasionally for 5 min. Remove from heat and add I tsp
almond flavouring and I 112 cups coconut. Spread cooked mixture over base and gently
spoon remaining batter on top. Bake in 32.5°F over for 3()..35 min. ke with chocolate:
icing when cool.
·From WIuu's Cooling? with Clounville Local Association ofGirl GllitkS /984. 39.

CHOCOLATE RASPBERRY BROWNIES·
I 112 cups sugar
112 tsp sail
314 cup unsweetened cocoa powder
1/2 tsp baking soda
I cup fal-f~ egg substitutes
1/4 tsp almond e:lttaet
I jar (10 oz.) sugar·f~ raspberry preserves (or apricot, or cheny)
I tsp vanilla
I cup nour
Thoroughly coat a 9ltl3·inch pan with nonslick cooking spray. Sel aside. With an
electric miller, combine sugar and cocoa. Gradually pour in egg substitutes and
raspberry jam. beating on low-speed until sugar is no longer grainy. Add vanilla. salt.
and almond exlr3ct and beat brieny to mix. Combine nour and baking soda and stir in
with a nCllible rubber sparula. 00 not over mill. Tum into prepared pan. Bake in
preheated 32jOF oven 30-35 minutes. Brownies should be slightly undeTbalced but not
runny in the cenler. Allow 10 cool and cut into 2x2·inch squares. Makes 24.
·From http://wwwjatjue.comlr<<ipesibrowniesll.tJSplwrry-brownies
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CHOCOLATE ZUCCHINI BROWNIES-

Mix in large bowl:
2·2 III cups grated zucchini
In. cup ripe mushed banana (about I medium. if not enough add applesauce)
ITbop .......
2 tsp vanilla
Mix separately:
2 cups flour (I cup whole wheal. I cup unbleached white)
113 cup cocoa powder
I III tsp baking soda
In. ISp salt
213 cup sugar (~ if you like it sweet:er)
Fold dry ingtedjents into wet. bauer will be stiff. Bake in nonstick obiong brownie pan
(7x 13-inch or so) al3SO"'F, 25·35 minutes until toothpid: comes OUI dean.
-From hnp:llwww.fat/r~~.comIrecj~slbroW1liesichocolate·zuccltjnj-brownj~:J

DARK FtJDGE BROWNIE CAKE-

112 cup buner
5 0% semi-sweet: baking chocolate
112 cup light or dart Karo syrup
3/4 cup sugar
2 large or 3 medium eggs

I cup all-purpose flour
1/4tspsalt
I cup chopped pecans or walnuts
IISp vanilla. or Ifltsp vanilla and 1/4 tsp almond
extrael

Heat oven to 35O"F. Grease and floor a 9x9-inch baking pan. In a large saucepan over
medium beat. stir the butter, syrup. and chocolate until they reach a boil. Remove the
saucepan from heal., and let cool. Stir the sugar into the chocolate mixture. then mix in
the eggs. one at 3 time. then the vanilla. In a separate bowl. mix together the flour. saIt
and nuts. Stir the flour mixture into the chocolate mixture. Spread the batter into the
baking pan. Bake for 30 to 35 minutes or until a toothpick insened in the middle comes
out clean. Cool 10 minutes and remove from the pan.
CHOCOLATE GLAZE

3 oz semi-sweet or sweet Baking Chocolate In tsp vUlilla or 1/4 tsp almondextraet
Ilbspbulter
In a small saucepan over low heat, melt the chocolate, butter. and. vanilla. stirring
frequently. Remove the saucepan from heat. and cool slightly. Drizzle over me brownie
cake. Let stand for 1 hour before serving.

-From http://www.geocitj~:J.comIlatlt~rin~:JaJocbl
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FAT-FREE RJDGE BROWNIES (a)*
In cup whole wheat flour
1/4 cup unbleached flour
114 cup plus 2 lbsp cocoa
I cupsupr

1J4tsp.salt
113 cup unsweetened applesauce
3 ell whileS or equivaknt
I tspvanilla

Combine do' ingmhents. Combine wet ingredients. Combine wet and dry ingredients.
Pour into an 8d-inch pan sprayed lightly with nonstick cooking spray. Bake at 32S"F
for 23-25 minutes, or just until the edges are firm and the center is set. Cool to room
temperature and cut into squares.

FAT-FREE RJDGE BROWNIES (b).
3/4 cup whole wheat pastry flour
3 egg whites or equivalent
I cup Sucanae
1 tsp vanilla
114 tsp baking soda
1/4 up salt
114 cup plus 2lbsp cocoa (Wonderslim no fae, low caffeine)
113 cup unsweetened applesauce
Combine dry ingredients. Beat wet ingredients. Combine and beat wet and dry
ingredients. Pour into an 8x8-inch pan sprayed lightly with nonstick cooking spray.
Bake at 32S"F for 2S-3O min., or just until the edges are firm and the center is set. Cool
and cut into squares.

·From hnp:l/wwwjatfru.mmlrmpeslbrowniulfud8~-browni~J-2
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A1DGY BROWNIES (a)*
1/2 cup unsweetened cocoa powder
3/4 cup unbkached flour
I 112 cups sup
2 egg whileS (egg replacer for 2 eggs)
112 cup applesaucc
I tsp baking powder

Il2tspsalt
I up vanilla
11bsp Kahlua
I Tbsp peanut butter
walnuts

Spray 8x8-inch pan with cooking spray. In medium bowl. sift logethcrcocoa. flour.
baking powder and sa)(; measure ingredients before sifting. Combine peanut bultCr with
Kahlua warmed in Ibc microwave. It will be kind of gluey. In large bowl. mix Kahlua
and peanut butter with sugar. b will be kind of crumbly and won't mix entirely. Whisk
in egg [replacer!. applcsaucc and vanilla. Combine flour mixture with egg mixture. Add
nuts. Bake 35-40 minuleS at3SOOF.
*From hnp:l/wwwfaJ/ree.com/reci~sIbrownies/fudgy·brownie$
FUDGY BROWNIES (b)*
1/2 cup unswcetened cocoa powder
1/2 cup flour
1/4 cup whole wheal pastry flour
I 112 cups sugar
2 each powdered egg substitute
1/2 cup applcsauce

I up baking powder
112 tsp salt
I tsp vanilla
1/2 lbsp coconut eXlrn(:t
112 Tbsp almond extracc
I Tbsp peanut buncr

Wann cxuaets. Blend in peanut bulter. Add tsp water. ifncccssary co make smooth. In
a separale container. whisk. up egg subslilute. Whisk in applesaucc. and then peanut
butter mixture. In separate bowl. combine dry ingredients. Add liquid mixture and
whisk/stir. Pour into 8x8-inch pan Ihat has been sprayed and floured. Balce al 350°F for
35 to 40 minutes.
-From 1rttp:I/wwwfatfree.comInci/HslbruwniuIfuJgy·browniu-2
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GERMAN CHOCOUtt BROWNIES-

114 cup butter
118 tsp salt
4 oz sweet baking chocolate
I cup chopped pecans, divided in half
3/4 cup brown sugar, divided into 112 cup and 114 cup
2 eggs
I cup flaked coconut
112 cup aU-purpose flour
114 cup milk
Heat oven 10 35O"'F. Grease an b8·inch baking pan. In a saucepan over low heat. melt
the buner and choc~alC. Slirring frequently until smooth. Remove the saucepan from
heat, and let cool. Stir 1f2 cup of brown sugar into the chocolate mix~ then mix in the
eggs. Stir in the flour and 112 cup of pecans. Spread the brownie batter into the baking
pan. Mix the coconut, remaining 112 cup of pecans. and remaining 114 cup of brown
sugar. Add the milk to the coconut mixture and Slir until well blended. Spoon the
coconut mixture evenly over the brownie bauer. Bake for 35 [0 40 minutes or until a

toothpick inserted in the middle comes oot clean. Cool slightly before cutting into
squares.

'From http://wwt>.,.geocit~s.c:omIkatherineSQlocks/
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HOT FUDGE BROWNIESHeal oven to JSO"F.
In a large mixing bowl. combine:
I cup flour
2 tsp baking powder
314 cup granulated sugar
112 up salt (optional)
114 cup unsweetened cocoa
Add:

112 cup skim milk
I tsp vanilla e.llraet
114 cup unsweetened applesauce
Stir to blend. Spoon into an 8x8-inch baking pan spray with cooking spr.t.y.
In a medium-sitcd bowl. combine:
314 cup brown sugar
314 to I 314 cup hoc wale!' (see note)
114 cup unsweetened cocoa
Stir to blend and pour over baner in prepared pan. Bake for 40 minutcs. Serve with

nonfat frozen yogurt. if desiR:d.
Note: A fudgy sauce forms on the bottom of the brownie as it bakes. The consistency of
the sauce depends on the amount of hoi water you use in the recipe. If you use the
maximum amout. it's like a chocolate syrup; with the minimum amount it's more like: a
pudding. I think I usually use about I 1/4 cup for a medium-thid; sauce. which I spoon
up over the yogun to maJce a hoi fudge brownie sundae lind of thing.
-From http://www.fatfru.com/.eci~slbrownieslhot-[udge-brownie

KAHLUA BROWNlES1/2 cup butter
J ot. unsweetened baking chocolate
I 1/2 cup sugar
J eggs

1 1/2 cup all purpose flour
1/2 Up baking powder
l/2tspsalt
1/3 cup Kahlua

Heat oven to JSO"F. Grease an SxS-inch cake: pan. Mix together the flour. baking
powder. and salt, and set aside. 10 a saucepan over low hear.. melt the butter and
chocola1e, stirring fTequently until smooth. Remove the saucepan from heal. and lei cool.
Deal eggs and sugar until light Mix in: cooled chocolate mixture. Kah~ua, flour mixture.
Spread in the cake pan and bake for 40 minutes or until a toothpick inseltcd in the middle
comes out clean. Cool slightly. then brush the top with about 1·2tablcspoons of Kahlua.
Cutinlosquares.
-From hnp:/Iwww.gf!OCities.coml1athen"neS4Jodsl
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KEN11JCKY BOURBON BROWNIES1/2 cup black walnuts, broken

2"P ...._

1/3 cup butter
5 oz semisweet chocoIarc
2 eggs, aI room IernperalUtt

314 cup floor
1112 up baiting powder
Pinch ofsalt
I cup sugar

Heat oven to 3S0°F. Grease an 8·inch square baiting pan. Combine nuts with 2 teaspoons
of bourbon in a small bowl. Cover and set aside. Melt butter and chocolate over low
heat. Cool. Beat eggs. Combine floor, baking powder. salt and sugar. Add beaten eggs
and cooled chocolale milltUre. Mix only until ingredients are well-blended. Stir in
bourbon-soaked nuts. Spoon mixrure into baking pan and bake 2S minutes. Cool in pan
on rack to room Iempenture.
TOPPING
2 to J Thsp bourbon
J Tbsp butter
3 oz semisweet chocolate
Brush with bourbon and allow it to soak in. Combine chocolate and butter in a pan over
low heat (or bowl over warm water) and stir to blend.. Drizzle ovu the top of the
brownies, tilting the pan to cover brownies evenly. When c:hocolare topping is finn, cut
brownies into squares. Layer between waxed paper and store in tightly covered container
in the refrigerator or freezer. Makes 2S smail squares.
-From hnp:/lwww.courier-joumal.com/sarah/J998I0826fair-p06.htmJ

112 cup butler
2 oz semi-sweet baking chocolate
I cup sugar
2<...
718 cup all purpose flour

Irltsp baiting powder
1/4 tsp salt
112 ~p pcppennint extract
1/2 cup Andes mints. broken

Hear: oven to JSO"F. Grease an 8x8-inch cake pan. Mix t~ther the flour, baiting
powder. and salt, and set aside. In a saucepan over low heat. melt !he butter and
chocolate, stirring frequently until smooth. Remove the saucepan from heat, and let cool.
Beat eggs until light. Mix in sugar. chocolate mixture, and pcppennint extract. Mix in
dry ingredients. Add mint pieces. Spread in the cake pan and bake for 2S minutes or until
a toothpick inserted in the middle comes out clean. Cool slightly before cuning into
"l""".
-From hnp:/Iwww.gnJt:iriu.com!hltlterinesalocbl
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MOCHACHINO BROWNIES-

112 cup butter
4 squares unsweelened ~a1e
I lbsp instaO! coffee powder

1 cup sugar
3 eggs, beaten

Ill2tspvanilla
314cupfJour
1/4 lSp salt
I cup chocolate chips
I cup chopped pecans

Melt butter and chocolale together. Add coffee powder. Stir in sugar, eggs. vanilla, and
salt, mi:l well. Add flour and stir to combine. Stir in chocolate chips and nuts. Pour into
a greased 9-inch square pan. Bake at 325°F for about 40 minutes. Cool cornpkIcly
before icing.
ICING
1/4 cup bunee, softened
2 Tbsp coffee liqueur
2 cups icing (confectioners) sugar cinnamon
In a small bowl beat the buner untillighc and flUffy. Gradually beat in icing sugar, and
continue beating until smooth. 8eaI in liqueur to combine. Spread icing over the cooIcd
brownies. Sprinkle cinnamon over top. Cut into squares. Store in the refrigeruOf.

-From hnp:/Iwww.donogh.comlcookinglbrowrtieslnwchachi.shrm/
RASPBERRY BROWNIESI cup (2 sticks) butter or margarine
5 oz unsweetened chocolale. chopped
2 cups sugar
4 large eggs
2lSp vanilla

1-114 cup all-purpose flour
I tsp baking powder
l/2lSpsait
I cup chopped waJnulS
1/2 cup Smucker's Red Raspberry Preserves

Bulter 1311.9:l2-inch baking pan. Melt butter and chocolate in a large, heavy saucepan
over low heat, stirring constantly until smooth. Remove from heat. Stir in sugar, eggs.
and vanilla.. Mill floor, baking powder and salt in small bowl. Add to chocolate mi:lture
and whisk to blend. Stir in nulS. Pour two cups batter into pan. Freeze until firm. about
10 minutes. Preheat oven to 3SO"F. Spread preserves over brownie batter in pan. Spoon
remaining batter over. Let.scand. 20 minutes at room temperarure to thaw bottom layer.
Bake brownies until tcscer insened into center comes OIIt clean. or about 35 minutes.
Transfer to rack and cool. Cut brownies into squares. Siore in airtight container at room
temperature. Makes about two dozen.
-From Itnp:/Iwww.smucur.«JfJI!sJ;Jrecipaldeneru/raspberrybrowniu.asp
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TURnE BROWNIES·
I cupsupr
112 cup shortening
Itspvanilla

20W
213 cup flour
112 cup cocoa

112 tsp baking powder
J/4 tsp salt
112 cup chopped pecans
12 vanilla caramels
ITbsp milk.

Grease: a 9x9-inch baking pan. Mix sugar. shonening. vanilla and eggs. Stir in flour.
cocoa. baking powder and salt. Spread in pan. Sprinkle pecans over batter. Bake at
35O"F for20 to 2S minutes. or until tOOlhpick comes out clean when inserted in center.
Heat caramels and milk. over low heat. stirring frequently, until caramels are melted.

Drizzle over warm brownies. Cool completely.

·From 1tJtp:/lgeocitiu.comIHeartlllNllCabiIl/4082IBTawnieslindu.Juml
WHITE CHOCOLATE BROWNIES·

112 cup oouer
6 oz white baking chocolate
314 cup sugar

Zew
I Il2tsp vanillaextraet

I cup all purpose nour
1/2 tsp baiting powder

.... "".

1/2 cup chopped walnuts
1/2 cup white or semi-sweet chocolate chips

Heat oven to 350°F. Grease a 1x 12-inch baking pan. In a saucepan over low heat. melt
the butter and chocolale, stirring (~uentJy until smooth. Remove the ~pan (rom
heat, stir in the sugar. and let cool. With a wire whisk. heal in the eggs and vanilla until
blended. Stir in the flour. baking powder. and salt Unlil well mixed. StiT in the chocolate
chips and walnuts. Spre3d the batter into the baking pan. Bake for 2S to 30 minutes or
until a toothpick. inserted in the middle comes OUI clean. COC>I slightly before cuning into
squares.
·From hnp:/Iwww.geocities.comIJ:atlterinualodsl
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WHITE CHOCOLATE BROWNIES wrrn APRICOTS AND HAZELNUTS4 eggs
I tspsalt
I 112 cups granulated sugar
112 Ib dried apricots. chopped
6 oz butter
213 cup hazelnuts. chopped
6 oz good quality while chocolate for baking (to melt)
U3 cup while flour
60z while chocolate. chopped
U3 cup cake cake flour
Additional while chocotate co melt and drizzle over
I tsp baking powder
top
In large mixing bowl. combine eggs and sugar and whip together until crumy. In

saucepan. melt butter and pour over chunked while chocolate. Using a whisk. combine
until chocolate is melled. Add to egg/sugar mixture in bowl and mix. In another bowl.
mix together flour. cake flour. baking powder and salt. Add to liquid ingredients and stir
gently. Do not overheat. FoLd in chopped apricots. chopped hazelnuts and while
chocolate chunks and stir briefly. Spread brownie batter into 9x13·inch pan that: has been
greased and lined with pan:hment. Bake in 32S°F oven for 30 to 40 minutes until golden
brown. If desired, drizzJe with melted while c:hocolate or powdered sugar.
-From hltp:/Iwww.interlakes.com/lomonauxirecipes/apribrownie.htmJ
ZUCCHINI BROWNIES-

3 cups zucchini. grated
I 112 cups sugar
213 cup applesauce
3 cups flour
1/4tspsalt

2lSP baking powder
2 tsp baking soda
113 cup cocoa or carob powder, sifled
)tsp vanilla
I tsp coconut extract

Preheat oven at 3SOOF. Prepare a 8xlS-inch baking pan with cooking spray and flour. In
a mixing bowl, combine zucchini. sugar. applesauce. vanilla, and coconut extract. In
another mixing bowl. combine flour. salt. baking powder. baking soda and cocoatcarob
powder. Mix wet ingredients with dry ingmticntsjust until moistened. Spread bailer in
prepamj pan. Bake for 25 minutes.
*From Itllp:/Iwww.fatfru.com/r«ipesibrowrJiesltucchini broW1lies
o
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BORSTCH
I quart jar tomaloes
2 large onions
I small beet
IlbbuUer
small bunch of dill leaves

I cup sweet cream
8 medium potatoes

."""'"

1/2 sLa.lkce)ery
I good head cabbage

Put J quarts water in 4 quan-poc and bring to boil. Peel pOlatoes, onions. carrots. beet
and celery. Put tomatoes into frying pan with 3 Thsp butter and cook for few minutes.
Cut S potatoes and beet into halves. Cube carrots and celery finely. Put a1llhis inlo the
boiling water and add 112 of the IOmatoeS. Sail 10 Iasle and add 1/4lbbuner. Shred
cabbage finely. Put II21bsp butler into frying pan. Otop onions finely and fry in
melted butter 5 minutes. Add 1/3 of cabbage. some chopped green pepper and fry. Don't
overcook potatoes. When lender enough to mash, remove, add remaining butter and
mash. Add 1/2 of tOmaloes and 3 Tbsp fried cabbage and I cup cream. Now cut 3
potatoes inco small cubes. Pour them into boiling powo stock which you have left and
boil them for 10 minutes. Then add 112 olfried cabbage and the rest of the shredded
cabbage. Allow to boil J minultS. Then pour in the mashed potatoes. Stir so there will
be no potatoes in lumps. I..asl:-add rest of fried tomalOeS. fried cabbage. chopped sweet
pepper and finely chopped dill leaves. When it staru 10 boil, remove from heat but do
nOl: cover 100 tightly unlil cool. Salt to Wle and serve.

CARROT SOUP
3 Thsp butter
6 large carrots. peeled and sliced
2 medium onions. chopped
I large polato. peeled and diced

4 cups beef broth
III tsp sugar

salt and pepper

In a heavy 3-quan saucepan. meh blIner. Add ClUTOtS. onion. and powo. and cook over
med·high heat untillightJy browned (about IS minutes. stirring occas.skMtally). Add beef
broth (water and bouillon). sugar. salt and pepper to Wte. Heal to boiling. Reduce heat
to low. cover and cook. IS minutes or until vegetables are tender. Blend Of puree until
smooth (with hand blender or regular blender).
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BAKING POWDER BISCUITS
2cupsf]our
3 t5p baking powder
112lSpsalt

1/4 cup shortening
2J3 to 314 cup milk

Cut shortening into dry mixture until like coarse crumbs. Make a well: add milk. Stir
quick.1y, just until dough follows fod. around bowl. Tum onto lightly floured surface.
(Dough will be soft) Knead gently with heel of hand 10 or 12 strokes. Roll or pat 112·
inch thick. Dip biscuit cutter in flour, cut dough slraight down-no twisting. Bake on
ungreased baking sheel at45O"F for 12·15 minutes. Makes 16.
·for crusty biscuits. bake 314--inch apart; for soft sKies. bake close together.

CORNRWSH
12 cobs com
4 medium onions
2 sweet red peppers
I small cabbage
4 cups vinegar

I 112 cups sugar
4 Tbspsalt

2tspdry mustard
2Tbspflour
IlSptumeric

Cut com from coo. Peel and chop onions. Chop peppers. Cut cabbage into quaners.
remove !lean and force through food chopper. Mix all veggies and pour 3 cups vinegar
over mixture. Mix sugar, sail. muswd, flour and tumeric with remaining vinegar. Add
10 veggie mixture. Bring to boil and simmer gently 4045 minutes. Pour into hot
sterilized jars and seal.

CAJUN GlAZED HAM
410 61b cooked ham (2 to 3 kg)
GLAZE:
I cup brown sugar
I Tbsp paprika
1 up ground black pepper
1/4 cup chopped seeded Jalapeno peppers
2 cloves garlic, minced
112 I5pdried thyme
2 Tbsp while wine vinegar
112 up dried oregano
2 Tbsp grainy mustard or Creole mustard
I tsp cayenne pepper or Tabasco

,...,.

Pierce ham allover with a long skewer. Trim ofT excess fat. Combine all ingredients for
the glaze. Line a baking sheet with foil and place ham on baking sheel with the fat side
up. Score ham and spread with 1/3 of glaze. Bake in preheated 35O"F oven for 20
minutes. Basle with 1/3 more glaze. Bake 20 minutes longer. Repeat. Total cooking
time is about J to I 112 hours. Allow to rest about 30 minutes before serving. Serves 8.
Serve with chili roasted potaloes.
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CHll.l ROASTED POTATOES

6 med. sized red skinned potatoes (2 Ibs, I kg), unpeeled
1/4 cup unsalted buner. melted or olive oil
2 cloves garlic. minced
SPICE MIXTURE:
I tsp salt
1/4 lSp cayenne pepper
I tsp ground cumin
1/4 lSp oregano
Il2lSp ground black pepper 112 tsp paprika
Cur polaloes in halves or quaners, depending on size. Combine melted buner or oil with
garlic. Combine spice: mixture and whisk. into butter or oil mixwre. Toss seasoning with
polatoes well. Spn:ad potaloes out on a parcllmenr paper lined baking shed (or place
around a roast, etc...) Bake: in a prehealed 35O"F oven (or sligtM:ly higher) for one hour«
unril browned and cooked through. Serves 8.
EGGPLANT PARMESAN
3/4 cup Swiss Gruyere cheese, grated
I cup couage cheese

I large eggplanr

parmesan cheese, grated
3/4 cup Mozzarella cheese, grated

Tomato Sauce:
112 cup onion, chopped
In cup eclery, chopped
In cup green pepper, chopped
In cup mushrooms, sliced
4 1bsp olive oil
1·I90z can tomaloes
1-5 Inozcan tomalO pasle

2 small carrots,grated
IlSporegano
1/4 tsp thyme
2-3 dashes hol pepper sauce
IlSpsaJr
112 tsppepper

Slice. brush with oil and broil eggplant on bolh sides until soft. Covereggplanr with
parmesan cheese and set aside. Combine ingredients for tomato sauce and cook for 20
minuleS. Mix mozzarella and gruyere cheese together. Assembly: Layer in a 9x l3-inch
greased casseroLe dish in the following order: eggplant, lomatO sauce, g:raled cheese.
dollops of con.age. cheese, eggplant, tomato sauce and gr;1!ed cheese. Bate in oven al
3SO"F for 40 minutes. Serves 6.
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LASAGNA
2 Ibs hamburger
I Ib sausage

10 oz lasagna noodles

1 c10vegartic
1 Tbsp oregano
1112tspsah
2 cups tomatoes
2-60z cans 10mar:O paste
3 cups cOllage cheese

112 cup parmesan cheese
2n..pponkyn_
2 beatenegp
2tspsall
112tsp pepper
I lb mozzarella. U1inly sliced

Brown meat slowly-add nexl.5 ingredients. Simmer unovered ror 30 minutt'S. Stir
occassionally. Cook noodles in large amounl or sailed WMer'. Drain. Combine
remaining ingredients excepi mozzarella cheese. Place 112 or noodles in 9x 13-inch
baking dish. Spread 112 cottage cheese on top. lhen 112 or mozzarella, then 112 or meat
sauce. Repeat layers. Bake at 2SOOF roc around 3 hoon (begins to look dry).
APP\.ECR!Sp

.5 cups sliced, pared tan apples
I cup brown sugar
314 cup flour

314 cup quick-eoot.ing rolled oats
I tsp cinnamon
112 cup buuer or margarine

Arrange apple in buuered 9-inch pte plate. Combine brown sugar. flour. DaIS. and
cinnamon. Cut in butler until ctUmbly. Press mixlure over apples. Bake in model'3le
oven (35O"F) 45-50 minutes or unlillop is browned. Serve warm with icecream.
• can substitute rhubarb. peaches. raspberries. etc...rcw apples
• with rhubarb. add more sugar
• with canned rroit (peaches. pears. etc...). add cornstarch to thicken

BANANA COOKIES

I 112 cups flour
112 cup sugar
Il2tsp soda
IlSpsah
I tspnutmeg
3/4 ISP cinnamon

I,..
3/4 cup shonening
I cup mashed bananas
I 3/4 cups oalmeal

1 cup chocolale chips
I cup nuts

Mix all ingredients together. SPJOll onlO greased c:ookie sheet and put in oven at 400"F
ror IS minutes.
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BANANA NlIT BREAD
112 cup shortening
112 cup sugar
2 CW. beaten
I 1/2 cups crused bananas
2 cups flour

1/2 up soda
1/4tspsalt
I lSp baking powder
112 cup nuts

Cream shortening and sugar. Add eggs and bananas. Sift flour. sail. soda and baking
powder into bowl. Add nuts. Beat with a few qUKk slrokes. Pul in a IOx4-inch loaf pan.
oiled and floured. Bake at 3sooF for 40 minules.
CHOCou..~

ZUCCHINI LOAF

3 medium eggs
2 cup5 sugar
I cup oil

2 .squares unsweetened chocolale (melted)
I tsp vanilla

2 cups grated zucchini

3 cups sifted Dour
ItspsaJl
I ISpcinnamon
I Isp baking powder
IISp baking soda
I cup chopped almonds

8eallhe eggs until lemon coloured. Beat in sugar and oil. Stir chocolate into egg
mixture with vanilla and zucchini. Sift dry ingredientslogether. Stir inlo zucchini
mixture wilh almonds and mix well. Bake in 2 9x.5·inch greased loaf pans al 3.50°F for
about.50-60 minutes. Let cool in pans for approximately 1.5 minutes before removing.

FANfASY FUOOE
3 cups sugar
3/4 cup margarine
213 cup (6 oz can) evapocatcd milk
12 oz.. scmi·swcetchocolale pieces

7 oz jar manhmallow cream
1 cup chopped nuts

IISp vanilla

Combine sup. margarine and milk in saucepan. Bring to boil. Stir.5 minutes over
medium heat 10 soft baIl stage. Remove from heat: stir in chocolate pieces. Add
marshmallow cream, nuts and vanilla. Beat until well blended. Pour inlo pused 9x 13inch pan. Cool.
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FRESH APPLE CAKE
4 cups fresh apples. cut in 8lb and sliced thinly
I 1/2 cups sugar
2 cups flour
314 cup oil
IISp baking soda
I lSp vanilla
2 lSp cinnamon
2 eggs. well beaten
Pinch of salt
I cup chopped nuts
Blend apples with sup. Add rest of ingredients. Pour inlO greased 9JlII-inch pan.
Bake at 3SO"F for SO minutes.

ICING
Cook over low heat I cup milk wilb S Tbsp flour. Sct aside to cook. Cream I cup
margarine and I scant cup sugar. AddlOpasle. Add Ilspvanilla Beal:untilwhipped
cream consimllCY. (Coconut on top is optional)
NO BAKE COOKIES

2 cups sugar

2 1/2 cups quick oatmeal
1/2 cup margarine
1/2 cup peanul butter
1/2 cup canned milk I tsp vanilla
4 Tbsp cocoa
coconut (as desired)

Put sugar. margarine. milk. and cocoa in saucepan. Bring to boil. Cook for one minute at
a rolling boil. Take from stove. Add remaining ingredienlS. Stir. Drop on wax paper
and let cool.
OATMEAL CAKE

I cupquickoa1.5
1 1/4 cup boiling water
I cup brown sugar
I cube margarine
I cup sugar

1 1/2 cups flour
liSp soda
I lSp cinnamon
Il2tsp nutmeg
2 eggs. bcalen

Combine oats. water. brown sugar and margarine. Cool and add remaining ingmiients.
Mix: by hand. Bake in 9x:13·inch greased and floured pan at 350G F until well done.
OATMEAL CAKE TOPPING

MiJl I cup brown sugar. 1cup coconut. 3 Thsp butter. 1/4 cup milk and 1/2 cup chopped
nuts. MiJl up well. Put on cake as soon as Ulkcn out of oven. Brown in broiler unlil
coconul is done.
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OlD FASIDONED COCONUT OATMEAL COOKIES

I cup butter or margarine
I cup granulated sugar
1/2 cup lighlly packed brown sugar

I."

I cup floor
I cup oats

1/4 cup wheat genn
3/4cupcoc::onut
I tsp bahnS powder
I tsp baking soda
I 112 cups chocolate chips and/or raisins

Cream butter, sugars and egg together thoroughly. Add flour, oats, wheat genn. coconut.
baking powder and baking soda. Mix well. Stir in chocolate chips. Drop by
teaspoonfuls onlo lighlly gRased baking sheets. Alanen slighlly with a RoumI (ort.
Bake al35O"F (or 12·15 minutes or untillighlly goklen. Makes about J dozen.
ORANGE STREUSEL COFFEE CAKE

2 cups sifted flour
Itspsa1l
112 cup supr
2 tsp baking powder
Itsp grated orange rind

I egg, slighlly beaten
1/2 cup milk.
1/2 cup oruge juice
113 cup com oil

Sift first 4 ingredients inlo bowl. Add orange rind. Make a well and add remaining
ingredients. Slir only enough to dampen flour. (Batter should be lumpy) Pour into
greased IO-inch pie pan or 2 greased g·inch pie pans. Top with streusel topping if
desired. Bake at 315°F (Of' JS minutes or until brown.

STI<EUSEL TOPPING
Mill. 1/4 cup flour and In cup sugar in bowl. Cut in 2 lbsp buner Of' margarine until
consislency of cornmeal. Sprink.le on baiter.
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PLAIN CAKE
I cup sugar
112 cup shodcning
I ...
1 cup milk

2 cups flour
2 tsp balcinS powder
I tsp",anilla

Cream first 3 ingredients and then add rest of ingredients. Bake in ung:reased 9x I I-inch
pan at 350G F for around 2S minutes.
COFFEE CAKE TOPPING
grated orange rind (opCional)
112 cup brown sugar
I [5p cinnamon
112 cup chopped nuts
chocoIare chips (as desired)
2 Tbsp flour
2 Tbsp buller or margarine
Rub dry ingredients. buller. and orange rind together lightly with clean hands until
crumbly. Sprinkle on top of unbaked cake. Add nU[5 and chocolate chips. Bake.
RHUBARB CAKE
112 cup shortening

I t5p ",anilla

I 112 cup brown sugar

2 cups whole wheat nour

2 cups diced rflubarb
t12 cup sugar
1...

I tsp soda
I tspcinnamon
I cup sour milk

Sprinkle rhubarb with 112 cup sugar and set aside. Cream shorteninS and brown sugar
together. Add all the remaining ingredients. Blend all together and then add rhubarb
mixure. Pat in greased 9xl3·inch pan. Bake at 3SOC'F for 35-40 minutes. Sprinkle with
icing sugar for topping when baked and cooled.
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SALAD DRESSING CAKE
2 cups flour

41b>p«>«>a
I cup salad dressing (miracle whip)

J cupsupr
114 tsp salt

2 tsp baking soda

I tspunilla
I cupwalcf

Sift dry ingTe<l.ients into bowl. Add lhe last 3 wet ingredients to bowl. Beat well and
bake at 3SOOF (or 25 or 30 minutes in a 9J; II-inch cake pan. or two 8-inch round pans.
G~CHOCOUnT~ING

Combine in saucepan. I cup canned milk and I cup sugar. 3 egg )'OlkJ. I cube margarine.
I up vanilla. Coot (or 12 minutes. stirring. Add I In cups coconut, I cup nuts. Sea!:
until cool and thick enough to spread.

SUGAR COOKIES
213 cup shortening
314 cup sugar
112"" gJ3lCd ann.. P'CI
112 tsp vanilla

4 tsp milk
2 cups sifted flour
I 112 tsp baking powder

1/4tspsalt

I,gg
Thoroughly cream shortening. sugar. orange peel. and vanilla. Add egg. beat unlillighl
and fluffy. Slir in milk. Sift together dry ingredients; blend into creamed mixture.
o;vide dough in half. Chill one hour. On lightly floured surface, mil 10 lIS-inch. Cui in
desired shapes with cuuers.. Bake on greased cookie 5hcet at 375°F about 6-8 minutes.
Cool slightly; remove (rom pan. Cool on rack. Makes two dozen. Decorate as desired.
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